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Integration (No UI)
0. API Examples
iOS and macOS
Last updated：2022-11-17 11:39:55

This document describes how to quickly run TRTC-API-Example (iOS and macOS).

Environment Requirements

Xcode 11.0 or later
A valid developer signature for your project

Qt Creator 4.13.3 (macOS) or later

Prerequisites

You have signed up for a Tencent Cloud account.

Directions

Step 1. Create an application

1. Log in to the TRTC console and select Application Management on the left sidebar.
2. Click Create application, enter an application name such as  APIExample . If you already have an application, 

select Existing and click Next. 

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/378/17985
https://console.tencentcloud.com/trtc/app
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Step 2. Download the sample code

1. Select No UI and go to GitHub to download the sample code for your platform.
2. Click Next. 
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Step 3. Configure the project

1. If you are running a demo project, select Testing. Note the  SDKAppID  and secret key. 
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2. Open the file downloaded previously. Follow the instructions in the console to modify the  SDKAppID  and secret 

key, and click Next.

explain
The method for generating  UserSig  described in this document involves configuring  SECRETKEY  in the client 

code. In this method,  SECRETKEY  may be easily decompiled and reversed, and if your key is disclosed, attackers 

can steal your Tencent Cloud traffic. Therefore, this method is only suitable for the local execution and 
debugging of TRTC-API-Example.

The best practice is to integrate the calculation code of  UserSig  into your server and provide an application-

oriented API. When  UserSig  is needed, your application can send a request to your server for a dynamic 

 UserSig . For more information, see How do I calculate  UserSig  during production?.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35166
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Step 4. Compile and run the demo

Open the  TRTC-API-Example-OC.xcworkspace  project in the source code directory with Xcode (11.0 or later) 

and compile and run the  TRTC-API-Example  project.

FAQs

1. The demo is running on two mobile phones, but why can't they display the images of each 
other?

Make sure that the two mobile phones use different  UserID . With TRTC, you cannot use the same  UserID  on 

two devices simultaneously unless the  SDKAppID  is different.

2. What are the restrictions of the firewall?

The SDK uses the UDP protocol for audio/video transmission and therefore cannot be used in office networks that 
block UDP. If you encounter such a problem, refer to Firewall Restrictions to troubleshoot the issue.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35164
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Android
Last updated：2022-11-17 11:40:04

This document shows you how to quickly run TRTC-API-Example (Android).

Environment Requirements

Android 4.1 (SDK API level 16) or later; Android 5.0 (SDK API level 21) or later is recommended.
Android Studio 3.5 or later

Devices with Android 4.1 or later

Prerequisites

You have signed up for a Tencent Cloud account.

Directions

Step 1. Create an application

1. Log in to the TRTC console and select Application Management on the left sidebar.
2. Click Create application, enter an application name such as  APIExample . If you already have an application, 

select Existing and click Next. 

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/378/17985
https://console.tencentcloud.com/trtc/app
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Step 2. Download the sample code

1. Select No UI and go to GitHub to download the sample code for your platform.
2. Click Next. 
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Step 3. Configure the project

1. If you are running a demo project, select Testing. Note the  SDKAppID  and secret key. 
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2. Open the file downloaded previously. Follow the instructions in the console to modify the  SDKAppID  and secret 

key, and click Next.

explain
The method for generating  UserSig  described in this document involves configuring  SECRETKEY  in the client 

code. In this method,  SECRETKEY  may be easily decompiled and reversed, and if your key is disclosed, attackers 

can steal your Tencent Cloud traffic. Therefore, this method is suitable only for the local execution and 
debugging of TRTC-API-Example.

The best practice is to integrate the calculation code of  UserSig  into your server and provide an application-

oriented API. When  UserSig  is needed, your application can send a request to your server for a dynamic 

 UserSig . For more information, see How do I calculate  UserSig  during production?.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35166
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Step 4. Compile and run the demo

Open the demo project  TRTC-API-Example  with Android Studio (v3.5 or later) and run the project.

FAQs

1. The app is running on two mobile phones, but why can't they display the images of each 
other?

Make sure that the two mobile phones use different  UserID . With TRTC, you cannot use the same  UserID  on 

two devices simultaneously unless the  SDKAppID  is different.

2. What are the restrictions of the firewall?

The SDK uses the UDP protocol for audio/video transmission and therefore cannot be used in office networks that 
block UDP. If you encounter such a problem, you can refer to Firewall Restrictions to troubleshoot the issue.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35164
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Web
Last updated：2022-11-17 11:40:13

This document describes how to quickly run the demo for the TRTC web SDK.

Limits

Before you run the demo for the TRTC web SDK, pay attention to the following:

Supported platforms

The TRTC web SDK is based on WebRTC. For details about the browsers supported, see Supported Platforms. 

If your browser (for example, WebView) is not in the list, you can run a TRTC Web SDK Support Level Test in the 
browser to test whether it fully supports WebRTC.
If your application scenario is mainly in the education sector, consider using the TRTC Electron SDK, which supports 
the dual-stream mode (low-quality and high-quality streams), with more flexible screen sharing schemes and better 
recovery capabilities for poor network connections. 

URL protocol support

Because of the security policies of browsers, when you use WebRTC, there are requirements on the protocol used for 
access. For details, see the table below.

Scenario Protocol Receive 
(Playback)

Send 
(Publish)

Share 
Screen

Remarks

Production HTTPS Supported Supported Supported Recommended

Production HTTP Supported Not 
supported

Not 
supported

-

Local 
development

http://localhost Supported Supported Supported Recommended

Local 
development

http://127.0.0.1 Supported Supported Supported -

Local 
development

http://[local IP 
address]

Supported Not 
supported

Not 
supported

-

Local 
development

file:/// Supported Supported Supported -

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/41664
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/demo/detect/index.html
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35097
http://localhost/
http://127.0.0.1/
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Firewall configuration

Users may fail to have an audio/video call due to firewall restrictions. To avoid this, add the ports and domains 
specified in Firewall Restrictions to the firewall allowlist.

Prerequisites

You have signed up for a Tencent Cloud account.

Directions

Step 1. Create an application

1. Log in to the TRTC console and select Application Management on the left sidebar.
2. Click Create application, enter an application name such as  APIExample . If you already have an application, 

select Existing and click Next. 

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35164
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/378/17985
https://console.tencentcloud.com/trtc/app
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Step 2. Download the sample code

1. Select No UI and go to GitHub to download the sample code for your platform.
2. Click Next. 
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Step 3. Configure the project

1. If you are running a demo project, select Testing. Note the  SDKAppID  and secret key. 
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2. Open the file downloaded previously. Follow the instructions in the console to modify the  SDKAppID  and secret 

key, and click Next.

explain
The method for generating  UserSig  described in this document involves configuring  SECRETKEY  in the client 

code. In this method,  SECRETKEY  may be easily decompiled and reversed, and if your key is disclosed, attackers 

can steal your Tencent Cloud traffic. Therefore, this method is suitable only for the local execution and 
debugging of TRTC-API-Example.

The best practice is to integrate the calculation code of  UserSig  into your server and provide an application-

oriented API. When  UserSig  is needed, your application can send a request to your server for a dynamic 

 UserSig . For more information, see How do I calculate  UserSig  during production?.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35166
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FAQs

1. What should I do if the client error "RtcError: no valid ice candidate found" occurs?

It indicates that STUN hole punching failed. Refer to Firewall Restrictions to check your firewall configuration.

2. What should I do if the client error "RtcError: ICE/DTLS Transport connection failed" or 
"RtcError: DTLS Transport connection timeout" occurs?

It indicates the TRTC web SDK failed to establish a media transport connection. Check your firewall configuration 
against Firewall Restrictions.

3. What should I do if a 10006 error occurs?

If the error "Join room failed result: 10006 error: service is suspended, if charge is overdue,renew it" occurs, check 
whether the TRTC service status for your application is “normal”. 
Log in to the TRTC console, select the application you created, and click Application Info to view its service status. 

explain

 For other questions, see Web.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35164
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35164
https://console.tencentcloud.com/rav
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/37340
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Windows C++
Last updated：2022-11-17 11:40:30

This document describes how to quickly run the demo for the TRTC Windows C++ SDK.

Environment Requirements

Install Visual Studio 2017 or later (v2019 is recommended).
Install Qt 5.14.x.

Find the right version of Qt Add-in for your Visual Studio on the Qt website. Download and install it.
Open Visual Studio, in the menu bar, select QT VS Tools > Qt Options > Qt Versions, and add a MSVC compiler.
Copy all the DLL files in  SDK/CPlusPlus/Win64/lib  (for 64-bit Windows) to the  debug /  release  folder 

of the project directory.
notice

 debug/release  is auto-generated after environment configuration in Visual Studio. For 32-bit Windows, copy all 

the DLL files in  SDK/CPlusPlus/Win64/lib  to the  debug/release  folder of the project directory.

Prerequisites

You have signed up for a Tencent Cloud account.

Directions

Step 1. Create an application

1. Log in to the TRTC console and select Application Management on the left sidebar.
2. Click Create application, enter an application name such as  APIExample . If you already have an application, 

select Existing and click Next. 

https://download.qt.io/archive/qt/5.14/5.14.2/
https://download.qt.io/official_releases/vsaddin/2.7.2/
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/378/17985
https://console.tencentcloud.com/trtc/app
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Step 2. Download the sample code

1. Select No UI and go to GitHub to download the sample code for your platform.
2. Click Next. 
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Step 3. Configure the project

1. If you are running a demo project, select Testing. Note the  SDKAppID  and secret key. 
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2. Open the file downloaded previously. Follow the instructions in the console to modify the  SDKAppID  and secret 

key, and click Next.

explain
The method for generating  UserSig  described in this document involves configuring  SECRETKEY  in the client 

code. In this method,  SECRETKEY  may be easily decompiled and reversed, and if your key is disclosed, attackers 

can steal your Tencent Cloud traffic. Therefore, this method is suitable only for the local execution and 
debugging of TRTC-API-Example.

The best practice is to integrate the calculation code of  UserSig  into your server and provide an application-

oriented API. When  UserSig  is needed, your application can send a request to your server for a dynamic 

 UserSig . For more information, see How do I calculate  UserSig  during production?.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35166
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Step 4. Compile and run the demo

Open  QTDemo.sln  in the TRTC-API-Example-Qt directory with Microsoft Visual Studio (v2019 is recommended), 

set up the Qt environment (Qt 5.14 is recommended), and run the project.

FAQs

1. The demo is running on two devices, but why can't they display the images of each other?

Make sure that the two devices use different  UserID . With TRTC, you cannot use the same  UserID  on two 

devices simultaneously unless the  SDKAppID  is different.

2. What are the restrictions of the firewall?

The SDK uses the UDP protocol for audio/video transmission and therefore cannot be used in office networks that 
block UDP. If you encounter such a problem, see Firewall Restrictions.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35164
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Electron
Last updated：2022-11-17 11:40:40

This document shows you how to quickly run TRTC-API-Example (Electron).

Prerequisites

You have signed up for a Tencent Cloud account.

Directions

Step 1. Create an application

1. Log in to the TRTC console and select Application Management on the left sidebar.

2. Click Create application, enter an application name such as  APIExample . If you already have an application, 

select Existing and click Next. 

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/378/17985
https://console.tencentcloud.com/trtc/app
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Step 2. Download the sample code

1. Select No UI and go to GitHub to download the sample code for your platform.

https://github.com/tencentyun/TRTCSDK
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git clone https://github.com/tencentyun/TRTCSDK

2. Click Next. 
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Step 3. Configure the project

1. If you are running a demo project, select Testing. Note the  SDKAppID  and secret key. 
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2. Find and open  Electron/TRTC-API-Example/assets/debug/gen-test-user-sig.js  and modify the 

 SDKAppID  and secret key. Click Next.

explain
The method for generating  UserSig  described in this document involves configuring  SECRETKEY  in the client 

code. In this method,  SECRETKEY  may be easily decompiled and reversed, and if your key is disclosed, attackers 

can steal your Tencent Cloud traffic. Therefore, this method is only suitable for the local execution and 
debugging of TRTC-API-Example.

The best practice is to integrate the calculation code of  UserSig  into your server and provide an application-

oriented API. When  UserSig  is needed, your application can send a request to your server for a dynamic 

 UserSig . For more information, see How do I calculate  UserSig  during production?.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35166
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FAQs

1. What firewall restrictions does the SDK face?

The SDK uses the UDP protocol for audio/video transmission and therefore cannot be used in office networks that 
block UDP. If you encounter such a problem, refer to Firewall Restrictions to troubleshoot the issue.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35164
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Flutter
Last updated：2022-11-17 11:40:49

This document describes how to quickly run the demo for the TRTC Flutter SDK.
notice
 Currently, screen sharing and device selection are not supported on Windows or macOS.

Environment Requirements

Flutter 2.0 or later
Developing for Android:
Android Studio 3.5 or later
Devices with Android 4.1 or later
Developing for iOS and macOS:

Xcode 11.0 or later
OS X 10.11 or later
A valid developer signature for your project
Developing for Windows:
OS: Windows 7 SP1 or later (64-bit based on x86-64)
Disk space: At least 1.64 GB of space after the IDE and relevant tools are installed

Visual Studio 2019 

Prerequisites

You have signed up for a Tencent Cloud account.

Directions

Step 1. Create an application

1. Log in to the TRTC console and select Application Management on the left sidebar.
2. Click Create application, enter an application name such as  APIExample . If you already have an application, 

select Existing and click Next. 

https://visualstudio.microsoft.com/zh-hans/downloads/
https://www.tencentcloud.com/
https://console.tencentcloud.com/trtc/app
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Step 2. Download the sample code

1. Select No UI, and go to GitHub to download the SDK and demo source code.
2. Click Next. 

https://github.com/LiteAVSDK/TRTC_Flutter/tree/master/TRTC-Simple-Demo
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Step 3. Configure the project

1. If you are running a demo project, select Testing. Note the  SDKAppID  and secret key. 
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2. Open the file downloaded previously, find and open  /lib/debug/GenerateTestUserSig.dart , and set the 

following parameters:

 SDKAPPID : A placeholder by default. Set it to the actual  SDKAppID .

 SECRETKEY : A placeholder by default. Set it to the actual key.

3. Click Next.
explain

The method for generating UserSig described in this document involves configuring SECRETKEY in the client code. 
In this method, SECRETKEY may be easily decompiled and reversed, and if your key is disclosed, attackers can steal 
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your Tencent Cloud traffic. Therefore, this method is only suitable for the local execution and debugging of TRTC-
Simple-Demo.
The best practice is to integrate the calculation code of UserSig into your server and provide an application-oriented 

API. When UserSig is needed, your application can send a request to your server for a dynamic UserSig. For more 
information, see How do I calculate UserSig during production?.

Step 4. Compile and run the demo

1. Execute  flutter pub get .

2. Build and run the project.

Android

1. Execute  flutter run .

2. Open the demo project with Android Studio (3.5 or later), and run the project.

iOS

1. Execute  cd ios .

2. Execute  pod install .

3. Open  /ios  in the source code directory with Xcode (11.0 or later). Compile and run the demo project.

Windows

1. Execute  flutter config --enable-windows-desktop .

2. Execute  flutter run -d windows .

macOS

1. Execute  flutter config --enable-macos-desktop .

2. Execute  cd macos .

3. Execute  pod install .

4. Execute  flutter run -d macos .

FAQs

How do I view TRTC logs?

TRTC logs are compressed and encrypted by default (XLOG format). You can find them at the following paths:

iOS:  Documents/log  of the application sandbox

Android:
v6.7 or earlier:  /sdcard/log/tencent/liteav 

v6.8 or later:  /sdcard/Android/data/package name/files/log/tencent/liteav/ 

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35166
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What should I do if videos show on Android but not on iOS?

Make sure that in  info.plist  of your project, the value of  io.flutter.embedded_views_preview  is 

 YES . 

What should I do if the "Manifest merge failed" error occurs in Android Studio?

Open  /example/android/app/src/main/AndroidManifest.xml .

1. Add  xmlns:tools="http://schemas.android.com/tools"  to  manifest .

2. Add  tools:replace="android:label"  to  application . 

Illustration

explain
 For more FAQs, see Flutter.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/39242
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Unity
Last updated：2022-11-17 11:40:58

This document shows you how to integrate the TRTC SDK in Unity to enable audio/video calls in games.
The demo includes the following features:
Room entry/exit

Custom video rendering
Device management and music/audio effects
explain
For details about the APIs and their parameters, see Overview.
Unity 2020.2.1f1c1 is recommended.

Supported platforms: Android, iOS, Windows, macOS (alpha testing)
Modules required:  Android Build Support ,  iOS Build Support ,  Windows Build Support , 

 MacOS Build Support 

If you are developing for iOS, you also need:
Xcode 11.0 or later
A valid developer signature for your project

Directions

Step 1. Create an application

1. Log in to the TRTC console and select Application Management on the left sidebar.
2. Click Create application, enter an application name such as  APIExample . If you already have an application, 

select Existing and click Next. 

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/40139
https://console.tencentcloud.com/trtc/app
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Step 2. Download the sample code

1. Select No UI, and go to GitHub to download the SDK and demo source code.
2. Click Next. 

https://github.com/LiteAVSDK/TRTC_Unity/tree/main/TRTC-Simple-Demo
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Step 3. Configure the project

1. If you are running a demo project, select Testing. Note the  SDKAppID  and secret key. 
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2. Open the file downloaded previously, find and open  TRTC-Simple-

Demo/Assets/TRTCSDK/Demo/Tools/GenerateTestUserSig.cs , and set the following parameters:

 SDKAPPID : A placeholder by default. Set it to the actual  SDKAppID .

 SECRETKEY : A placeholder by default. Set it to the actual key.

3. Click Next.
explain
The method for generating  UserSig  described in this document involves configuring  SECRETKEY  in the client 

code. In this method,  SECRETKEY  may be easily decompiled and reversed, and if your key is disclosed, attackers 

can steal your Tencent Cloud traffic. Therefore, this method is only suitable for the local execution and 
debugging of TRTC-Simple-Demo.
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The best practice is to integrate the calculation code of  UserSig  into your server and provide an application-

oriented API. When  UserSig  is needed, your application can send a request to your server for a dynamic 

 UserSig . For more information, see How do I calculate  UserSig  during production?.

Step 4. Compile and run the demo

Android

1. Open Unity Editor, go to File > Build Settings, and select Android for Platform. 

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35166
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2. Connect to a real Android device and click Build And Run to run the demo.
3. Call  enterRoom  first and go on to test other APIs. The data display window shows whether the call is 

successful, and the other window displays the callback information.

iOS

1. Open the TRTC build and configuration tool (from the menu at the top).
2. Click Build & Configure iOS to generate a project. 

3. Open the project generated (  Unity-iPhone.xcodeproj ) with Xcode.

4. Download the underlying TRTC SDK. Click General, select Frameworks, Libraries, and Embedded Content, 

click + at the bottom to add the dynamic libraries required –  FFmpeg.xcframework  and 

 SoundTouch.xcframework , and click Embed & Sign. 

https://comm.qq.com/trtc/TRTC_9.7.0.11440_iOS.zip
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5. Connect to a real iOS device to debug the project.

Windows

1. Open Unity Editor, go to File > Build Settings, and select PC, Mac & Linux Standalone for Platform, and 

Windows for Target Platform. 
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2. Click Build And Run to run the demo.

macOS

1. Open Unity Editor, go to File > Build Settings, and select PC, Mac & Linux Standalone for Platform, and 

macOS for Target Platform. 
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2. Click Build And Run to run the demo.
3. To use the simulator feature of Unity Editor, you must install  Device Simulator Package .

4. Click Windows > General > Device Simulator. 
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Demo

The demo integrates most of the APIs launched so far, which can be used for testing and as reference for API calls. 

For more information about APIs, see Client APIs > Unity > Overview.
explain
 The UI of the latest version of the demo may look different.

Directory Structure

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/40139
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├─Assets

├── Editor                        // Unity Editor script

│   ├── BuildScript.cs            // Unity Editor build menu

│   ├── IosPostProcess.cs         // Script for building iOS application in Unity E

├── Plugins

│   ├── Android                   

│   │   ├── AndroidManifest.xml   //Android configuration file

├── StreamingAssets               // Audio/Video stream files for the Unity demo

├── TRTCSDK

    ├── Demo                      // Unity demo

    ├── SDK                       // TRTC SDK for Unity
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        ├── Implement             // Implementation of TRTC SDK for Unity

        ├── Include               // Header files of TRTC SDK for Unity

        └── Plugins               // Underlying implementation of TRTC SDK for Unit
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React Native
Last updated：2022-11-17 11:41:02

This document describes how to quickly run the TRTC demo for React Native.

Environment Requirements

React Native 0.63 or later
Node (later than v12) & Watchman

Developing for Android:
Android Studio 3.5 or later
Devices with Android 4.1 or later
Developing for iOS and macOS:
Xcode 11.0 or later

OS X 10.11 or later
A valid developer signature for your project
For how to set up the environment, see the React Native official document.

Prerequisites

You have signed up for a Tencent Cloud account.

Directions

Step 1. Create an application

1. Log in to the TRTC console and select Application Management on the left sidebar.
2. Click Create application, enter an application name such as  APIExample . If you already have an application, 

select Existing and click Next. 

https://reactnative.dev/docs/environment-setup
https://www.tencentcloud.com/
https://console.tencentcloud.com/trtc/app
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Step 2. Download the sample code

1. Select No UI, and go to GitHub to download the SDK and demo source code.
2. Click Next. 

https://github.com/LiteAVSDK/TRTC_ReactNative/tree/main/TRTC-Simple-Demo
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Step 3. Configure the project

1. If you are running a demo project, select Testing. Note the  SDKAppID  and secret key. 
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2. Open the file downloaded previously, find and open  /TRTC-Simple-Demo/debug/config.js , and set the 

following parameters:

 SDKAPPID : A placeholder by default. Set it to the actual  SDKAppID .

 SECRETKEY : A placeholder by default. Set it to the actual key.

3. Click Next.
explain
The method for generating  UserSig  described in this document involves configuring  SECRETKEY  in the client 

code. In this method,  SECRETKEY  may be easily decompiled and reversed, and if your key is disclosed, attackers 

can steal your Tencent Cloud traffic. Therefore, this method is only suitable for the local execution and 
debugging of TRTC-Simple-Demo.
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The best practice is to integrate the calculation code of  UserSig  into your server and provide an application-

oriented API. When  UserSig  is needed, your application can send a request to your server for a dynamic 

 UserSig . For more information, see How do I calculate  UserSig  during production?.

Step 4. Configure permission requests

You need to configure permission requests in order to run the demo.

Android

1. Configure application permissions in  AndroidManifest.xml . The TRTC SDK requires the following 

permissions:

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35166
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<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.INTERNET" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATE" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.RECORD_AUDIO" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.MODIFY_AUDIO_SETTINGS" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.BLUETOOTH" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.CAMERA" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.READ_PHONE_STATE" />

<uses-feature android:name="android.hardware.camera" />
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<uses-feature android:name="android.hardware.camera.autofocus" />

Do not use  android:hardwareAccelerated="false" . Disabling hardware acceleration will result in failure to 

render remote videos.

You need to request audio and video permissions manually for Android.

if (Platform.OS === 'android') {

  await PermissionsAndroid.requestMultiple([

    PermissionsAndroid.PERMISSIONS.RECORD_AUDIO, //For audio calls

    PermissionsAndroid.PERMISSIONS.CAMERA, // For video calls

  ]);
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}

iOS

1. Configure application permissions in  Info.plist . The TRTC SDK requires the following permissions:

<key>NSCameraUsageDescription</key>

<string>You can make video calls only if you grant the app camera permission.</stri

<key>NSMicrophoneUsageDescription</key>

<string>You can make audio calls only if you grant the app mic permission.</string>
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Step 5. Build and run the project

Run  npm install .

Android

1. Start Metro in the demo directory.

npx react-native start

2. Open a new window in the demo directory and start debugging.
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npx react-native run-android

iOS

1. Run  pod install  in the demo iOS directory to install dependencies.

2. Start Metro in the demo directory.
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npx react-native start

3. Open a new window in the demo directory and start debugging (if an error occurs, please use Xcode to debug your 

project).
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npx react-native run-ios
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1. Importing the SDK
iOS
Last updated：2022-11-01 10:20:32

This document describes how to import the SDK into your project. 

Environment Requirements

Xcode 9.0 or later 

iPhone or iPad with iOS 9.0 or later
A valid developer signature for your project

Step 1. Import the SDK

You can use CocoaPods or download and import the SDK manually into your project.

Method 1. Use CocoaPods

1. Install CocoaPods. 
Enter the following command in a terminal window (you need to install Ruby on your Mac first):
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sudo gem install cocoapods

2. Create a Podfile. 

Go to the directory of your project and enter the following command to create a Podfile in the directory.
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pod init

3. Edit the Podfile. 

Choose an appropriate edition according to your project needs and edit the Podfile:
Option 1: Lite 
The installation package is the smallest but only supports two features: real-time communication (TRTC) and live 
player (TXLivePlayer). To choose this version, edit the Podfile as follows:
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 platform :ios, '8.0'

  target 'App' do

  pod 'TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC', :podspec => 'https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/pod/liteavsdks

  end

Option 2: Professional 
The installation package includes real-time communication (TRTC), live player (TXLivePlayer), RTMP streaming 
(TXLivePusher), VOD player (TXVodPlayer), short video recording and editing (UGSV), and many other features. To 
choose this edition, edit the Podfile as follows:
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 platform :ios, '8.0'

  target 'App' do

  pod 'TXLiteAVSDK_Professional', :podspec => 'https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/pod/li

  end

4. Update the local repository and install the SDK
Enter the following command in a terminal window to update the local repository and install the SDK:
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pod install

Or, run this command to update the local repository:
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pod update

An XCWORKSPACE project file integrated with the TRTC SDK will be generated. Double-click to open it.

Method 2. Download the SDK and import it manually

1. Download and decompress the SDK package.
2. Open your Xcode project, select the target you want to run, and click Build Phases. 

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/34615
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3. Expand Link Binary With Libraries and click the + icon at the bottom to add dependent libraries. 

4. Add the downloaded  TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC.Framework  (or 

 TXLiteAVSDK_Professional.Framework ),  TXFFmpeg.xcframework , 

 TXSoundTouch.xcframework , and the frameworks they depend on:  GLKit.framework , 

 AssetsLibrary.framework ,  SystemConfiguration.framework ,  libsqlite3.0.tbd , 

 CoreTelephony.framework ,  AVFoundation.framework ,  OpenGLES.framework , 

 Accelerate.framework ,  MetalKit.framework ,  libresolv.tbd , 

 MobileCoreServices.framework ,  libc++.tbd ,  CoreMedia.framework . 
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5. Click General, expand Frameworks, Libraries, and Embedded Content, and check if the dynamic libraries 
required by  TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC.framework  (TXFFmpeg.xcframework and TXSoundTouch.xcframework) 

have been added and set to Embed & Sign. If not, click + at the bottom to add them. 
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Step 2. Configure app permissions

1. To use the audio/video features of the SDK, you need to grant the application mic and camera permissions. Add the 
two items below to  Info.plist  of your application. Their content is what users see in the mic and camera access 

pop-up windows.
Privacy - Microphone Usage Description. Include a statement specifying why mic access is needed
Privacy - Camera Usage Description. Include a statement specifying why camera access is needed 
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2. If you want the SDK to run in the background, select your project, under the Capabilities tab, set Background 
Modes to ON, and select Audio, AirPlay, and Picture in Picture.
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Step 3. Import the SDK into the project

After completing the first step of importing and the second step of granting device permissions, you can import the 
APIs provided by the SDK into your project.

Using Objective-C or Swift APIs

There are two ways to use the SDK in Objective-C or Swift:
Import the module: Import the SDK module in the files that will use the SDK APIs.
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@import TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC;

Import the header file: Import the header file in the files that will use the SDK APIs.
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#import "TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC/TRTCCloud.h"

explain

 For more information on how to use Objective-C APIs, see Overview.

Using C++ APIs (optional)

If your project imports the SDK through a cross-platform framework such as Qt or Electron, import the header files in 
the  TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC.framework/Headers/cpp_interface  directory:

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35119
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#include "TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC/cpp_interface/ITRTCCloud.h"

explain

 For more information on how to use C++ APIs, see Overview.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35131
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Android
Last updated：2022-09-26 11:41:59

This document describes how to import the SDK into your project. 

Environment Requirements

Android Studio 3.5 or later.

Android 4.1 (SDK API level 16) or later

Step 1. Import the SDK

Method 1. Automatic loading (aar)

The TRTC SDK has been released to the mavenCentral repository, and you can configure Gradle to download 
updates automatically.
1. Add the TRTC SDK dependency to  dependencies .
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dependencies {

     implementation 'com.tencent.liteav:LiteAVSDK_TRTC:latest.release'

}

2. In  defaultConfig , specify the CPU architecture to be used by your application.
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defaultConfig {

     ndk {

             abiFilters "armeabi-v7a", "arm64-v8a"

     }

}

explain
Currently, the TRTC SDK supports armeabi-v7a, and arm64-v8a.
3. Click 
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Sync Now to automatically download the SDK and integrate them into your project.

Method 2. Download the SDK and import it manually

1. Download the SDK and decompress it locally.
2. Copy the decompressed AAR file to the app/libs directory of your project.

3. Add flatDir to  build.gradle  under your project's root directory to specify the local path for the repository. 

4. Add code in  app/build.gradle  to import the AAR file. 

https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/download/latest/TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC_Android_latest.zip
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5. In  defaultConfig  of  app/build.gradle , specify the CPU architecture to be used by your application.
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defaultConfig {

     ndk {

             abiFilters "armeabi", "armeabi-v7a", "arm64-v8a"

     }

}

explain
Currently, the TRTC SDK supports armeabi, armeabi-v7a, and arm64-v8a.
6. Click 
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Sync Now to integrate the TRTC SDK.

Step 2. Configure app permissions

Configure application permissions in  AndroidManifest.xml . The TRTC SDK requires the following 

permissions:
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<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.INTERNET" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATE" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.RECORD_AUDIO" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.MODIFY_AUDIO_SETTINGS" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.BLUETOOTH" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.CAMERA" />

<uses-feature android:name="android.hardware.camera.autofocus" />

notice

 Do not set  android:hardwareAccelerated="false" . Disabling hardware acceleration will result in failure to 

render remote users' videos.

Step 3. Set obfuscation rules

In the  proguard-rules.pro  file, add the classes related to the TRTC SDK to the "do not obfuscate" list:
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-keep class com.tencent.** { *;}

Using SDK Through C++ APIs (Optional)

If you prefer to use C++ APIs instead of Java for development, you can perform this step. If you only use Java to call 
the TRTC SDK, skip this step.
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1. First, you need to integrate the TRTC SDK by importing JAR and SO libraries as instructed above.
2. Copy the C++ header file in the SDK to the project (path:  SDK/LiteAVSDK_TRTC_xxx/libs/include ) and 

configure the  include  folder path and dynamic link to the SO library in  CMakeLists.txt .

cmake_minimum_required(VERSION 3.6)

# Configure the C++ API header file path

include_directories(

     ${CMAKE_CURRENT_SOURCE_DIR}/include  # Copied from `SDK/LiteAVSDK_TRTC_xxx/lib

)
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add_library(

     native-lib

     SHARED

     native-lib.cpp)

# Configure the path of the `libliteavsdk.so` dynamic library

add_library(libliteavsdk SHARED IMPORTED)

set_target_properties(libliteavsdk  PROPERTIES IMPORTED_LOCATION ${CMAKE_CURRENT_SO

find_library(

     log-lib

     log)

# Configure the dynamic link as `libliteavsdk.so`

target_link_libraries(

     native-lib

     libliteavsdk

     ${log-lib})

3. Use the namespace: The methods and types of cross-platform C++ APIs are all defined in the  trtc  namespace. 

To simplify your code, we recommend you use the  trtc  namespace.
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using namespace trtc;

explain

For more information on how to configure the Android Studio C/C++ development environments, see Add C and C++ 
code to your project. 
Currently, only the TRTC edition of the SDK supports C++ APIs. For more information on how to use C++ APIs, see 
Overview.

https://developer.android.com/studio/projects/add-native-code
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35131
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macOS
Last updated：2022-09-26 11:42:43

This document describes how to quickly integrate the TRTC macOS SDK into your project. 

Environment Requirements

Xcode 9.0 or later

A Mac computer with OS X 10.10 or later
A valid developer signature for your project

Step 1. Import the SDK

You can use CocoaPods to automatically load the SDK or download and import it manually into your project.

Method 1. Use CocoaPods

1. Install CocoaPods. 
Enter the following command in a terminal window (you need to install Ruby on your Mac first):
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sudo gem install cocoapods

2. Create a Podfile. 

Go to the directory of your project and enter the following command to create a Podfile in the directory.
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pod init

3. Edit the Podfile. 

There are two ways to edit the Podfile:
Method 1: Use the pod path of the LiteAV SDK
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platform :osx, '10.10'

target 'Your Target' do

pod 'TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC_Mac', :podspec => 'https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/pod/liteavsd

end

Method 2: Use CocoaPod's official source, which allows version selection
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platform :osx, '10.10'

source 'https://github.com/CocoaPods/Specs.git'

target 'Your Target' do

pod 'TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC_Mac'

end

4. Install and update the SDK.
Enter the following command in a terminal window to install the SDK.
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pod install

Or, run this command to update the local repository:
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pod update

An XCWORKSPACE project file integrated with LiteAVSDK will be generated. Double-click to open the file.

Method 2. Manually integrate

1. Download the TRTC macOS SDK.
2. Open your Xcode project and import into it the framework downloaded in step 1.
3. Select the target you want to run and click Build Phases. 

https://github.com/LiteAVSDK/TRTC_Mac/tree/main/SDK
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4. Expand Link Binary With Libraries and click the + icon at the bottom to add dependent libraries. 
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5. Add the downloaded SDK framework and its required dependencies in sequence:  TXFFmpeg.xcframework , 

 TXSoundTouch.xcframework ,  libc++.tbd ,  Accelerate.framework , 

 SystemConfiguration.framework ,  MetalKit.framework .If it is successful, you will see the following: 

Step 2. Configure app permissions

To use the audio/video features of the SDK, you need to grant it mic and camera permissions. Add the two items 
below to  Info.plist  of your application. Their content is what users see in the mic and camera access pop-up 

windows.
Privacy - Microphone Usage Description. Include a statement specifying why mic access is needed

Privacy - Camera Usage Description. Include a statement specifying why camera access is needed 
As shown below: 
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If App Sandbox or Hardened Runtime is enabled for your application, select  Network ,  Camera , and 

 Audio Input .

For App Sandbox: 
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For Hardened Runtime: 
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Step 3. Using the SDK in your project

After completing the first step of importing and the second step of granting device permissions, you can use the APIs 
provided by the SDK in your project.

Using Objective-C or Swift APIs

There are two ways to use the SDK in Objective-C or Swift:
Import the module: Import the SDK module in the files that will use the SDK APIs.
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@import TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC_Mac;

Import the header file: Import the header file in the files that will use the SDK APIs.
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#import TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC_Mac/TRTCCloud.h

Using C++ APIs (optional)

1. Import the header file: If you want to use C++ APIs to develop your macOS application, import the header file in 
the  TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC_Mac.framework/Headers/cpp_interface  directory.
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#include TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC_Mac/cpp_interface/ITRTCCloud.h

2. Use the namespace: The cross-platform C++ APIs and types are all defined in the TRTC namespace, which you 

can use directly. This method can simplify your code and is recommended.
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using namespace trtc;

explain

 For more information on how to use C++ APIs, see Overview.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35131
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Windows C++
Last updated：2022-09-26 11:50:28

This document describes how to quickly integrate the TRTC Windows C++ SDK using an MFC project.

Environment Requirements

OS: Windows 7 or later
Development environment: Visual Studio 2010 or later (v2015 is recommended)

Integrating C++ SDK via MFC project

The following describes how to integrate the TRTC Windows C++ SDK into an MFC project in Visual Studio.

Step 1. Download the SDK

Download the SDK, decompress, and open it. You only need to import the SDK files for Windows C++ in the  SDK  

folder. For example, you can find the SDK files for 64-bit Windows in  ./SDK/CPlusPlus/Win64/ . The folder 

contains the following files:

Directory Description

include API header files with comments

lib The LIB file for compilation and DLL files to load

Step 2. Create a project

Open Visual Studio and create an MFC application named  TRTCDemo . 

To better describe how to integrate quickly, we choose the relatively simple Dialog-based type on the Application 

https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/download/latest/TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC_Win_latest.zip
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Type page of the wizard.
For other configuration items, keep the default configurations.

Step 3. Copy and paste files

Copy the  SDK  folder to the directory where  TRTCDemo.vcxproj  is located.

explain
 Because you will only need the C++ SDK, you can delete the  CSharp  folder in  SDK .

Step 4. Modify the project configuration

Select Solution Explorer, right-click  TRTCDemo , and select Properties. Configure the project as follows:

1. Add include directories. 
Go to C/C++ > General. Add the  $(ProjectDir)SDK\\CPlusPlus\\Win64\\include  and 

 $(ProjectDir)SDK\\CPlusPlus\\Win64\\include\\TRTC  header file directories (for 64-bit Windows) to 

Additional Include Directories.
explain
 For 32-bit Windows, add  $(ProjectDir)SDK\\CPlusPlus\\Win32\\include  and 

 $(ProjectDir)SDK\\CPlusPlus\\Win32\\include\\TRTC .
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2. Add additional library directories 
Go to Linker > General. Add the  $(ProjectDir)SDK\\CPlusPlus\\Win64\\lib  directory to Additional 

Library Directories.
explain
 For 32-bit Windows, add  $(ProjectDir)SDK\\CPlusPlus\\Win32\\lib .
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3. Add the library file 
Go to Linker > Input, and add the library file  liteav.lib  to Additional Dependencies. 
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4. Add the copy command 
Go to Build Events > Post-build Events and add the copy command  copy /Y 

$(ProjectDir)SDK\\CPlusPlus\\Win64\\lib\\*.dll  $(OutDir)  (for 64-bit Windows) to Command 

Line. This ensures that the DLL files of the SDK are automatically copied to the project's execution directory after 
compilation.
explain
 For 32-bit Windows, add  copy /Y $(ProjectDir)SDK\\CPlusPlus\\Win32\\lib\\*.dll  

$(OutDir) .
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Step 5. Print the SDK version number

1. At the top of the  TRTCDemoDlg.cpp  file, add the code below to import the header file:
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#include "ITRTCCloud.h"

2. In the  CTRTCDemoDlg::OnInitDialog  function, add the following test code:
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ITRTCCloud * pTRTCCloud = getTRTCShareInstance();

CString szText;

szText.Format(L"SDK version: %hs", pTRTCCloud->getSDKVersion());

CWnd *pStatic = GetDlgItem(IDC_STATIC);

pStatic->SetWindowTextW(szText);

3. Press F5 to run the project and print the version number of the SDK.
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FAQs

If the following error occurs, check whether the SDK header file directories are correctly added as described in the 
project configuration step above.
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fatal error C1083: Could not open include file: "TRTCCloud.h": No such file or dire

If the following error occurs, check whether the SDK library directory and library file are correctly added as described 

in the project configuration step above.
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error LNK2019: unresolved external symbol "__declspec(dllimport) public: static cla
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Web
Last updated：2022-11-24 17:53:20

This document describes how to quickly integrate the Tencent Cloud TRTC SDK for Web into your project.

Supported Platforms

The TRTC SDK for web is based on WebRTC, which was originally released by Google and is well supported by 
many modern browsers such as Chrome, Edge, Firefox, Safari, and Opera. For a list of browsers supported by TRTC, 

see Supported Platforms.
If your application scenario is mainly in the education sector, consider using TRTC SDK for Electron, which supports 
big and small (dual-channel) images, with more flexible screen sharing schemes and better recovery capabilities for 
poor network connections.
notice

You can run the TRTC Web SDK Support Level Test in a browser, for example, WebView, to test whether the 
environment fully supports WebRTC.
Due to patent issues, H.264 encoding, which is required for stream publishing, is unavailable for Chrome versions 
earlier than v88 on Huawei devices. To run the TRTC SDK for web on Chrome or Chrome WebView-based browsers 
on Huawei devices, please submit a ticket to enable VP8 encoding/decoding.

URL Protocol Support

Scenario Protocol Receive 
(Playback)

Send 
(Publish)

Share 
Screen

Remarks

Production HTTPS Supported Supported Supported Recommended

Commercial HTTP Supported Not 
supported

Not 
supported

Local 
development

http://localhost Supported Supported Supported Recommended

Local 
development

http://127.0.0.1 Supported Supported Supported

Local 
development

http://[local IP 
address]

Supported Not 
supported

Not 
supported

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/41664#supported-platforms
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35097
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/demo/detect/index.html
https://console.tencentcloud.com/workorder/category
http://localhost/
http://127.0.0.1/
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Local 
development

file:/// Supported Supported Supported

Firewall Configuration

Firewall restrictions may cause audio/video calls to fail. To avoid this, add the ports and domains specified in Firewall 

Restrictions to the allowlist of your firewall.

Integrating the TRTC SDK for Web

Integrating via npm

1. Use npm to install the SDK package in your project.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35164
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npm install trtc-js-sdk --save

2. Import the module in the project script.
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import TRTC from 'trtc-js-sdk';

Integrating via script

Add the following code to your webpage:
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<script src="trtc.js"></script>

Resources

Download the SDK here.

For more information on the initialization process and how to use APIs, please see the tutorials below:

Feature Sample Code

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/download/webrtc_latest.zip
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Audio/Video call Tutorial

Interactive live streaming Tutorial

Switching cameras/mics Tutorial

Setting local video attributes Tutorial

Dynamically enabling/disabling local audio/video Tutorial

Screen sharing Tutorial

Detecting volume Tutorial

Custom capturing and rendering Tutorial

Limit on the number of upstream users in a room Tutorial

Adding background music and audio effects Tutorial

Environment and device check before calls Tutorial

Network quality check before calls Tutorial

Device plugging/unplugging check Tutorial

Publishing to CDN -

Enabling dual-channel mode Tutorial

Enabling beauty filters Tutorial

Enabling watermarking Tutorial

Enabling cross-room communication Tutorial

explain
 Learn more about the features of the TRTC SDK for web here.

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-11-basic-video-call.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-12-basic-live-video.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-13-basic-switch-camera-mic.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-14-basic-set-video-profile.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-15-basic-dynamic-add-video.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-16-basic-screencast.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-17-basic-detect-volume.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-20-advanced-customized-capture-rendering.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-04-info-uplink-limits.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-22-advanced-audio-mixer.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-23-advanced-support-detection.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-24-advanced-network-quality.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-25-advanced-device-change.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-27-advanced-small-stream.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-28-advanced-beauty.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-29-advance-water-mark.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-30-advanced-cross-room-link.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-10-basic-get-started-with-demo.html
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Electron
Last updated：2022-09-26 11:53:40

This document describes how to quickly integrate the TRTC Electron SDK into your project. 

Supported Platforms

Windows

macOS

Importing the SDK

Step 1. Install Node.js

Windows
macOS
1. Download the latest version of Node.js installer  Windows Installer (.msi) 64-bit .

2. Open  Node.js command prompt  in the application list and open a terminal window. 

https://nodejs.org/en/download/
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1. Open the terminal window and run the following command to install Homebrew. If you have already installed it, skip 
this step.
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$ ruby -e "$(curl -fsSL https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Homebrew/install/master/i

2. Run the following command to install Node.js (v10.0 or later).
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$ brew install node

Step 2. Install Electron

Run the following command in the terminal to install Electron. V4.0.0 or later is recommended.
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$ npm install electron@latest --save-dev

Step 3. Install the TRTC Electron SDK

1. Use the following nmp command in your Electron project to install the SDK.
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$ npm install trtc-electron-sdk@latest --save

explain

 You can view the information of the latest version of the TRTC Electron SDK here.
2. In the project script, import and use the module:

https://www.npmjs.com/package/trtc-electron-sdk
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const TRTCCloud = require('trtc-electron-sdk').default;

// import TRTCCloud from 'trtc-electron-sdk';

this.rtcCloud = new TRTCCloud();

// Get the SDK version number

this.rtcCloud.getSDKVersion();

Since v7.9.348, the TRTC Electron SDK has integrated  trtc.d.ts  for developers using TypeScript.
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import TRTCCloud from 'trtc-electron-sdk';

const rtcCloud: TRTCCloud = new TRTCCloud();

// Get the SDK version number

rtcCloud.getSDKVersion();

Step 4. Create an executable program

We recommend you use the build tool `electron-builder. You can run the following command to install it.
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$ npm install electron-builder@latest --save-dev

In order to package the TRTC Electron SDK (  trtc_electron_sdk.node ) correctly, you must also run the 

following command to install  native-ext-loader .
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$ npm install native-ext-loader@latest --save-dev

Step 5. Modify build configuration (  webpack.config.js )

The  webpack.config.js  file contains the configuration information for project building. You can locate it in the 

following ways.
Normally,  webpack.config.js  is in the root directory of the project.
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If you create your project with  create-react-app , the configuration file will be  node_modules/react-

scripts/config/webpack.config.js .

If you create your project with  vue-cli , webpack configuration will be stored in the  configureWebpack  

property of  vue.config.js .

If your project is customized, please locate webpack configuration according to your project.
1. First, add the following code before  module.exports  to make  webpack.config.js  accept the  --

target_platform  command line parameter so that your project can be built correctly for its target platform.

const os = require('os');

const targetPlatform = (function(){
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     let target = os.platform();

     for (let i=0; i<process.argv.length; i++) {

         if (process.argv[i].includes('--target_platform=')) {

             target = process.argv[i].replace('--target_platform=', '');

             break;

         }

     }

     if (!['win32', 'darwin'].includes) target = os.platform();

     return target;

})();

notice
 In the result returned by  os.platform() ,  darwin  means macOS, and  win32  means Windows (64-bit or 

32-bit).

2. Add the following configuration to the  rules  option. The  targetPlatform  variable ensures that 

 rewritePath  changes automatically according to the target platform.
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rules: [

  { 

         test: /\\.node$/, 

         loader: 'native-ext-loader', 

         options: { 

             rewritePath: targetPlatform === 'win32' ? './resources' : '../Resource

             // Build for different platforms

             // rewritePath: './node_modules/trtc-electron-sdk/build/Release'

         } 

     },

]
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  The above code achieves the following:

If you create an EXE file for Windows,  native-ext-loader  will load the TRTC SDK in  [application root 

directory]/resources .

If you create a DMG file for macOS,  native-ext-loader  will load the TRTC SDK in  [application 

directory]/Contents/Frameworsk/../Resources .

For local building,  native-ext-loader  will load the TRTC SDK in  ./node_modules/trtc-electron-

sdk/build/Release . For details, see TRTCSimpleDemo configuration.

You also need to add the  --target_platform  parameter to the build script of  package.json , which brings 

us to the next step.

Step 6. Modify  package.json 

The  package.json  file is in the root directory of the project and contains the necessary build information. 

Normally, to successfully build your project, you need to modify the path in  package.json  as follows. 

1. Modify  main .

https://github.com/LiteAVSDK/TRTC_Electron/blob/main/TRTCSimpleDemo/vue.config.js
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// In most cases, the name of the `main` file can be customized. For example, in TR

"main": "main.electron.js",

// However, for projects created with the `create-react-app` scaffolding tool, `mai

"main": "public/electron.js",

2. Copy the following  build  configuration to your  package.json  file for  electron-builder  to read.
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"build": {

  "appId": "[Custom appId]",

  "directories": {

 "output": "./bin"

  },

  "win": {

 "extraFiles": [

   {

     "from": "node_modules/trtc-electron-sdk/build/Release/",

     "to": "./resources",

     "filter": ["**/*"]
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   }

 ]

  },

  "mac": {

 "extraFiles": [

   { 

     "from": "node_modules/trtc-electron-sdk/build/Release/trtc_electron_sdk.node",

     "to": "./Resources" 

   }

 ]

  }

},

3. Add command scripts for building and packaging under  scripts . 

 The following command scripts are for projects created with  create-react-app  and  vue-cli . They provide 

samples for projects created with other tools too.
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// Use this configuration for projects created with `create-react-app`.

"scripts": {

  "build:mac": "react-scripts build --target_platform=darwin",

  "build:win": "react-scripts build --target_platform=win32",

  "compile:mac": "node_modules/.bin/electron-builder --mac",

  "compile:win64": "node_modules/.bin/electron-builder --win --x64",

  "pack:mac": "npm run build:mac && npm run compile:mac",

  "pack:win64": "npm run build:win && npm run compile:win64"

}

// Use this configuration for projects created with `vue-cli`.
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"scripts": {

  "build:mac": "vue-cli-service build --target_platform=darwin",

  "build:win": "vue-cli-service build --target_platform=win32",

  "compile:mac": "node_modules/.bin/electron-builder --mac",

  "compile:win64": "node_modules/.bin/electron-builder --win --x64",

  "pack:mac": "npm run build:mac && npm run compile:mac",

  "pack:win64": "npm run build:win && npm run compile:win64"

}

Parameter Description

main
The entry point file of Electron, which can be customized in most cases. However, 
if your project is created with create-react-app, the entry point file must be 
public/electron.js.

build.win.extraFiles When building for Windows, electron-builder will copy all files in the directory 
specified by from to bin/win-unpacked/resources (all in lowercase).

build.mac.extraFiles
When packaging for macOS, electron-builder will copy the 
trtc_electron_sdk.node file specified by from to bin/mac/your-app-
name.app/Contents/Resources (capitalize the first letter of each word)

build.directories.output The output path. In the sample above, the output file is saved to bin. You can 
modify it as needed.

build.scripts.build:mac The script for building for macOS.

build.scripts.build:win The script for building for Windows.

build.scripts.compile:mac Creates a DMG file for macOS

build.scripts.compile:win64 Creates an EXE file for Windows

build.scripts.pack:mac Calls build:mac to build the project and then `compile:mac` to generate a DMG file

build.scripts.pack:win64 Calls build:win to build the project and then `compile:win64` to generate an EXE 
file

Step 7. Run the build command

Build the project into a DMG file for macOS:
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$ cd [Project directory]

$ npm run pack:mac

  The build tool will generate an installation file named  bin/your-app-name-0.1.0.dmg . Publish this file.

Build the project into an EXE file for Windows:
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$ cd [Project directory]

$ npm run pack:win64

The build tool will generate an installation file named  bin/your-app-name Setup 0.1.0.exe . Publish this 

file.
notice
 Currently, the TRTC Electron SDK does not support cross-platform building. This means you cannot build your 

project into an EXE file on macOS or a DMG file on Windows. We are working on this and may add support for it in the 
future.
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FAQs

What firewall restrictions does TRTC face?

The SDK uses the UDP protocol for audio/video transmission and therefore cannot be used in office networks that 
block UDP. If you encounter such a problem, see Firewall Restrictions.

What should I do if an error occurs when I install or build the TRTC Electron SDK?

If an error occurs when you integrate the TRTC Electron SDK, for example, if installation times out or the 
 trtc_electron_sdk.node  file fails to load after building, please contact us.

Learn More

SDK API Guide
Release Notes (Electron)

Simple Demo Source Code
API Example Source Code
FAQs

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35164
https://www.tencentcloud.com/contact-us
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/38702
https://github.com/LiteAVSDK/TRTC_Electron/tree/main/TRTCSimpleDemo
https://github.com/LiteAVSDK/TRTC_Electron/tree/main/TRTC-API-Example
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/43093
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Flutter
Last updated：2022-09-26 11:54:47

This document describes how to quickly integrate the TRTC Flutter SDK into your project.
notice
 Currently, screen sharing and device selection are not supported on Windows or macOS.

Environment Requirements

Flutter 2.0 or later
Developing for Android:
Android Studio 3.5 or later
Devices with Android 4.1 or later
Developing for iOS and macOS:

Xcode 11.0 or later
OS X 10.11 or later
A valid developer signature for your project
Developing for Windows:
OS: Windows 7 SP1 or later (64-bit based on x86-64)
Disk space: At least 1.64 GB of space after the IDE and relevant tools are installed

Visual Studio 2019

Integrating the SDK

The Flutter SDK has been published on Pub. You can have the SDK downloaded and updated automatically by 
configuring  pubspec.yaml .

1. Add the following dependency to  pubspec.yaml  of your project.

https://visualstudio.microsoft.com/zh-hans/downloads/
https://pub.dev/packages/tencent_trtc_cloud
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dependencies:

  tencent_trtc_cloud: latest version number

2. Obtain camera and mic permissions to enable the audio and video call features.
iOS
macOS
Android

Windows
1. Add requests for camera and mic permissions in  Info.plist :
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<key>NSCameraUsageDescription</key>

<string>Video calls are possible only with camera permission.</string>

<key>NSMicrophoneUsageDescription</key>

<string>Audio calls are possible only with mic access.</string>

2. Add the field  io.flutter.embedded_views_preview  and set the value to  Yes .

1. Add requests for camera and mic permissions in  Info.plist :
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<key>NSCameraUsageDescription</key>

<string>Video calls are possible only with camera permission.</string>

<key>NSMicrophoneUsageDescription</key>

<string>Audio calls are possible only with mic access.</string>

<key>NSPhotoLibraryUsageDescription</key>

<string>The app needs your approval to access your gallery.</string>

2. Add  com.apple.security.network.client  and  com.apple.security.network.server  to 

 macos/Runner/*.entitlements . 

If it is successful, you will see the figure below: 
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3. Expand Link Binary With Libraries and click the + icon at the bottom to add dependent libraries. 
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4. Add the library  libbz2.1.0.tbd . 

If it is successful, you will see the figure below: 

1. Open  /android/app/src/main/AndroidManifest.xml .

2. Add  xmlns:tools="http://schemas.android.com/tools"  to  manifest .

3. Add  tools:replace="android:label"  to  application .

explain
 Without the above steps, the Android Manifest merge failed error will occur and the compilation will fail.

Illustration

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/39242
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1. Run  flutter config --enable-windows-desktop .

2. Run  flutter run -d windows .

FAQs

What should I do if my iOS project crashes when I build and run it?
What should I do if videos show on Android but not on iOS?

What should I do if an error occurs when I run CocoaPods for iOS after updating to the latest version of the SDK?
What should I do if the "Manifest merge failed" error occurs in Android Studio?
What should I do if an error occurs due to the absence of signatures when I debug my project on a real device?
Why can’t I find the corresponding file after deleting/adding content in the swift file of the plugin?
What should I do if the error "Info.plist, error: No value at that key path or invalid key path: NSBonjourServices" occurs 

when I run my project?
What should I do if an error occurs when I run  pod install ?

What should I do if a dependency error occurs when I run my iOS project?

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/39242
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/39242
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/39242
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/39242
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/39242
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/39242
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/39242
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/39242
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/39242
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Qt
Last updated：2022-09-28 14:32:51

This document describes how to quickly integrate the TRTC Windows or macOS SDK into your project using Qt.

Integration for Windows

Development environment requirements

OS: Windows 7 or later
Development environment: Visual Studio 2015 or later (you need to set up a Qt development environment). Visual 
Studio 2015 is recommended.
explain
 If you are not sure how to set up a Qt development environment in Visual Studio, see step 4 in README.

Directions

The following describes how to integrate the TRTC Windows C++ SDK into a Qt project in Visual Studio.

Step 1. Download the SDK

1. Download the latest version of the TRTC SDK. 
You only need to import the SDK files for Windows C++ in the  SDK  folder. For example, you can find the SDK files 

for 64-bit Windows in  ./SDK/CPlusPlus/Win64/ . The folder contains the following files:

Directory Description

include API header files with comments

lib The LIB file for compilation and DLL files to load

Step 2. Create a project

Take Visual Studio 2015 for example. Make sure you have installed Qt and Qt Visual Studio Add-in. Then, open 
Visual Studio and create a Qt application named  TRTCDemo . 

https://github.com/tencentyun/TRTCSDK/blob/master/Windows/QTDemo/README.md
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/download/latest/TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC_Win_latest.zip
https://download.qt.io/archive/qt/5.9/5.9.1/qt-opensource-windows-x86-5.9.1.exe
https://download.qt.io/archive/vsaddin/2.6.0/qt-vsaddin-msvc2015-2.6.0.vsix
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For the example in this guide, Qt Widgets Application is chosen. Click Add, and then click Next in subsequent 
steps until the project is created.

Step 3. Copy and paste files

Copy the  SDK  folder to the directory where  TRTCDemo.vcxproj  is located.

explain
 Because you will only need the C++ SDK, you can delete the  CSharp  folder in  SDK .
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Step 4. Modify project configuration

Select Solution Explorer, right-click  TRTCDemo , and select Properties. Configure the project as follows:

1. Add include directories. 

Go C/C++ > General. Add the  $(ProjectDir)SDK\\CPlusPlus\\Win64\\include  and 

 $(ProjectDir)SDK\\CPlusPlus\\Win64\\include\\TRTC  header file directories (for 64-bit Windows) to 

Additional Include Directories.
explain
 For 32-bit Windows, add  $(ProjectDir)SDK\\CPlusPlus\\Win32\\include  and 

 $(ProjectDir)SDK\\CPlusPlus\\Win32\\include\\TRTC .
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2. Add additional library directories 
Go to Linker > General. Add the  $(ProjectDir)SDK\\CPlusPlus\\Win64\\lib  directory (for 64-bit 

Windows) to Additional Library Directories.
explain
 For 32-bit Windows, add  $(ProjectDir)SDK\\CPlusPlus\\Win32\\lib .
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3. Add the library file 
Go to Linker > Input, and add the library file  liteav.lib  to Additional Dependencies. 
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4. Add the copy command 
Go to Build Events > Post-build Events and add the copy command  copy /Y 

$(ProjectDir)SDK\\CPlusPlus\\Win64\\lib\\*.dll  $(OutDir)  (for 64-bit Windows) to Command 

Line. This ensures that the DLL files of the SDK are automatically copied to the project’s execution directory after 
compilation.
explain
 For 32-bit Windows, add  copy /Y $(ProjectDir)SDK\\CPlusPlus\\Win32\\lib\\*.dll  

$(OutDir) .
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Step 5. Print the SDK version number

1. At the top of the  TRTCDemo.cpp  file, add the code below to import the header file:
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#include "ITRTCCloud.h"

#include <QLabel>

2. In the  TRTCDemo::TRTCDemo  constructor of  TRTCDemo.cpp , add the following testing code:
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ITRTCCloud * pTRTCCloud = getTRTCShareInstance();

std::string version(pTRTCCloud->getSDKVersion());

QString sdk_version = QString("SDK Version: %1").arg(version.c_str());

QLabel* label_text = new QLabel(this);

label_text->setAlignment(Qt::AlignCenter);

label_text->resize(this->width(), this->height());

label_text->setText(sdk_version);

3. Press F5 to run the project and print the version number of the SDK.
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Integration for macOS

Development environment requirements

OS: OS X 10.10 or later
Development environment: Qt Creator 4.10.3 or later (Qt Creator 4.13.3 or later is recommended.)

Development framework: Qt 5.10 or later

Directions

This section uses a QtTest project as an example to show you how to integrate the TRTC C++ SDK into your project 
in Qt Creator.

1. Download the cross-platform C++ SDK

1.1 Download the SDK, and decompress and open the file.
1.2 Create an empty folder for the SDK in the same directory as your QtTest project, and copy 
 TXLiteAVSDKTRTCMacx.x.x/SDK/TXLiteAVSDKTRTC_Mac.framework  to the folder.

2. Configure QTTest.pro 
Go to the directory of your QtTest project, open  QTTest.pro  with a text editor, and add the following SDK 

https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/download/latest/TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC_Mac_latest.tar.bz2
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references.

INCLUDEPATH += $$PWD/.

DEPENDPATH += $$PWD/.

LIBS += "-F$$PWD/base/util/mac/usersig"

LIBS += "-F$$PWD/../SDK"

LIBS += -framework TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC_Mac

LIBS += -framework Accelerate

LIBS += -framework AudioUnit
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INCLUDEPATH += $$PWD/../SDK/TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC_Mac.framework/Headers/cpp_interface

INCLUDEPATH += $$PWD/base/util/mac/usersig/include

DEPENDPATH += $$PWD/base/util/mac/usersig/include

3. Grant camera and mic permissions 
The TRTC SDK will use the device’s camera and mic, so you need to add permission requests to  Info.plist .

NSMicrophoneUsageDescription: requesting mic access

NSCameraUsageDescription: requesting camera access
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As shown below: 

4. Reference the TRTC SDK

Reference the SDK via the header file:  #include "ITRTCCloud.h" .

Use the namespace: The methods and types of cross-platform C++ APIs are all defined in the  trtc  namespace. 

To simplify your code, we recommend you use the  trtc  namespace.

explain
 This concludes the integration process, and you can proceed to compile your project. You can download QTDemo to 

get more information on the use of cross-platform APIs of the SDK.

FAQs

If the following error occurs, check whether the SDK header file directories are correctly added as described in the 
project configuration step above.

https://github.com/tencentyun/TRTCSDK/tree/master/Mac
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fatal error C1083: Could not open include file: “TRTCCloud.h”: No such file or dire

If the following error occurs, check whether the SDK library directory and library file are correctly added as described 

in the project configuration step above.
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error LNK2019: unresolved external symbol "__declspec(dllimport) public: static cla
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Unity
Last updated：2022-09-26 11:59:11

This document describes how to quickly integrate TRTC SDK for Unity into your project.

Environment Requirements

Unity 2020.2.1f1c1 is recommended.
Supported platforms: Android, iOS, Windows, macOS (alpha testing)

Modules required:  Android Build Support ,  iOS Build Support ,  Windows Build Support , 

 MacOS Build Support 

If you are developing for iOS, you also need:
Xcode 11.0 or above
A valid developer signature for your project

Integrating SDK

1. Download the SDK and demo source code.
2. Decompress the ZIP file and copy  TRTCUnitySDK/Assets/TRTCSDK/SDK  to the  Assets  directory of your 

project.

FAQs

What should I do if a network access error occurs on Android?

Copy  /Assets/Plugins/AndroidManifest.xml  to the same directory of your project.

What should I do if the SDK does not have mic or camera access on Android?

You need to add mic and camera permission requests manually when building for Android. For details, see the code 
below:

https://github.com/LiteAVSDK/TRTC_Unity
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#if PLATFORM_ANDROID

if (!Permission.HasUserAuthorizedPermission(Permission.Microphone))

 {

     Permission.RequestUserPermission(Permission.Microphone);

 }

 if (!Permission.HasUserAuthorizedPermission(Permission.Camera))

 {

     Permission.RequestUserPermission(Permission.Camera);

 }

 #endif
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React Native
Last updated：2022-09-26 12:00:14

This document describes how to quickly integrate the TRTC SDK for React Native into your project.

Environment Requirements

React Native 0.63 or above
Node (above v12) & Watchman

Developing for Android:
Android Studio 3.5 or above
Devices with Android 4.1 or above
Java Development Kit
Developing for iOS and macOS:

Xcode 11.0 or above
OS X 10.11 or above
A valid developer signature for your project
For how to set up the environment, see the React Native official document.

Integrating SDK

We have released the TRTC SDK for React Native to npm. You can configure  package.json  to install the SDK.

1. Add the following dependencies to  package.json  of your project:

https://reactnative.dev/docs/environment-setup
https://www.npmjs.com/package/trtc-react-native
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"dependencies": {

  "trtc-react-native": "^2.0.0"

},

2. Grant camera and mic permissions to enable the audio and video call features.
Android
iOS

1. Configure application permissions in  AndroidManifest.xml . The TRTC SDK requires the following 

permissions:
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<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.INTERNET" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATE" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.RECORD_AUDIO" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.MODIFY_AUDIO_SETTINGS" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.BLUETOOTH" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.CAMERA" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.READ_PHONE_STATE" />

<uses-feature android:name="android.hardware.camera" />
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<uses-feature android:name="android.hardware.camera.autofocus" />

notice
 Do not set  android:hardwareAccelerated="false" . Disabling hardware acceleration will result in failure to 

render remote users’ videos.
2. Manually configure audio and video permission requests.

if (Platform.OS === 'android') {

  await PermissionsAndroid.requestMultiple([

 PermissionsAndroid.PERMISSIONS.RECORD_AUDIO, //For audio calls

 PermissionsAndroid.PERMISSIONS.CAMERA, // For video calls
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  ]);

}

1. Add requests for camera and mic permissions in  Info.plist :

<key>NSCameraUsageDescription</key>

<string>Video calls are possible only with camera permission.</string>

<key>NSMicrophoneUsageDescription</key>

<string>Audio calls are possible only with mic access.</string>

2. Link native libraries. For detailed directions, see Linking Libraries.

https://reactnative.dev/docs/linking-libraries-ios
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2. Entering a Room
Android, iOS, Windows, and macOS
Last updated：2022-09-26 12:02:31

This document describes how to enter a TRTC room. Only after entering an audio/video room can a user subscribe to 
the audio/video streams of other users in the room or publish his or her own audio/video streams. 

Call Guide

Step 1. Import the SDK and set the application permissions

Import the SDK as instructed in iOS.

Step 2. Create an SDK instance and set an event listener

Call the initialization API to create a TRTC object instance.
Android

iOS&Mac
Windows

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35092
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// Create an SDK instance in singleton mode and set an event listener

// Create trtc instance(singleton) and set up event listeners

mCloud = TRTCCloud.sharedInstance(getApplicationContext());

mCloud.setListener(this);
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// Create an SDK instance in singleton mode and set an event listener

// Create trtc instance(singleton) and set up event listeners

_trtcCloud = [TRTCCloud sharedInstance];

_trtcCloud.delegate = self;
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// Create an SDK instance in singleton mode and set an event listener

// Create trtc instance (singleton) and set up event listeners

trtc_cloud_ = getTRTCShareInstance();

trtc_cloud_->addCallback(this);

Step 3. Listen for SDK events
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You can use the  setListener  API to set callbacks and listen for errors, warnings, traffic statistics, and network 

quality information as well as various audio/video events during SDK operations.
Android

iOS&Mac
Windows

You can make your business class inherit **TRTCCloudListener**, reload the `onError

```java

// Listen for SDK events, and print logs for error messages such as "Current applic

// Listen to the "onError" event, and print logs for errors such as "Camera is not 
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mCloud = TRTCCloud.sharedInstance(getApplicationContext());

mCloud.setListener(this);

@Override

public void onError(int errCode, String errMsg, Bundle extraInfo) {

    if (errCode == TXLiteAVCode.ERR_CAMERA_NOT_AUTHORIZED) {

        Log.d(TAG, "Current application is not authorized to use the camera");

    }

}

```
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You can make your business class inherit **TRTCCloudDelegate**, reload the `onError

```ObjectiveC

// Listen for SDK events, and print logs for error messages such as "Current applic

// Listen to the "onError" event, and print logs for errors such as "Camera is not 

_trtcCloud = [TRTCCloud sharedInstance];

_trtcCloud.delegate = self;

- (void)onError:(TXLiteAVError)errCode

         errMsg:(nullable NSString *)errMsg

        extInfo:(nullable NSDictionary *)extInfo{

    if (ERR_CAMERA_NOT_AUTHORIZED == errCode) {

        NSString *errorInfo = @"Current application is not authorized to use the ca

        errorInfo = [errorInfo stringByAppendingString errMsg];

        [self toastTip:errorInfo];

    }

}

```
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You can make your business class inherit **ITRTCCloudCallback**, reload the `onErro

```C++

// Listen for SDK events, and print logs for error messages such as "Current applic

// Listen to the "onError" event, and print logs for errors such as "Camera is not 

trtc_cloud_ = getTRTCShareInstance();

trtc_cloud_->addCallback(this);

// Reload the `onError` function

void onError(TXLiteAVError errCode, const char* errMsg, void* extraInfo) {

    if (errCode == ERR_CAMERA_NOT_AUTHORIZED) {

        printf("Current application is not authorized to use the camera");
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    }

}

```

Step 4. Prepare the room entry parameter  TRTCParams 

When calling the  enterRoom  API, you need to enter two key parameters:  TRTCParams  and 

 TRTCAppScene .

Parameter 1: TRTCAppScene

This parameter is used to specify whether your application scenario is live streaming or real-time call.
Real-time call: 
Real-time call includes  TRTCAppSceneVideoCall  (video call) and  TRTCAppSceneAudioCall  (audio call). 

This mode is suitable for one-to-one audio/video calls or online meetings for up to 300 attendees.

Live streaming: 
Live streaming includes  TRTCAppSceneLIVE  (video live streaming) and  TRTCAppSceneVoiceChatRoom  

(audio live streaming). This mode is suitable for live streaming to up to 100,000 users. However, it requires you to 
specify the role field in the  TRTCParams  parameter for users in the room: anchor or audience.

Parameter 2: TRTCParams

 TRTCParams  consists of many fields; however, you usually only need to pay attention to how to set the following 

fields:

Parameter Description Remarks Data Type Sample Value

SDKAppID
Application 
ID

You can view the  SDKAppID  in 
the TRTC console. If it doesn't exist, 
click Create Application to create 
an application.

Numeric 1400000123

userId User ID

Username. It can contain only letters, 
digits, underscores, and hyphens. In 
TRTC, a user cannot use the same 
 userId  to enter the same room 
on two different devices at the same 
time.

String  denny  or  123321 

userSig
Room 
entry 
signature

You can calculate  userSig  
based on  SDKAppID  and 
 userId  as instructed in UserSig.

String eJyrVareCeYrSy1SslI...

https://console.tencentcloud.com/trtc/app
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35166
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roomId Room ID Room ID of the numeric type. To use 
a string-type room ID, use only the 
strRoomId field instead of the 
 roomId  field, as they cannot be 
used together.

Number 29834

strRoomId Room ID

Room ID of the string type. Do not 
use  strRoomId  and  roomId  
at the same time.  "123"  and 
 123  are considered different 
rooms by the TRTC backend.

String 29834

role Role

There are two roles: anchor and 
audience. This field is required only 
when  TRTCAppScene  is set to the 
 TRTCAppSceneLIVE  or 
 TRTCAppSceneVoiceChatRoom  
live streaming scenarios.

Enumeration
 TRTCRoleAnchor  or
 TRTCRoleAudience 

notice
In TRTC, a user cannot use the same  userId  to enter the same room on two different devices at the same time; 

otherwise, there will be a conflict.
The value of  appScene  must be the same on each client. Inconsistent  appScene  may cause unexpected 

problems.

Step 5. Enter the room (  enterRoom )

After preparing the two parameters  TRTCAppScene  and  TRTCParams  described in step 4, you can call the 

 enterRoom  API to enter the room.

Android 
iOS&Mac 

Windows 
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mCloud = TRTCCloud.sharedInstance(getApplicationContext());

mCloud.setListener(mTRTCCloudListener);

// Assemble TRTC room entry parameters. Replace the field values in `TRTCParams` wi

// Replace each field in TRTCParams with your own parameters

TRTCCloudDef.TRTCParams param = new TRTCCloudDef.TRTCParams();

params.sdkAppId = 1400000123;  // Replace with your own SDKAppID

params.userId = "denny";       // Replace with your own user ID  

params.roomId = 123321;        // Replace with your own room number

params.userSig = "xxx";        // Replace with your own userSig

params.role = TRTCCloudDef.TRTCRoleAnchor;
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// If your scenario is live streaming, set the application scenario to `TRTC_APP_SC

// If your application scenario is a group video call, use "TRTC_APP_SCENE_LIVE"

mCloud.enterRoom(param, TRTCCloudDef.TRTC_APP_SCENE_LIVE);        

self.trtcCloud = [TRTCCloud sharedInstance];

self.trtcCloud.delegate = self;

// Assemble TRTC room entry parameters. Replace the field values in `TRTCParams` wi

// Replace each field in TRTCParams with your own parameters
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TRTCParams *params = [[TRTCParams alloc] init];

params.sdkAppId = 1400000123;  // Replace with your own SDKAppID

params.roomId = 123321; // Replace with your own room number

params.userId = @"denny";   // Replace with your own userid  

params.userSig = @"xxx"; // Replace with your own userSig

params.role = TRTCRoleAnchor;

// If your scenario is live streaming, set the application scenario to `TRTC_APP_SC

// If your application scenario is a group video call, use "TRTC_APP_SCENE_LIVE"

[self.trtcCloud enterRoom:params appScene:TRTCAppSceneLIVE];
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trtc_cloud_ = getTRTCShareInstance();

trtc_cloud_->addCallback(this);

// Assemble TRTC room entry parameters. Replace the field values in `TRTCParams` wi

// Replace each field in TRTCParams with your own parameters

liteav::TRTCParams params;

params.sdkAppId = 1400000123;  // Replace with your own SDKAppID

params.userId = "denny";       // Replace with your own user ID  

params.roomId = 123321;        // Replace with your own room number

params.userSig = "xxx";        // Replace with your own userSig

params.role = liteav::TRTCRoleAnchor;

// If your scenario is live streaming, set the application scenario to `TRTC_APP_SC

// If your application scenario is a group video call, use "TRTC_APP_SCENE_LIVE"

trtc_cloud_->enterRoom(params, liteav::TRTCAppSceneLIVE);        

Event callback 
If room entry succeeds, the SDK will call back the  onEnterRoom(result)  event. Here,  result  is a value 

greater than 0, indicating the time in milliseconds taken to enter the room. 
If room entry fails, the SDK will also call back the  onEnterRoom(result)  event, but the value of  result  will 

be a negative number, indicating the error code for the room entry failure.
Android
iOS&Mac

Windows
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// Listen for the `onEnterRoom` event of the SDK to get the room entry result

// Listen for the `onEnterRoom` event of the SDK and learn whether the room is succ

@Override

public void onEnterRoom(long     result) {

    if (result > 0) {

        Log.d(TAG, "Enter room succeed");

    } else {

        Log.d(TAG, "Enter room failed");

    }

}
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// Listen for the `onEnterRoom` event of the SDK to get the room entry result

// Listen for the `onEnterRoom` event of the SDK and learn whether the room is succ

- (void)onEnterRoom:(NSInteger)result {

    if (result > 0) {

        [self toastTip:@"Enter room succeed!"];

    } else {

        [self toastTip:@"Enter room failed!"];

    }

}
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// Listen for the `onEnterRoom` event of the SDK to get the room entry result

// override to the onEnterRoom event of the SDK and learn whether the room is succe

void onEnterRoom(int result) {

    if (result > 0) {

        printf("Enter room succeed");

    } else {

        printf("Enter room failed");

    }

}
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Web
Last updated：2022-09-26 12:04:32

This document describes how to enter a TRTC room. Only after entering an audio/video room can a user subscribe to 
the audio/video streams of other users in the room or publish his or her own audio/video streams. 

You will encounter two types of objects while using the TRTC web SDK:
Client object, which represents a local client. The Client class provides APIs for room entry, local stream publishing, 
remote stream subscription, etc.
Stream object, which represents an audio/video stream object. There are local stream objects (LocalStream) and 
remote stream objects (RemoteStream). The  Stream  class provides APIs for stream-related actions, including 

audio/video playback control.

Step 1. Create a client object

Create a client object using TRTC.createClient(). Set the parameters as follows:

Parameter Description Notes Data 
Type

Example Default 
Value

Rem

mode The 
application 
scenario.

The  rtc  
mode is for 
one-to-one 
audio/video 
calls or 
conferences 
with up to 
300 
participants.
The  live  
mode is for 
live 
streaming to 
up to 

string rtc rtc -

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/Client.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/LocalStream.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/RemoteStream.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/Client.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/TRTC.html#createClient
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100,000 
people.

SDKAppID
The 
application 
ID.

You can 
view your 
application 
ID in the 
TRTC 
console. If 
you don’t 
have an 
application 
yet, click 
Create 
application 
to create 
one.

Number 1400000123 - Req

userId The user ID.

It can 
contain only 
letters, 
digits, 
underscores, 
and 
hyphens. 
Note: In 
TRTC, a 
user cannot 
use the 
same user 
ID to enter 
the same 
room on two 
different 
devices at 
the same 
time.

String  denny  or  123321  - Req

userSig

The 
authentication 
ticket needed 
to enter a 
room.

For how to 
calculate 
 UserSig , 
see UserSig.

String eJyrVareCeYrSy1SslI... - Req

useStringRoomId Whether to 
use string 

Specifies 
whether to 

boolean true false -

https://www.tencentcloud.com/pdf/document/647/href=%22https://console.tencentcloud.com/trtc/app
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35166
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type room 
IDs.

use room 
IDs whose 
data type is 
string.

For more information on the parameters, see TRTC.createClient(). 

// Create a client object in the call mode

const client = TRTC.createClient({

  mode: 'rtc',

  sdkAppId,

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/TRTC.html#createClient
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  userId,

  userSig

});

// Create a client object in the live streaming mode

const client = TRTC.createClient({

  mode: 'live',

  sdkAppId,

  userId,

  userSig

});

Step 2. Enter a room

Call Client.join() to enter a TRTC room. Below are the request parameters:

Parameter Description Notes Data Type Example Default 
Value

Remarks

roomId
The room 
ID.

The data type is 
number by default. If 
you want to use string 
type room IDs, set the 
 useStringRoomId  
parameter of 
 createClient()  
to  true .
A numeric room ID 
must be an integer from 
1 to 4294967294.
A string type room ID 
cannot be longer than 
64 bytes and can 
contain only the 
following characters:
Letters (a-z and A-Z), 
digits (0-9), spaces, 
and !#$%&()+-:;<=.>?
@[]^_{}|~,

number/string
3364 or 
class-
room

- Required

role The user 
role.

This parameter is 
required only if  mode  
is set to  live . Two 

string anchor audience -

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/Client.html#join
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roles are supported 
currently:  anchor  
and  audience .

For more information on the parameters, see Client.join(). 

// Using the Promise syntax

client

  .join({ roomId })

  .then(() => {

    console.log('Entered the room successfully');

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/Client.html#join
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  })

  .catch(error => {

    console.error('Failed to enter the room. Please try again later.' + error);

  });

// We recommend you use the async/await syntax

try {

  await client.join({ roomId });

  console.log('Entered the room successfully');

} catch (error) {

  console.error('Failed to enter the room. Please try again later.' + error);

}

// Enter the room as an anchor

try {

  await client.join({ 

    roomId,

    role: 'anchor' 

  });

  console.log('Entered the room successfully');

} catch (error) {

  console.error('Failed to enter the room. Please try again later.' + error);

}
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Electron
Last updated：2022-09-26 12:05:03

This document describes how to enter a TRTC room. Only after entering an audio/video room can a user subscribe to 
the audio/video streams of other users in the room or publish his or her own audio/video streams. 

Call Guide

Step 1. Import the SDK

Import the SDK as instructed in Electron.

Step 2. Create an SDK instance

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35097
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import TRTCCloud from 'trtc-electron-sdk';

const rtcCloud = new TRTCCloud();

Step 3. Listen for SDK events

You can use callback APIs to listen for errors, warnings, traffic statistics, network quality, as well as various 
audio/video events of the SDK.
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function onError(errCode, errMsg) {

  // For information on the error codes, see https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/

  console.log(errCode, errMsg);

}

function onWarning(warningCode, warningMsg) {

  // For information on the warning codes, see https://www.tencentcloud.com/documen

  console.log(warningCode, warningMsg);

}

rtcCloud.on('onError', onError);
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rtcCloud.on('onWarning', onWarning);

Step 4. Assemble the room entry parameter  TRTCParams 

When calling the  enterRoom  API, you need to enter two key parameters:  TRTCParams  and 

 TRTCAppScene .

Parameter 1: TRTCAppScene

This parameter is used to specify whether your application scenario is live streaming or real-time call.
For real-time calls, set the parameter to  TRTCAppSceneVideoCall  (video call) or 

 TRTCAppSceneAudioCall  (audio call). This mode is suitable for one-to-one audio/video calls or online meetings 

for up to 300 attendees.

For live streaming, set the parameter to  TRTCAppSceneLIVE  (video live streaming) or 

 TRTCAppSceneVoiceChatRoom  (audio live streaming). This mode is suitable for live streaming to up to 100,000 

users. Make sure you specify the role field (valid values: anchor, audience) in  TRTCParams  if you use this mode.

Parameter 2: TRTCParams

 TRTCParams  consists of many fields; however, you usually only need to pay attention to how to set the following 

fields:

Parameter Description Remarks Data Type Sample Value

SDKAppID Application ID

You can view your application ID in 
the TRTC console. If you don’t have 
an application yet, click Create 
application to create one.

Number 1400000123

userId User ID

It can contain only letters, digits, 
underscores, and hyphens. In TRTC, 
a user cannot use the same user ID 
to enter the same room on two 
different devices at the same time.

String  denny  or  123321

userSig

The 
authentication 
ticket needed 
to enter a 
room

 userSig  is calculated based on 
 userId  and  SDKAppID . For 
the calculation method, see UserSig.

String eJyrVareCeYrSy1SslI

roomId Room ID Numeric room ID. If you want to use 
string-type room IDs, specify 
strRoomId. Do not use 

Number 29834

https://console.tencentcloud.com/trtc/app
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35166
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 strRoomId  and  roomId  at the 
same time.

strRoomId Room ID

String-type room ID. Do not use 
 strRoomId  and  roomId  at the 
same time.  "123"  and  123  are 
considered different rooms by the 
TRTC backend.

String 29834

role Role

There are two roles: anchor and 
audience. This field is required only 
when  TRTCAppScene  is set to the 
 TRTCAppSceneLIVE  or 
 TRTCAppSceneVoiceChatRoom  
live streaming scenarios.

Enumeration
 TRTCRoleAnchor 

 TRTCRoleAudienc

notice
In TRTC, a user cannot use the same  userId  to enter the same room on two different devices at the same time; 

otherwise, there will be a conflict.
The value of  appScene  must be the same on each client. Inconsistent  appScene  may cause unexpected 

problems.

Step 5. Enter the room (  enterRoom )

After preparing  TRTCAppScene  and  TRTCParams  as described in step 4, you can call the  enterRoom  API 

to enter the room.
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import { TRTCParams, TRTCRoleType, TRTCAppScene } from 'trtc-electron-sdk';

const param = new TRTCParams();

param.sdkAppId = 1400000123;

param.userId = "denny";  

param.roomId = 123321;

param.userSig = "xxx";

param.role = TRTCRoleType.TRTCRoleAnchor;

// If your scenario is live streaming, set the application scenario to `TRTC_APP_SC

rtcCloud.enterRoom(param, TRTCAppScene.TRTCAppSceneLIVE);
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Callbacks:

If room entry succeeds, the SDK will call back the  onEnterRoom(result)  event, and the value of  result  

will be greater than 0, indicating the time in milliseconds taken to enter the room.
If room entry fails, the SDK will also call back the  onEnterRoom(result)  event, but the value of  result  will 

be a negative number, indicating the error code for the room entry failure.

function onEnterRoom(result) {

  // For details about `onEnterRoom`, see https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/

  if (result > 0) {

    console.log('Enter room succeed');
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  } else {

    // For room entry error codes, see https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/produc

    console.log('Enter room failed');

  }

}

rtcCloud.on('onEnterRoom', onEnterRoom);
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3. Subscribing to Audio/Video Streams
Android, iOS, Windows, and macOS
Last updated：2022-09-26 12:07:05

This document describes how to subscribe to the audio/video streams of another user in the room, i.e., how to play 
back the audio/video of another user. For the sake of convenience, "another user in the room" is called a "remote user" 
in this document. 

Call Guide

Step 1. Perform prerequisite steps

Import the SDK and configure the application permissions as instructed in iOS.

Step 2. Set the subscription mode (optional)

You can call the setDefaultStreamRecvMode API in  TRTCCloud  to set the subscription mode. TRTC provides 

two subscription modes:
Automatic subscription: The SDK automatically plays back remote users’ audio without additional manual operations 
required. This is the default subscription mode.
Manual subscription: The SDK doesn't automatically pull or play back remote users’ audio. You need to call 
muteRemoteAudio(userId, false) to play back the audio.
notice

 If you do not call  setDefaultStreamRecvMode , the automatic subscription mode will be used. However, if you 

want to use the manual subscription mode, note that  setDefaultStreamRecvMode  can take effect only if it is 

called before  enterRoom .

Step 3. Enter a TRTC room

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35092
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Make the current user enter a TRTC room as instructed in Entering a Room. A user can subscribe to the audio/video 
streams of a remote user only after a successful room entry.

Step 4. Play back an audio stream

You can call  muteRemoteAudio("denny", true)  to mute the remote user  denny  and then call 

 muteRemoteAudio("denny", false)  to unmute  denny .

Android 
iOS&Mac 
Windows 

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/47645
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// Mute the user with ID denny

mCloud.muteRemoteAudio("denny", true);

// Unmute the user with ID denny

mCloud.muteRemoteAudio("denny", false);
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self.trtcCloud = [TRTCCloud sharedInstance];

// Mute the user with ID denny

[self.trtcCloud muteRemoteAudio:@"denny" mute:YES];

// Unmute the user with ID denny

[self.trtcCloud muteRemoteAudio:@"denny" mute:YES];
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// Mute the user with ID denny

trtc_cloud_->muteRemoteAudio("denny", true);

// Unmute the user with ID denny

trtc_cloud_->muteRemoteAudio("denny", false);

Step 5. Play back a video stream

1. Start and stop playback (startRemoteView + stopRemoteView)
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You can call  startRemoteView  to play back the video of a remote user, but only after you pass in a view object 

to the SDK as the rendering control that carries the user's video image.
The first parameter of  startRemoteView  is  userId  of the remote user, the second is the stream type of the 

user, and the third is the view object to be passed in. The second parameter  streamType  has three valid values:

TRTCVideoStreamTypeBig: The primary stream, which is generally used to display the user's camera image.
TRTCVideoStreamTypeSub: The substream, which is generally used to display the user's screen sharing image.
TRTCVideoStreamTypeSmall: A lower quality video of the user's primary stream. You can play back the lower quality 
video of a remote user only after the user enables dual-stream mode (  enableEncSmallVideoStream ). The high 

quality stream and low quality stream cannot be played back at the same time.
You can call the  stopRemoteView  API to stop playing back the video of one remote user or call the 

 stopAllRemoteView  API to stop playing back videos of all remote users.

Android 
iOS&Mac 
Windows 
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// Play back the camera (primary stream) image of `denny`

mCloud.startRemoteView("denny", TRTCCloudDef.TRTC_VIDEO_STREAM_TYPE_BIG, cameraView

// Play back the screen sharing (substream) image of `denny`

mCloud.startRemoteView("denny", TRTCCloudDef.TRTC_VIDEO_STREAM_TYPE_SUB, screenView

// Play back the lower quality video image of `denny` (The high quality stream and 

mCloud.startRemoteView("denny", TRTCCloudDef.TRTC_VIDEO_STREAM_TYPE_SMALL, cameraVi

// Stop playing back the camera image of `denny`

mCloud.stopRemoteView("denny", TRTCCloudDef.TRTC_VIDEO_STREAM_TYPE_BIG, cameraView)

// Stop playing back the video images of all remote users

mCloud.stopAllRemoteView();
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self.trtcCloud = [TRTCCloud sharedInstance];

// Play back the camera (primary stream) image of `denny`

[self.trtcCloud startRemoteView:@"denny" streamType:TRTCVideoStreamTypeBig view:cam

// Play back the screen sharing (substream) image of `denny`

[self.trtcCloud startRemoteView:@"denny" streamType:TRTCVideoStreamTypeSub view:scr

// Play back the lower quality video image of `denny` (The high quality stream and 

[self.trtcCloud startRemoteView:@"denny" streamType:TRTCVideoStreamTypeSmall view:c

// Stop playing back the camera image of `denny`

[self.trtcCloud stopRemoteView:@"denny" streamType:TRTCVideoStreamTypeBig view:came

// Stop playing back the video images of all remote users
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[self.trtcCloud stopAllRemoteView];

// Play back the camera (primary stream) image of `denny`

trtc_cloud_->startRemoteView("denny", liteav::TRTCVideoStreamTypeBig, (liteav::TXVi

// Play back the screen sharing (substream) image of `denny`

trtc_cloud_->startRemoteView("denny", liteav::TRTCVideoStreamTypeSub, (liteav::TXVi

// Play back the lower quality video image of `denny` (The high quality stream and 

trtc_cloud_->startRemoteView("denny", liteav::TRTCVideoStreamTypeSmall, (liteav::TX

// Stop playing back the camera image of `denny`

trtc_cloud_->stopRemoteView("denny", liteav::TRTCVideoStreamTypeBig);
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// Stop playing back the video images of all remote users

trtc_cloud_->stopAllRemoteView();

2. Set playback parameters (updateRemoteView and setRemoteRenderParams)

You can call the  updateRemoteView  API to change the view object during playback. This is useful for switching 

the video rendering control. 
You can use  setRemoteRenderParams  to set the video image fill mode, rotation angle, and mirror mode.

Fill mode: You can use the fill mode or fit mode. In both modes, the original image aspect ratio is not changed. The 

difference is whether black bars are displayed.
Rotation angle: You can set the rotation angle to 0, 90, 180, or 270 degrees.
Mirror mode: Indicates whether to flip the image horizontally.
Android 
iOS&Mac 

Windows 
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// Switch the primary stream image of `denny` to a small floating window (`miniFloa

mCloud.updateRemoteView("denny", TRTCCloudDef.TRTC_VIDEO_STREAM_TYPE_BIG, miniFloat

// Set the fill mode of the primary stream image of the remote user `denny` to fill

TRTCCloudDef.TRTCRenderParams param = new TRTCCloudDef.TRTCRenderParams();

param.fillMode   = TRTCCloudDef.TRTC_VIDEO_RENDER_MODE_FILL;

param.mirrorType   = TRTCCloudDef.TRTC_VIDEO_MIRROR_TYPE_DISABLE;

mCloud.setRemoteRenderParams("denny", TRTCCloudDef.TRTC_VIDEO_STREAM_TYPE_BIG, para
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self.trtcCloud = [TRTCCloud sharedInstance];

// Switch the primary stream image of `denny` to a small floating window (`miniFloa

[self.trtcCloud updateRemoteView:miniFloatingView streamType:TRTCVideoStreamTypeBig

// Set the fill mode of the primary stream image of the remote user `denny` to fill

TRTCRenderParams *param = [[TRTCRenderParams alloc] init];

param.fillMode     = TRTCVideoFillMode_Fill;

param.mirrorType   = TRTCVideoMirrorTypeDisable;

[self.trtcCloud setRemoteRenderParams:@"denny" streamType:TRTCVideoStreamTypeBig pa
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// Switch the primary stream image of `denny` to another window (suppose the handle

trtc_cloud_->updateRemoteView("denny", liteav::TRTCVideoStreamTypeBig, (liteav::TXV

// Set the fill mode for the primary stream image of the remote user `denny` to fil

liteav::TRTCRenderParams param;

param.fillMode = TRTCVideoFillMode_Fill;

param.mirrorType = TRTCVideoMirrorType_Enable;

trtc_cloud_->setRemoteRenderParams("denny", TRTCVideoStreamTypeBig, param);
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Step 6. Get the audio/video status of a remote user in the room

In steps 4 and 5, you can control the audio/video playback of remote users. However, if there isn't sufficient 
information, you won’t be able to know:
What users are in the current room

The camera and mic status of users in the room
To solve this problem, you need to listen for the following event callbacks from the SDK: 
Audio status change notification (onUserAudioAvailable) 
Listen for  onUserAudioAvailable(userId,boolean)  to be notified when a remote user turns their mic on/off.

Video status change notification (onUserVideoAvailable) 

Listen for  onUserVideoAvailable(userId,boolean) to be notified when a remote user turns 

their camera on/off. 

Listen for  onUserSubStreamAvailable(userId,boolean)` to be notified when a remote user enables/disables 

screen sharing.
User room entry/exit notification (onRemoteUserEnter/LeaveRoom) 
When a remote user enters the current room, you can use  onRemoteUserEnterRoom(userId)  to get 

 userId  of the user. When a remote user exits the current room, you can use 

 onRemoteUserLeaveRoom(userId, reason)  to get  userId  of the user and the reason for the exit.

notice
 More accurately,  onRemoteUserEnter/LeaveRoom  is triggered only when an anchor enters/leaves the room. 

This prevents the problem of receiving frequent notifications of room entries/exits when there are a high number of 

audience members in the room.
With the event callbacks above, you can know the users in the room and whether they have turned on their cameras 
and mics. In the sample code below,  mCameraUserList ,  mMicrophoneUserList , and  mUserList  are 

used to maintain the following information respectively:
What users (anchors) are in the room

Which users have turned on their cameras
Which users have turned on their mics
Android 
iOS&Mac 
Windows 
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// Get the change of the video status of a remote user and update the list of users

@Override

public void onUserVideoAvailable(String userId, boolean available) {

    available?mCameraUserList.add(userId) : mCameraUserList.remove(userId);

}

// Get the change of the audio status of a remote user and update the list of users

@Override

public void onUserAudioAvailable(String userId, boolean available) {

    available?mMicrophoneUserList.add(userId) : mMicrophoneUserList.remove(userId);

}
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// Get the room entry notification of a remote user and update the remote user list

@Override

public void onRemoteUserEnterRoom(String userId) {

    mUserList.add(userId);

}

// Get the room exit notification of a remote user and update the remote user list 

@Override

public void onRemoteUserLeaveRoom(String userId, int reason) {

    mUserList.remove(userId);

}
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// Get the change of the video status of a remote user and update the list of users

- (void)onUserVideoAvailable:(NSString *)userId available:(BOOL)available{

    if (available) {

        [mCameraUserList addObject:userId];

    } else {

        [mCameraUserList removeObject:userId];

    }

}

// Get the change of the audio status of a remote user and update the list of users

- (void)onUserAudioAvailable:(NSString *)userId available:(BOOL)available{
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    if (available) {

        [mMicrophoneUserList addObject:userId];

    } else {

        [mMicrophoneUserList removeObject:userId];

    }

}

// Get the room entry notification of a remote user and update the remote user list

- (void)onRemoteUserEnterRoom:(NSString *)userId{

    [mUserList addObject:userId];

}

// Get the room exit notification of a remote user and update the remote user list 

- (void)onRemoteUserLeaveRoom:(NSString *)userId reason:(NSInteger)reason{

    [mUserList removeObject:userId];

}
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// Get the change of the video status of a remote user and update the list of users

void onUserVideoAvailable(const char* user_id, bool available) {

    available ? mCameraUserList.push_back(user_id) : mCameraUserList.remove(user_id

}

// Get the change of the audio status of a remote user and update the list of users

void onUserAudioAvailable(const char* user_id, bool available) {

    available ? mMicrophoneUserList.push_back(user_id) : mMicrophoneUserList.remove

}

// Get the room entry notification of a remote user and update the remote user list
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void onRemoteUserEnterRoom(const char* user_id) {

    mUserList.push_back(user_id);

}

// Get the room exit notification of a remote user and update the remote user list 

void onRemoteUserLeaveRoom(const char* user_id, int reason) {

    mUserList.remove(user_id);

}

Advanced Guide

1. What are the differences between different muting methods?

There are three muting methods which work in completely different ways:
Method 1. The player stops subscribing to the audio stream 
To stop playing back the audio of the remote user  denny , you can call  muteRemoteAudio("denny", 

true) , and the SDK will stop pulling audio data from  denny . In this mode, less traffic is used. However, because 

the SDK needs to restart the audio data pull process to resume audio playback, switching from the muted to unmuted 

status is slow.
Method 2. Adjust the playback volume level to zero 
If you need to switch between the muted and unmuted status more quickly, you can use 
 setRemoteAudioVolume("denny", 0) , which sets the playback volume level of the remote user  denny  to 

zero. Because this API doesn't involve network operations, it takes effect very quickly.

Method 3. The remote user turns off the mic 
All operations described in this document are performed in the player and take effect only for the local user. For 
example, if you call  muteRemoteAudio("denny", true)  to mute the remote user  denny , other users in the 

room can still hear  denny . 

To completely disable the audio of  denny , you need to change the way their audio is published. For more 

information, see Publishing Audio/Video Streams.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/47634
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Web
Last updated：2022-09-26 12:07:37

This document describes how to subscribe to the audio/video streams of another user (remote user) in the room, i.e., 
how to play back the audio/video of a remote user. 

You will encounter two types of objects while using the TRTC web SDK:
Client object, which represents a local client. The Client class provides APIs for room entry, local stream publishing, 
remote stream subscription, etc.
Stream object, which represents an audio/video stream object. There are local stream objects (LocalStream) and 
remote stream objects (RemoteStream). The  Stream  class provides APIs for stream-related actions, including 

audio/video playback control.

Step 1. Create a client object

Create a client object. For detailed directions, see Entering a Room.
You can specify the subscription mode when creating a client. TRTC offers two subscription modes:
Automatic subscription: Upon receiving the  stream-added  notification, the SDK will start receiving and decoding 

the remote stream. This is the default mode of the SDK.
Manual subscription: A screen sharing client only publishes streams and does not receive streams. Therefore, for 

screen sharing clients, use the manual subscription mode.

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/Client.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/LocalStream.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/RemoteStream.html
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/48424#step1
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const client = TRTC.createClient({

  ...,

  autoSubscribe: false // The default value is `true` (automatic subscription)

});

Step 2. Listen for new remote streams and subscribe
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You can use Client.on('stream-added') to listen for new remote streams. After receiving the notification, you can call 
Client.subscribe() to subscribe to the stream.

client.on('stream-added', event => {

  const remoteStream = event.stream;

  console.log('New remote stream:' + remoteStream.getId());

  // Subscribe to the remote stream

  client.subscribe(remoteStream);

});

notice

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/zh-cn/module-Event.html#.STREAM_ADDED
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/Client.html#subscribe
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In order to receive notifications about all available streams in a room, make sure you register Client.on('stream-added') 
before room entry.
For other events such as the exit of a remote user, see the API documentation.

Step 3. Listen for successful subscription and play the stream

In the callback that indicates successful subscription to a remote stream, call Stream.play() to play the stream. Pass in 
a div element ID or HTMLDivElement object to the API, and the SDK will create an audio/video tag in the element and 
play the stream.
For more information on the parameters of the  play  API, see Stream.play(). 

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/zh-cn/module-Event.html#.STREAM_ADDED
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/zh-cn/module-Event.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/Stream.html#play
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/Stream.html#play
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client.on('stream-subscribed', event => {

  const remoteStream = event.stream;

  console.log('Subscribed to the remote stream successfully:' + remoteStream.getId(

  // Play the remote stream

  remoteStream.play('remote-stream-' + remoteStream.getId());

});

Due to the autoplay policy of browsers, when you call  play , a  PLAY_NOT_ALLOWED  error may occur. In such 

cases, the SDK will show a pop-up window to users. After obtaining the users’ permission, the SDK will call an API to 
resume the playback.

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-21-advanced-auto-play-policy.html
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You can also implement your own user interaction logic and, after users’ clicking/tapping event, call Stream.resume() 
to resume playback. In such cases, you need to set the  enableAutoPlayDialog  parameter of 

TRTC.createClient() to  false .

client.on('stream-subscribed', event => {

  const remoteStream = event.stream;

  console.log('Subscribed to the remote stream successfully:' + remoteStream.getId(

  // Listen for the 0x4043 error of `remoteStream`

  remoteStream.on('error', error => {

    const errorCode = error.getCode();

    if (errorCode === 0x4043) {

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/Stream.html#resume
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/TRTC.html#createClient
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      // If the `PLAY_NOT_ALLOWED` error occurs, display a window on the UI and, af

      // remoteStream.resume()

    }

  });

  // Play the remote stream

  remoteStream.play('remote-stream-' + remoteStream.getId());

});

Step 4. Enter a room

Call  Client.join()  to enter a room. For detailed directions, see Entering a Room.

Code for the entire process

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/48424#step2
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const client = TRTC.createClient({

  mode: 'rtc',

  sdkAppId,

  userId,

  userSig

});

client.on('stream-added', event => {

  const remoteStream = event.stream;

  console.log('New remote stream:' + remoteStream.getId());
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  // Subscribe to the remote stream

  client.subscribe(remoteStream);

});

client.on('stream-subscribed', event => {

  const remoteStream = event.stream;

  console.log('Subscribed to the remote stream successfully:' + remoteStream.getId(

  // Listen for the 0x4043 error of `remoteStream`

  remoteStream.on('error', error => {

    const errorCode = error.getCode();

    if (errorCode === 0x4043) {

      // If the `PLAY_NOT_ALLOWED` error occurs, display a window on the UI and, af

      // remoteStream.resume()

    }

  });

  // Play the remote stream

  remoteStream.play('remote-stream-' + remoteStream.getId());

});

try {

  await client.join({ roomId });

  console.log('Entered the room successfully');

} catch (error) {

  console.error('Failed to enter the room. Please try again later.' + error);

}
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Electron
Last updated：2022-09-26 12:08:26

This document describes how to subscribe to the audio/video streams of another user (remote user) in the room, i.e., 
how to play a remote user’s audio/video. 

Call Guide

Step 1. Perform prerequisite steps

Import the SDK as instructed in Electron.

Step 2. Set the subscription mode (optional)

You can call the setDefaultStreamRecvMode API in  TRTCCloud  to set the subscription mode. TRTC provides 

two subscription modes:

Automatic subscription: The SDK automatically plays remote users' audios. This is the default subscription mode.
Manual subscription: The SDK doesn't automatically pull or play remote users' audios. You need to call 
muteRemoteAudio(userId, false) manually to play the audio of a remote user.
notice
 If you don't call  setDefaultStreamRecvMode , the automatic subscription mode will apply. If you want to use 

the manual subscription mode, make sure you call  setDefaultStreamRecvMode  before  enterRoom .

Step 3. Enter a TRTC room

Make the current user enter a TRTC room as instructed in Entering a Room. A user can subscribe to the audio/video 
streams of a remote user only after a successful room entry.

Step 4. Play the audio of a remote user

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35097
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/48049
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You can call  muteRemoteAudio("denny", true)  to mute the remote user  denny  and then call 

 muteRemoteAudio("denny", false)  to unmute  denny .

import TRTCCloud from 'trtc-electron-sdk';

const rtcCloud = new TRTCCloud();

// For details, see https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/zh-cn/trtc_electro

// Mute the user “denny”

rtcCloud.muteRemoteAudio('denny', true);

// Unmute the user with ID denny

rtcCloud.muteRemoteAudio('denny', false);
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Step 5. Play the video of a remote user

1. Start and stop playback (startRemoteView + stopRemoteView)

You can call  startRemoteView  to play the video of a remote user, but only after you pass in a view object to the 

SDK as the rendering control for the user's video.

The first parameter of  startRemoteView  is  userId  of the remote user, the second is the stream type of the 

user, and the third is the view object to be passed in. Here, the second parameter  streamType  has three valid 

values:
TRTCVideoStreamTypeBig: The primary stream, which is usually a user's camera video.
TRTCVideoStreamTypeSub: The substream, which is usually a user's screen sharing image.
TRTCVideoStreamTypeSmall: A lower quality video of a user's primary stream. You can play the lower quality video 

of a remote user only after the user enables dual-stream mode (  enableEncSmallVideoStream ). The original 

and lower quality streams cannot be played at the same time.
You can call the  stopRemoteView  API to stop playing back the video of one remote user or call the 

 stopAllRemoteView  API to stop playing back videos of all remote users.
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// For details, see https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/zh-cn/trtc_electro

import TRTCCloud, { TRTCVideoStreamType } from 'trtc-electron-sdk';

const cameraView = document.querySelector('.user-dom');

const screenView = document.querySelector('.screen-dom');

const rtcCloud = new TRTCCloud();

// Play back the camera (primary stream) image of `denny`

rtcCloud.startRemoteView('denny', cameraView, TRTCVideoStreamType.TRTCVideoStreamTy

// Play back the screen sharing (substream) image of `denny`

rtcCloud.startRemoteView('denny', screenView, TRTCVideoStreamType.TRTCVideoStreamTy
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// Play back the lower quality video of `denny` (The original and lower quality str

rtcCloud.startRemoteView('denny', cameraView, TRTCVideoStreamType.TRTCVideoStreamTy

// Stop playing back the camera image of `denny`

rtcCloud.stopRemoteView('denny', TRTCVideoStreamType.TRTCVideoStreamTypeBig);

// Stop playing back the videos of all remote users

rtcCloud.stopAllRemoteView();

2. Set playback parameters (  setRemoteRenderParams )

You can use  setRemoteRenderParams  to set the video image fill mode, rotation angle, and mirror mode.

Fill mode: You can use the fill mode or fit mode. In both modes, the original image aspect ratio is not changed. The 
difference is whether black bars are displayed.
Rotation angle: You can set the rotation angle to 0, 90, 180, or 270 degrees.

Mirror mode: Indicates whether to flip the image horizontally.
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// For details, see https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/zh-cn/trtc_electro

// Set the fill mode for the primary stream of the remote user `denny` to fill, and

import TRTCCloud, { 

  TRTCRenderParams, TRTCVideoStreamType, TRTCVideoRotation,

  TRTCVideoFillMode, TRTCVideoMirrorType

} from 'trtc-electron-sdk';

const param = new TTRTCRenderParams(

  TRTCVideoRotation.TRTCVideoRotation0,

  TRTCVideoFillMode.TRTCVideoFillMode_Fill,

  TRTCVideoMirrorType.TRTCVideoMirrorType_Enable
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);

const rtcCloud = new TRTCCloud();

rtcCloud.setRemoteRenderParams('denny', TRTCVideoStreamType.TRTCVideoStreamTypeBig,

Step 6. Get the audio/video status of a remote user in the room

Step 4 and step 5 showed how to use APIs to control the playback of the audio and video of a remote user. However, 
without the following information, you may not know what user ID to pass in when calling the APIs.
What users are in the current room

The camera and mic status of users in the room
To solve this problem, you need to listen for the following event callbacks from the SDK:
Audio status change notification (onUserAudioAvailable) 
You can listen for  onUserAudioAvailable(userId,boolean)  to be notified when a remote user turns their 

mic on/off.

Video status change notification (onUserVideoAvailable) 
You can listen for  onUserVideoAvailable(userId,boolean)  to be notified when a remote user turns their 

camera on/off. 
You can listen for  onUserSubStreamAvailable(userId,boolean)  to be notified when a remote user 

enables/disables screen sharing.

User room entry/exit notification (onRemoteUserEnter/LeaveRoom) 
When a remote user enters the current room, you can get the user’s ID from 
 onRemoteUserEnterRoom(userId) . When a remote user exits the current room, you can get the user’s ID and 

the reason for their exit from  onRemoteUserLeaveRoom(userId, reason) .

notice
 More accurately,  onRemoteUserEnter/LeaveRoom  only notifies you about the room entry/exit of anchors. This 

prevents frequent notifications when there are a large audience in the room.
With the event callbacks above, you can know the users in the room and whether they have turned on their cameras 
and mics. In the sample code below,  mCameraUserList ,  mMicrophoneUserList , and  mUserList  are 

used to maintain the following information:
What users (anchors) are in the room

Which users have turned on their cameras
Which users have turned on their mics
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import TRTCCloud from 'trtc-electron-sdk';

let openCameraUserList = [];

let openMicUserList = [];

let roomUserList = [];

function onUserVideoAvailable(userId, available) {

  if (available === 1) {

    openCameraUserList.push(userId);

  } else {

    openCameraUserList = openCameraUserList.filter((item) => item !== userId);

  }
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}

function onUserAudioAvailable(userId, available) {

  if (available === 1) {

    openMicUserList.push(userId);

  } else {

    openMicUserList = openMicUserList.filter((item) => item !== userId);

  }

}

function onRemoteUserEnterRoom(userId) {

  roomUserList.push(userId);

}

function onRemoteUserLeaveRoom(userId, reason) {

  roomUserList = roomUserList.filter((item) => item !== userId);

}

const rtcCloud = new TRTCCloud();

rtcCloud.on('onUserVideoAvailable', onUserVideoAvailable);

rtcCloud.on('onUserAudioAvailable', onUserAudioAvailable);

rtcCloud.on('onRemoteUserEnterRoom', onRemoteUserEnterRoom);

rtcCloud.on('onRemoteUserLeaveRoom', onRemoteUserLeaveRoom);

Advanced Guide

What are the differences between different muting methods?

There are three muting methods which work in completely different ways:
Method 1. The player stops subscribing to the audio stream 
To stop playing back the audio of the remote user  denny , you can call  muteRemoteAudio("denny", 

true) , and the SDK will stop pulling the audio data of  denny . In this mode, less traffic is used. However, it will be 

slow to resume audio playback because the SDK needs to restart the audio data pull process.
Method 2. Adjust the playback volume level to zero 
If you want to mute a user more quickly, you can call  setRemoteAudioVolume("denny", 0) , which sets the 

playback volume of the remote user  denny  to zero. Because this API doesn't involve network operations, it takes 

effect very quickly.

Method 3. The remote user turns off the mic 
All operations described in this document are performed in the player and take effect only for the local user. For 
example, if you call  muteRemoteAudio("denny", true)  to mute the remote user  denny , other users in the 

room can still hear  denny . 
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To completely disable the audio of  denny , you need to change the way their audio is published. For more 

information, see Publishing Audio/Video Streams.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/48050
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4. Publishing Audio/Video Streams
Android, iOS, Windows, and macOS
Last updated：2022-10-08 14:26:19

This document describes how an anchor publishes audio/video streams. "Publishing" refers to turning on the mic and 
camera to make the audio heard and video seen by other users in the room.

Call Guide

Step 1. Perform prerequisite steps

Import the SDK and configure the application permissions as instructed in iOS.

Step 2. Enable camera preview

You can call the startLocalPreview API to enable camera preview. The SDK will request camera permission from 

the system. Camera images can be captured only after the permission is granted.
You can call the setLocalRenderParams API to set rendering parameters for the local preview. Playback may be 
choppy if rendering parameters are set after preview is enabled, so if you want to set rendering parameters, we 
recommend you call this API before enabling preview.
You can call the TXDeviceManager API to switch between the front and rear cameras, set the focus mode, and turn 
the flash on/off.

You can adjust the beauty filter effect and image quality as instructed in Setting Image Quality.
Android 
iOS 
Mac 
Windows 

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35092
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35153
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// Set the preview mode of the local video image: Enable horizontal mirroring and s

TRTCCloudDef.TRTCRenderParams param = new TRTCCloudDef.TRTCRenderParams();

param.fillMode   = TRTCCloudDef.TRTC_VIDEO_RENDER_MODE_FILL;

param.mirrorType = TRTCCloudDef.TRTC_VIDEO_MIRROR_TYPE_AUTO;

mCloud.setLocalRenderParams(param);

// Enable local camera preview (`localCameraVideo` is the control used to render th

TXCloudVideoView cameraVideo = findViewById(R.id.txcvv_main_local);

mCloud.startLocalPreview(true, cameraVideo);

// Use `TXDeviceManager` to enable autofocus and turn on the flash
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TXDeviceManager manager = mCloud.getDeviceManager();

if (manager.isAutoFocusEnabled()) {

    manager.enableCameraAutoFocus(true);

}

manager.enableCameraTorch(true);

self.trtcCloud = [TRTCCloud sharedInstance];

// Set the preview mode of the local video image: Enable horizontal mirroring and s

TRTCRenderParams *param = [[TRTCRenderParams alloc] init];

param.fillMode   = TRTCVideoFillMode_Fill;
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param.mirrorType = TRTCVideoMirrorTypeAuto;

[self.trtcCloud setLocalRenderParams:param];

// Enable local camera preview (`localCameraVideoView` is the control used to rende

[self.trtcCloud startLocalPreview:YES view:localCameraVideoView];

// Use `TXDeviceManager` to enable autofocus and turn on the flash

TXDeviceManager *manager = [self.trtcCloud getDeviceManager];

if ([manager isAutoFocusEnabled]) {

    [manager enableCameraAutoFocus:YES];

}

[manager enableCameraTorch:YES];
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self.trtcCloud = [TRTCCloud sharedInstance];

// Set the preview mode of the local video image: Enable horizontal mirroring and s

TRTCRenderParams *param = [[TRTCRenderParams alloc] init];

param.fillMode   = TRTCVideoFillMode_Fill;

param.mirrorType = TRTCVideoMirrorTypeAuto;

[self.trtcCloud setLocalRenderParams:param];

// Enable local camera preview (`localCameraVideoView` is the control used to rende

[self.trtcCloud startLocalPreview:localCameraVideoView];
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// Set the preview mode of the local video image: Enable horizontal mirroring and s

liteav::TRTCRenderParams render_params;

render_params.mirrorType = liteav::TRTCVideoMirrorType_Enable;

render_params.fillMode = TRTCVideoFillMode_Fill;

trtc_cloud_->setLocalRenderParams(render_params);

// Enable local camera preview (`view` is the control handle used to render the loc

liteav::TXView local_view = (liteav::TXView)(view);

trtc_cloud_->startLocalPreview(local_view);
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Step 3. Enable mic capture

You can call startLocalAudio to start mic capture. You need to specify the  quality  parameter when calling the 

API to set the capturing mode. A higher quality isn't necessarily better. You need to set an appropriate quality based 

on your business scenario.
SPEECH 
In this mode, the SDK audio module is dedicated to capturing audio signals and filtering environmental noise as much 
as possible. In addition, the audio data in this mode has the highest immunity to a poor network quality. Therefore, it is 
especially suitable for scenarios highlighting audio communication, such as video calls and online meetings.

MUSIC 
In this mode, the SDK uses a high audio processing bandwidth and stereo mode to maximize the capture quality while 
adjusting the audio DSP module to the lowest level, so as to deliver the best audio quality possible. Therefore, it is 
suitable for music live streaming scenarios, especially where an anchor uses a professional sound card to live stream 
music.
DEFAULT 

In this mode, the SDK uses the smart recognition algorithm to recognize the current environment and selects the most 
appropriate processing mode accordingly. However, the recognition algorithm may sometimes be inaccurate. If you 
are very familiar with the use cases of your product, we recommend you select  SPEECH  or  MUSIC  for better 

audio communication or music quality.
Android 

iOS&Mac 
Windows 
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// Enable mic capture and set `quality` to `SPEECH` (it has a high noise suppressio

mCloud.startLocalAudio(TRTCCloudDef.TRTC_AUDIO_QUALITY_SPEECH );

// Enable mic capture and set `quality` to `MUSIC` (it captures high fidelity audio

mCloud.startLocalAudio(TRTCCloudDef.TRTC_AUDIO_QUALITY_MUSIC);
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self.trtcCloud = [TRTCCloud sharedInstance];

// Enable mic capture and set `quality` to `SPEECH` (it has a high noise suppressio

[self.trtcCloud startLocalAudio:TRTCAudioQualitySpeech];

// Enable mic capture and set `quality` to `MUSIC` (it captures high fidelity audio

[self.trtcCloud startLocalAudio:TRTCAudioQualityMusic];
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// Enable mic capture and set `quality` to `SPEECH` (it has a high noise suppressio

trtc_cloud_->startLocalAudio(TRTCAudioQualitySpeech);

// Enable mic capture and set `quality` to `MUSIC` (it captures high fidelity audio

trtc_cloud_->startLocalAudio(TRTCAudioQualityMusic);

Step 4. Enter a TRTC room
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Make the current user enter a TRTC room as instructed in Entering a Room. The SDK will start publishing an audio 
stream to remote users upon a successful room entry.
notice:

 You can enable camera preview and mic capture after room entry (  enterRoom ), but in live streaming scenarios, 

you need to leave a certain amount of time for the anchor to test the mic and adjust the beauty filters; therefore, it is 
more common to turn on the camera and mic first and then enter a room.
Android 
iOS&Mac 

Windows 

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/47645
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mCloud = TRTCCloud.sharedInstance(getApplicationContext());

mCloud.setListener(mTRTCCloudListener);

// Assemble TRTC room entry parameters. Replace the field values in `TRTCParams` wi

// Replace each field in TRTCParams with your own parameters

TRTCCloudDef.TRTCParams param = new TRTCCloudDef.TRTCParams();

params.sdkAppId = 1400000123;  // Replace with your own SDKAppID

params.userId = "denny";       // Replace with your own user ID  

params.roomId = 123321;        // Replace with your own room number

params.userSig = "xxx";        // Replace with your own userSig

params.role = TRTCCloudDef.TRTCRoleAnchor;

// If your scenario is live streaming, set the application scenario to `TRTC_APP_SC

// If your application scenario is a group video call, use "TRTC_APP_SCENE_LIVE"

mCloud.enterRoom(param, TRTCCloudDef.TRTC_APP_SCENE_LIVE);        
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self.trtcCloud = [TRTCCloud sharedInstance];

self.trtcCloud.delegate = self;

// Assemble TRTC room entry parameters. Replace the field values in `TRTCParams` wi

// Replace each field in TRTCParams with your own parameters

TRTCParams *params = [[TRTCParams alloc] init];

params.sdkAppId = 1400000123;  // Replace with your own SDKAppID

params.roomId = 123321; // Replace with your own room number

params.userId = @"denny";   // Replace with your own userid  

params.userSig = @"xxx"; // Replace with your own userSig

params.role = TRTCRoleAnchor;
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// If your scenario is live streaming, set the application scenario to `TRTC_APP_SC

// If your application scenario is a group video call, use "TRTC_APP_SCENE_LIVE"

[self.trtcCloud enterRoom:params appScene:TRTCAppSceneLIVE];

trtc_cloud_ = getTRTCShareInstance();

// Assemble TRTC room entry parameters. Replace the field values in `TRTCParams` wi

// Replace each field in TRTCParams with your own parameters

liteav::TRTCParams params;
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params.sdkAppId = 1400000123;  // Replace with your own SDKAppID

params.userId = "denny";       // Replace with your own user ID  

params.roomId = 123321;        // Replace with your own room number

params.userSig = "xxx";        // Replace with your own userSig

params.role = TRTCCloudDef.TRTCRoleAnchor;

// If your scenario is live streaming, set the application scenario to `TRTC_APP_SC

// If your application scenario is a group video call, use "TRTC_APP_SCENE_LIVE"

trtc_cloud_->enterRoom(params, liteav::TRTCAppSceneLIVE);

Step 5. Switch the role

Role in TRTC
In video call (  TRTC_APP_SCENE_VIDEOCALL ) and audio call (  TRTC_APP_SCENE_AUDIOCALL ) scenarios, 

you don't need to set the role when entering a room, as each user is an anchor by default in these two scenarios.
In video live streaming (  TRTC_APP_SCENE_LIVE ) and audio live streaming 

(  TRTC_APP_SCENE_VOICE_CHATROOM ) scenarios, each user needs to set their own role to anchor or audience 

when entering a room.
Role switch 
In TRTC, only anchors can publish audio/video streams. 

Therefore, if you set the role to audience when entering a room, you need to call the switchRole API first to switch the 
role to anchor before publishing audio/video streams. This process is the so-called "mic-on".
Android
iOS
Mac

Windows
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// If your current role is audience, you need to call `switchRole` first to switch 

// If your current role is 'audience', you need to call switchRole to switch to 'an

mCloud.switchRole(TRTCCloudDef.TRTCRoleAnchor);

mCloud.startLocalAudio(TRTCCloudDef.TRTC_AUDIO_QUALITY_DEFAULT);

mCloud.startLocalPreview(true, cameraVide);

// If role switch failed, the error code of the `onSwitchRole` callback is not `0`

// If switching operation failed, the error code of the 'onSwitchRole' is not zero

@Override

public void onSwitchRole(final int errCode, final String errMsg) {

    if (errCode != 0) {
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        Log.d(TAG, "Switching operation failed...");

    }   

}

self.trtcCloud = [TRTCCloud sharedInstance];

// If your current role is audience, you need to call `switchRole` first to switch 

// If your current role is 'audience', you need to call switchRole to switch to 'an

[self.trtcCloud switchRole:TRTCRoleAnchor];

[self.trtcCloud startLocalAudio:TRTCAudioQualityDefault];

[self.trtcCloud startLocalPreview:YES view:localCameraVideoView];
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// If role switch failed, the error code of the `onSwitchRole` callback is not `0`

// If switching operation failed, the error code of the 'onSwitchRole' is not zero

- (void)onSwitchRole:(TXLiteAVError)errCode errMsg:(nullable NSString *)errMsg {

    if (errCode != 0) {

        NSLog(@"Switching operation failed... ");

    }   

}

self.trtcCloud = [TRTCCloud sharedInstance];
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// If your current role is audience, you need to call `switchRole` first to switch 

// If your current role is 'audience', you need to call switchRole to switch to 'an

[self.trtcCloud switchRole:TRTCRoleAnchor];

[self.trtcCloud startLocalAudio:TRTCAudioQualityDefault];

[self.trtcCloud startLocalPreview:localCameraVideoView];

// If role switch failed, the error code of the `onSwitchRole` callback is not `0`

// If switching operation failed, the error code of the 'onSwitchRole' is not zero

- (void)onSwitchRole:(TXLiteAVError)errCode errMsg:(nullable NSString *)errMsg {

    if (errCode != 0) {

        NSLog(@"Switching operation failed... ");

    }   

}
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// If your current role is audience, you need to call `switchRole` first to switch 

// If your current role is 'audience', you need to call switchRole to switch to 'an

trtc_cloud_->switchRole(liteav::TRTCRoleAnchor);

trtc_cloud_->startLocalAudio(TRTCAudioQualityDefault);

trtc_cloud_->startLocalPreview(hWnd);

// If role switch failed, the error code of the `onSwitchRole` callback is not `ERR

// If switching operation failed, the error code of the 'onSwitchRole' is not zero

void onSwitchRole(TXLiteAVError errCode, const char* errMsg) {

    if (errCode != ERR_NULL) {

        printf("Switching operation failed...");
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    }

}

Note: If there are too many anchors in a room,  switchRole  will fail, and TRTC will notify you of the error code 

through  onSwitchRole . Therefore, if you no longer want to publish audio/video streams, you need to call 

 switchRole  again to switch to audience. This process is the so-called "mic-off".

explain:

 Only an anchor can publish audio/video streams, but you cannot make each user enter the room as an anchor. For 
the specific reason, see 1. How many concurrent audio/video streams can a room have at most? 

Advanced Guide

1. How many concurrent audio/video streams can a room have at most?

A TRTC room can have up to 50 concurrent audio/video streams. When the number of streams reaches 50, additional 
streams will be automatically dropped. 
With proper role management, 50 concurrent audio/video streams can meet the needs of most scenarios, from a 

one-to-one video call to live streams watched by tens of thousands of users.
"Role management" refers to how roles are assigned to users entering a room.
If a user is an anchor in live streaming, a teacher in online education, or a host in an online meeting, they can be 
assigned the anchor role.
If a user is a live stream viewer, a student in online education, or an attendee in an online meeting, they should be 

assigned the audience role; otherwise, the room will quickly reach the maximum number of anchors.
When an audience member wants to publish an audio/video stream (mic on), they need to be switched to the anchor 
role through  switchRole . When they no longer want to publish their audio/video streams (mic off), they need to be 

switched back to the audience role immediately.
With appropriate role management, generally no more than 50 anchors in a room need to publish audio/video streams 
concurrently. If a room contains more than six anchors, audience members will find it difficult to distinguish between 

speakers who are speaking at the same time.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/47634#speed1
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Web
Last updated：2022-09-26 12:22:08

This document describes how an anchor publishes audio/video streams. "Publishing" refers to turning on the mic and 
camera to make the audio heard and video seen by other users in the room.

You will encounter two types of objects while using the TRTC web SDK:
Client object, which represents a local client. The Client class provides APIs for room entry, local stream publishing, 
remote stream subscription, etc.
Stream object, which represents an audio/video stream object. There are local stream objects (LocalStream) and 

remote stream objects (RemoteStream). The  Stream  class provides APIs for stream-related actions, including 

audio/video playback control.

Step 1. Enter a room

Create a client object and enter a room. For detailed directions, see Entering a Room.

Step 2. Create a local stream

Call TRTC.createStream() to create a local audio/video stream.

Parameter Description Notes Data 
Type

Example Default 
Value

Remarks

userId The user 
ID.

This parameter is required 
and must be the same as the 
user ID you pass in when 
creating the client.

string
“denny” 
or 
“123321”

- Required

audio Whether to This parameter is required. boolean true - Required

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/Client.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/LocalStream.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/RemoteStream.html
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/48424
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/TRTC.html#.createStream
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capture 
audio.

It specifies whether to 
capture audio from the mic.

video
Whether to 
capture 
video.

This parameter is required. 
It specifies whether to 
capture video from the 
camera.

boolean true - Required

For more information on the parameters, see TRTC.createStream(). 

const localStream = TRTC.createStream({ userId, audio: true, video: true });

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/TRTC.html#createStream
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Before publishing the local stream, call LocalStream.initialize() to initialize the stream. 
During initialization, the SDK will ask for permissions to use your camera and mic. When asked by the browser, allow 

the permissions.
In the callback for successful initialization, call LocalStream.play() to play the audio and video locally.

// Using the Promise syntax

localStream

  .initialize()

  .then(() => {

    console.log('Initialized the local stream successfully');

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/LocalStream.html#initialize
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/LocalStream.html#play
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    localStream.play('local_stream');

  })

  .catch(error => {

    console.error('Failed to initialize the local stream' + error);

  });

// We recommend you use the async/await syntax

try {

  await localStream.initialize();

  localStream.play('local_stream');

  console.log('Initialized the local stream successfully');

} catch (error) {

  console.error('Failed to initialize the local stream' + error);

}

Step 3. Publish the local stream

After the local stream is initialized, call Client.publish() to publish it.

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/Client.html#publish
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// Using the Promise syntax

client

  .publish(localStream)

  .then(() => {

    console.log('Published the local stream successfully');

  })

  .catch(error => {

    console.error('Failed to publish local stream' + error);

  });

// We recommend you use the async/await syntax
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try {

  await client.publish(localStream);

  console.log('Published the local stream successfully');

} catch (error) {

  console.error('Failed to publish the local stream' + error);

}

Code for the entire process
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const client = TRTC.createClient({

  mode: 'rtc',

  sdkAppId,

  userId,

  userSig

});

const localStream = TRTC.createStream({ userId, audio: true, video: true });

try {

  await client.join({ roomId });

  console.log('Entered the room successfully');

} catch (error) {

  console.error('Failed to enter the room. Please try again later.' + error);

}

try {

  await localStream.initialize();

  localStream.play('local_stream');

  console.log('Initialized the local stream successfully');

} catch (error) {

  console.error('Failed to initialize the local stream' + error);

}

try {

  await client.publish(localStream);

  console.log('Published the local stream successfully');

} catch (error) {

  console.error('Failed to publish the local stream' + error);

}
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Electron
Last updated：2022-09-26 12:22:41

This document describes how an anchor publishes audio/video streams. "Publishing" refers to turning on the mic and 
camera to make the audio heard and video seen by other users in the room.

Call Guide

Step 1. Perform prerequisite steps

Import the SDK as instructed in Electron.

Step 2. Enable camera preview

You can call the startLocalPreview API to enable camera preview. The SDK will request camera permission from 

the system. Camera images can be captured only after the permission is granted.
You can call the setLocalRenderParams API to set the rendering parameters of local preview. Image jitters may 
occur if preview parameters are set after preview is enabled, so we recommend you call this API before enabling 
preview.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35097
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// Set the rendering parameters of local preview: Flip the video horizontally and u

import TRTCCloud, { 

    TRTCRenderParams, TRTCVideoRotation,

    TRTCVideoFillMode, TRTCVideoMirrorType

} from 'trtc-electron-sdk';

const param = new TRTCRenderParams(

    TRTCVideoRotation.TRTCVideoRotation0,

    TRTCVideoFillMode.TRTCVideoFillMode_Fill,

    TRTCVideoMirrorType.TRTCVideoMirrorType_Auto

);
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const rtcCloud = new TRTCCloud();

rtcCloud.setLocalRenderParams(param);

const cameraVideoDom = document.querySelector('.camera-dom');

rtcCloud.startLocalPreview(cameraVideoDom);

Step 3. Enable mic capture

You can call startLocalAudio to start mic capture. When calling this API, you need to specify  quality . A higher 

quality isn't necessarily better. We recommend you set this parameter based on the application scenario.
SPEECH 
In this mode, the SDK audio module is dedicated to capturing audio signals and filtering environmental noise as much 
as possible. In addition, the audio data in this mode has the highest immunity to a poor network quality. Therefore, it is 
especially suitable for scenarios highlighting audio communication, such as video calls and online meetings.

MUSIC 
In this mode, the SDK uses a high bandwidth for audio processing and uses the stereo mode to maximize the 
capturing quality while minimizing the role of the DSP module. It guarantees audio quality and is therefore suitable for 
music streaming scenarios, especially when an anchor uses a high-end sound card.
DEFAULT 
In this mode, the SDK uses an algorithm to recognize the current environment and selects the processing mode 

accordingly. However, the recognition algorithm is not always accurate, so if your product has a clear positioning (for 
example, an audio chat app or a music streaming app), we recommend you set the parameter to  SPEECH  or 

 MUSIC .
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import { TRTCAudioQuality } from 'trtc-electron-sdk';

// Enable mic capture and set `quality` to `SPEECH` (strong in noise suppression an

rtcCloud.startLocalAudio(TRTCAudioQuality.TRTCAudioQualitySpeech);

// Enable mic capture and set `quality` to `MUSIC` (high fidelity, minimum audio qu

rtcCloud.startLocalAudio(TRTCAudioQuality.TRTCAudioQualityMusic);

Step 4. Enter a TRTC room
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Make the current user enter a TRTC room as instructed in Entering a Room. The SDK will start publishing the audio of 
the local user to remote users upon successful room entry.
notice

 You can enable camera preview and mic capture after room entry (  enterRoom ), but in live streaming scenarios, 

you need to leave a certain amount of time for the anchor to test the mic and adjust the beauty filters; therefore, it is 
more common to turn on the camera and mic first and then enter a room.

import { TRTCParams, TRTCRoleType, TRTCAppScene } from 'trtc-electron-sdk';

// Assemble TRTC room entry parameters. Replace the field values in `TRTCParams` wi

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/48049
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// Replace each field in TRTCParams with your own parameters

const param = new TRTCParams();

params.sdkAppId = 1400000123;  // Replace with your own SDKAppID

params.userId = "denny";       // Replace with your own user ID  

params.roomId = 123321;        // Replace with your own room number

params.userSig = "xxx";        // Replace with your own userSig

params.role = TRTCRoleType.TRTCRoleAnchor;

// If your scenario is live streaming, set the application scenario to `TRTC_APP_SC

// If your application scenario is a group video call, use "TRTC_APP_SCENE_LIVE"

rtcCloud.enterRoom(param, TRTCAppScene.TRTCAppSceneLIVE);
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5. Exiting a Room
Android, iOS, Windows, and macOS
Last updated：2022-09-26 12:23:33

This document describes how to actively exit the current TRTC room and in which cases will a user be forced to exit a 
room. 

Call Guide

Step 1. Perform prerequisite steps

Import the SDK and configure the application permissions as instructed in iOS. 
Enter the room as instructed in Entering a Room.

Step 2. Actively exit the current room

Call the  exitRoom  API to exit the current room, and the SDK will use the  onExitRoom(int reason)  

callback to notify you of the reason the room was exited.
Android 
iOS&Mac 
Windows 

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35092
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/47645
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// Exit the current room

mCloud.exitRoom();
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self.trtcCloud = [TRTCCloud sharedInstance];

// Exit the current room

[self.trtcCloud exitRoom];
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trtc_cloud_ = getTRTCShareInstance();

// Exit the current room

trtc_cloud_->exitRoom();

After the  exitRoom  API is called, the SDK will enter the room exit process, where two key tasks need to be 

completed:
1. Notify the exit of the current user 
Notify other users in the room of the upcoming room exit, and they will receive the onRemoteUserLeaveRoom 
callback from the current user; otherwise, other users may think the current user's video image is simply frozen.
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2. Revoke device permissions 
If the current user is publishing an audio/video stream before exiting the room, the user needs to turn off the camera 
and mic and release the device permissions during the room exit process.

Therefore, we recommend you release the  TRTCCloud  instance after receiving the  onExitRoom  callback.

Step 3. Be forced to exit the current room

The  onExitRoom(int reason)  callback will also be received in other two cases in addition to active room exit:

Case 1. A user is kicked out of the room 
You can use the RemoveUser or RemoveUserByStrRoomId API to kick a user out of a TRTC room. After being kicked 

out, the user will receive the  onExitRoom(1)  callback.

Case 2. The current room is closed 
You can call the DismissRoom or DismissRoomByStrRoomId API to close a TRTC room. After the room is closed, all 
users in the room will receive the  onExitRoom(2)  callback.

Android 
iOS&Mac 

Windows 

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/34268
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/39630
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/34269
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/39631
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// Listen for the `onExitRoom` callback to get the reason for room exit

@Override

public void onExitRoom(int reason) {

    if (reason == 0) {

        Log.d(TAG, "Exit current room by calling the 'exitRoom' api of sdk ...");

    } else if (reason == 1) {

        Log.d(TAG, "Kicked out of the current room by server through the restful ap

    } else if (reason == 2) {

        Log.d(TAG, "Current room is dissolved by server through the restful api..."

    }

}
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// Listen for the `onExitRoom` callback to get the reason for room exit

- (void)onExitRoom:(NSInteger)reason {

    if (reason == 0) {

        NSLog(@"Exit current room by calling the 'exitRoom' api of sdk ...");

    } else if (reason == 1) {

        NSLog(@"Kicked out of the current room by server through the restful api...

    } else if (reason == 2) {

        NSLog(@"Current room is dissolved by server through the restful api...");

    }
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}

// Listen for the `onExitRoom` callback to get the reason for room exit

void onExitRoom(int reason) {

    if (reason == 0) {

        printf("Exit current room by calling the 'exitRoom' api of sdk ...");

    } else if (reason == 1) {

        printf("Kicked out of the current room by server through the restful api...

    } else if (reason == 2) {

        printf("Current room is dissolved by server through the restful api...");
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    }

}
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Web
Last updated：2022-09-26 14:18:38

This document describes how to exit the current TRTC room and in which cases a user is forced to exit the room. 

You will encounter two types of objects while using the TRTC web SDK:

Client object, which represents a local client. The Client class provides APIs for room entry, local stream publishing, 
remote stream subscription, etc.
Stream object, which represents an audio/video stream object. There are local stream objects (LocalStream) and 
remote stream objects (RemoteStream). The  Stream  class provides APIs for stream-related actions, including 

audio/video playback control.

Step 1. Enter a room

Create a client object and enter a room. For detailed directions, see Entering a Room.

Step 2. Exit the room

Call Client.leave() to exit the room, and the call session ends.

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/Client.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/LocalStream.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/RemoteStream.html
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/48424
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/Client.html#leave
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await client.leave(); 

Step 3. Forced to exit the room

In the following cases, a user will receive the CLIENT_BANNED callback, which indicates that they were forced to exit 
the room.

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/module-ClientEvent.html#.CLIENT_BANNED
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client.on('client-banned', error => {

  console.error('client-banned observed: ' + error.message);

  // client-banned observed: client was banned because of duplicated userId joining

  // client-banned observed: client was banned because of you got banned by account

});

Case 1: A user with the same user ID entered the room. 
If there are two anchors with the same user ID in the room, the user who entered the room first will be removed from 
the room. 
Suppose user A entered a room first, and user B entered the same room with the same user ID. User A would be 
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removed from the room. 
Having two users with the same ID in the same room may cause errors and is not allowed.
Case 2: A server-side API is called to remove the user or close the room. 

You call RemoveUser | RemoveUserByStrRoomId to remove a user from a TRTC room. The user will receive the 
CLIENT_BANNED callback. If you call DismissRoom | DismissRoomByStrRoomId to close a TRTC room, all users in 
the room will receive the CLIENT_BANNED callback.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/34268
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/39630
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/module-ClientEvent.html#.CLIENT_BANNED
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/34269
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/39631
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/module-ClientEvent.html#.CLIENT_BANNED
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Electron
Last updated：2022-09-26 14:19:43

This document describes how to actively exit the current TRTC room and in which cases will a user be forced to exit a 
room. 

Call Guide

Step 1. Perform prerequisite steps

1. Import the SDK and configure the application permissions as instructed in Electron.
2. Implement the room entry process as instructed in Electron.

Step 2. Actively exit the current room

Call the exitRoom API to exit the current room. The SDK uses the  onExitRoom(int reason)  callback event to 

notify you of the reason the room was exited.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35097
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#exitRoom
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import TRTCCloud from 'trtc-electron-sdk';

const trtcCloud = new TRTCCloud();

// Exit the current room

trtcCloud.exitRoom();

After the  exitRoom  API is called, the SDK will enter the room exit process, where two key tasks need to be 

completed:
1. Notify the exit of the current user 
Notify other users in the room of the upcoming room exit, and they will receive the onRemoteUserLeaveRoom 
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callback from the current user; otherwise, other users may think the current user's video image is simply frozen.
2. Revoke device permissions 
If the current user is publishing an audio/video stream before exiting the room, the user needs to turn off the camera 

and mic and release the device permissions during the room exit process.
Therefore, we recommend you release the  TRTCCloud  instance after receiving the  onExitRoom  callback.

Step 3. Be forced to exit the current room

The onExitRoom callback will also be received in other two cases in addition to active room exit:
Case 1. A user is kicked out of the room 

You can use the RemoveUser or RemoveUserByStrRoomId API to kick a user out of a TRTC room. After being kicked 
out, the user will receive the  onExitRoom(1)  callback.

Case 2. The current room is closed 
You can call the DismissRoom or DismissRoomByStrRoomId API to close a TRTC room. After the room is closed, all 
users in the room will receive the  onExitRoom(2)  callback.

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCallback.html#event:onExitRoom
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/34268
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/39630
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/34269
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/39631
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// Listen for the `onExitRoom` callback to get the reason for room exit

function onExitRoom(reason) {

  console.log(`onExitRoom reason: ${reason}`);

}

trtcCloud.on('onExitRoom', onExitRoom);
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6. Sensing Network Quality
Android, iOS, Windows, and macOS
Last updated：2022-09-26 14:20:45

This document describes how to assess the current network conditions.
When you have a video call on WeChat under poor network conditions (for example, when you are in an elevator), 
WeChat displays a message indicating the current network quality is poor. This document describes how to use TRTC 

to implement a similar interaction in your own application.
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Call Guide

TRTC provides the onNetworkQuality callback to report the current network quality once every two seconds. It 
contains two parameters:  localQuality  and  remoteQuality .

localQuality indicates your current network quality, which has six levels:  Excellent ,  Good ,  Poor ,  Bad , 

 VeryBad , and  Down .

remoteQuality is an array indicating the network quality of remote users. In this array, each element represents the 
network quality of a remote user.

Quality Name Description

0 Unknown Unknown

1 Excellent The current network is excellent.

2 Good The current network is good.

3 Poor The current network is fine.

4 Bad The current network is poor, and there may be obvious stuttering and delay.

5 VeryBad The current network is very poor, and TRTC can merely sustain the connection but 
cannot guarantee the communication quality.

6 Down The current network cannot meet the minimum requirements of TRTC, and it is 
impossible to have a normal audio/video call.

You only need to listen for  onNetworkQuality  of TRTC and display the corresponding prompt on the UI.

Android 

iOS&Mac 
Windows 
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// Listen for the `onNetworkQuality` callback to get the change of the current netw

@Override

public void onNetworkQuality(TRTCCloudDef.TRTCQuality localQuality,

                             ArrayList<TRTCCloudDef.TRTCQuality> remoteQuality)

{

    // Get your local network quality

    switch(localQuality) {

        case TRTCQuality_Unknown:

            Log.d(TAG, "SDK has not yet sensed the current network quality.");

            break;

        case TRTCQuality_Excellent:
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            Log.d(TAG, "The current network is very good.");

            break;

        case TRTCQuality_Good:

            Log.d(TAG, "The current network is good.");

            break;

        case TRTCQuality_Poor:

            Log.d(TAG, "The current network quality barely meets the demand.");

            break;

        case TRTCQuality_Bad:

            Log.d(TAG, "The current network is poor, and there may be significant f

            break;

        case TRTCQuality_VeryBad:

            Log.d(TAG, "The current network is very poor, the communication quality

            break;

        case TRTCQuality_Down:

            Log.d(TAG, "The current network does not meet the minimum requirements.

            break;

        default:

            break;

    }

    // Get the network quality of remote users

    for (TRTCCloudDef.TRTCQuality info : arrayList) {

        Log.d(TAG, "remote user : = " + info.userId + ", quality = " + info.quality

    }

}
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// Listen for the `onNetworkQuality` callback to get the change of the current netw

- (void)onNetworkQuality:(TRTCQualityInfo *)localQuality remoteQuality:(NSArray<TRT

    // Get your local network quality

    switch(localQuality.quality) {

        case TRTCQuality_Unknown:

            NSLog(@"SDK has not yet sensed the current network quality.");

            break;

        case TRTCQuality_Excellent:

            NSLog(@"The current network is very good.");

            break;

        case TRTCQuality_Good:
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            NSLog(@"The current network is good.");

            break;

        case TRTCQuality_Poor:

            NSLog(@"The current network quality barely meets the demand.");

            break;

        case TRTCQuality_Bad:

            NSLog(@"The current network is poor, and there may be significant freez

            break;

        case TRTCQuality_VeryBad:

           NSLog(@"The current network is very poor, the communication quality cann

            break;

        case TRTCQuality_Down:

            NSLog(@"The current network does not meet the minimum requirements.");

            break;

        default:

            break;

    }

    // Get the network quality of remote users

    for (TRTCQualityInfo *info in arrayList) {

        NSLog(@"remote user : = %@, quality = %@", info.userId, @(info.quality));

    }

}
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// Listen for the `onNetworkQuality` callback to get the change of the current netw

void onNetworkQuality(liteav::TRTCQualityInfo local_quality,

    liteav::TRTCQualityInfo* remote_quality, uint32_t remote_quality_count) {

    // Get your local network quality

    switch (local_quality.quality) {

    case TRTCQuality_Unknown:

        printf("SDK has not yet sensed the current network quality.");

        break;

    case TRTCQuality_Excellent:

        printf("The current network is very good.");

        break;
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    case TRTCQuality_Good:

        printf("The current network is good.");

        break;

    case TRTCQuality_Poor:

        printf("The current network quality barely meets the demand.");

        break;

    case TRTCQuality_Bad:

        printf("The current network is poor, and there may be significant freezes a

        break;

    case TRTCQuality_Vbad:

        printf("The current network is very poor, the communication quality cannot 

        break;

    case TRTCQuality_Down:

        printf("The current network does not meet the minimum requirements.");

        break;

    default:

        break;

    }

    // Get the network quality of remote users

    for (int i = 0; i < remote_quality_count; ++i) {

        printf("remote user : = %s, quality = %d", remote_quality[i].userId, remote

    }

}
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Web
Last updated：2022-09-26 14:21:32

TRTC can check a user’s network quality before they enter a room or join a call. If the network quality is not 
satisfactory, we recommend you prompt the user to move to a better network environment to ensure smooth calls.
To monitor the network quality during a call, just register the NETWORK_QUALITY callback. This document 

describes how to check the network quality before a call based on NETWORK_QUALITY.

Directions

1. Call TRTC.createClient to create two clients:  uplinkClient  and  downlinkClient .

2. Make the two clients enter the same room.
3. Have  uplinkClient  publish the local stream and listen for the NETWORK_QUALITY event to monitor the 

upstream network quality.

4. Have  downlinkClient  play the other client’s stream and listen for the NETWORK_QUALITY event to check 

the downstream network quality.
5. The whole process lasts for about 15 seconds, and the average network quality is taken eventually to evaluate the 
upstream and downstream network quality.
notice
 The process of checking network quality incurs a small basic service fee. If a resolution is not specified, the stream 

will be published at a resolution of 640 x 480.

Sample Code

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/module-ClientEvent.html#.NETWORK_QUALITY
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/module-ClientEvent.html#.NETWORK_QUALITY
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/zh-cn/TRTC.html#.createClient
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/module-ClientEvent.html#.NETWORK_QUALITY
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/module-ClientEvent.html#.NETWORK_QUALITY
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/34610
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let uplinkClient = null; // Check the upstream network quality

let downlinkClient = null; // Check the downstream network quality

let localStream = null; // Stream for test

let testResult = {

  // Record the upstream network quality data

  uplinkNetworkQualities: [],

  // Record the downstream network quality data

  downlinkNetworkQualities: [],

  average: {

    uplinkNetworkQuality: 0,

    downlinkNetworkQuality: 0
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  }

}

// 1. Check the upstream network quality

async function testUplinkNetworkQuality() {

  uplinkClient = TRTC.createClient({

    sdkAppId: 0, // The SDKAppID

    userId: 'user_uplink_test',

    userSig: '', // The `UserSig` of `uplink_test`

    mode: 'rtc'

  });

  localStream = TRTC.createStream({ audio: true, video: true });

  // Set the video profile based on the actual business scenario

  localStream.setVideoProfile('480p'); 

  await localStream.initialize();

  uplinkClient.on('network-quality', event => {

    const { uplinkNetworkQuality } = event;

    testResult.uplinkNetworkQualities.push(uplinkNetworkQuality);

  });

  // Enter the room where the check will be performed. The room ID must be random t

  await uplinkClient.join({ roomId: 8080 }); 

  await uplinkClient.publish(localStream);

}

// 2. Check the downstream network quality

async function testDownlinkNetworkQuality() {

  downlinkClient = TRTC.createClient({

    sdkAppId: 0, // The SDKAppID

    userId: 'user_downlink_test',

    userSig: '', // The `UserSig`

    mode: 'rtc'

  });

  downlinkClient.on('stream-added', async event => {

    await downlinkClient.subscribe(event.stream, { audio: true, video: true });

    // After successful subscription, listen for the network quality event

    downlinkClient.on('network-quality', event => {

      const { downlinkNetworkQuality } = event;

      testResult.downlinkNetworkQualities.push(downlinkNetworkQuality);

    });

  })

  // Enter the room where the check will be performed. The room ID must be random t

  await downlinkClient.join({ roomId: 8080 });

}
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// 3. Start the check

testUplinkNetworkQuality();

testDownlinkNetworkQuality();

// 4. Stop the check after 15 seconds and calculate the average network quality

setTimeout(() => {

  // Calculate the average upstream network quality

  if (testResult.uplinkNetworkQualities.length > 0) {

    testResult.average.uplinkNetworkQuality = Math.ceil(

      testResult.uplinkNetworkQualities.reduce((value, current) => value + current,

    );

  }

  if (testResult.downlinkNetworkQualities.length > 0) {

    // Calculate the average downstream network quality

    testResult.average.downlinkNetworkQuality = Math.ceil(

      testResult.downlinkNetworkQualities.reduce((value, current) => value + curren

    );

  }

  // The check ends. Clear the relevant status.

  uplinkClient.leave();

  downlinkClient.leave();

  localStream.close();

}, 15 * 1000);

Result

After performing the above steps, you can get the average upstream and downstream network quality. The 
enumerated values of the network quality are as listed below:

Value Description

0 Unknown, which indicates that the current client hasn't established an upstream/downstream 
connection

1 Excellent

2 Good

3 Fair

4 Poor
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5 Very poor

6
The network connection has been closed. 
Note: For downstream network, this value indicates that all downstream connections have 
been closed.

Suggestion:
If the result is above 3, we recommend you ask the user to check their network and try changing the network 
environment to ensure call quality. 

You can also use the following methods to reduce bandwidth consumption:
If the result for the upstream network quality is above 3, to reduce bandwidth consumption, you can call 
LocalStream.setVideoProfile() to reduce the bitrate or call LocalStream.muteVideo() to disable video.
If the result for the downstream network quality is above 3, to reduce bandwidth consumption, you can subscribe to 
the low-quality stream (see Enabling Dual-Stream Mode) or subscribe to audio only.

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/LocalStream.html#setVideoProfile
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/LocalStream.html#muteVideo
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-27-advanced-small-stream.html
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Electron
Last updated：2022-09-26 14:21:52

This document describes how to assess the current network conditions.
When you have a video call on WeChat under poor network conditions (for example, when you are in an elevator), 
WeChat displays a message indicating the current network quality is poor. This document describes how to use TRTC 

to implement a similar interaction in your own application.

Call Guide
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TRTC provides the onNetworkQuality callback to report the current network quality once every two seconds. It 
contains two parameters:  localQuality  and  remoteQuality .

localQuality indicates your current network quality, which has six levels:  Excellent ,  Good ,  Poor ,  Bad , 

 VeryBad , and  Down .

remoteQuality is an array indicating the network quality of remote users. In this array, each element represents the 
network quality of a remote user.

Quality Name Description

0 Unknown Unknown

1 Excellent The current network is excellent.

2 Good The current network is good.

3 Poor The current network is fine.

4 Bad The current network is poor. There may be obvious stuttering and delay.

5 VeryBad The current network is very poor. TRTC can sustain the connection but cannot 
guarantee the communication quality.

6 Down The current network cannot meet the minimum requirements of TRTC, and it is 
impossible to have a normal audio/video call.

You only need to listen for onNetworkQuality of TRTC and display the corresponding prompt on the UI.

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCallback.html#event:onNetworkQuality
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import TRTCCloud, { TRTCQuality } from 'trtc-electron-sdk';

const rtcCloud = new TRTCCloud();

function onNetworkQuality(localQuality, remoteQuality) {

  switch(localQuality.quality) {

    case TRTCQuality.TRTCQuality_Unknown:

      console.log('SDK has not yet sensed the current network quality.');

      break;

    case TRTCQuality.TRTCQuality_Excellent:

      console.log('The current network is very good.');

      break;
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    case TRTCQuality.TRTCQuality_Good:

      console.log('The current network is good.');

      break;

    case TRTCQuality.TRTCQuality_Poor:

      console.log('The current network quality barely meets the demand.');

      break;

    case TRTCQuality.TRTCQuality_Bad:

      console.log('The current network is poor, and there may be significant freeze

      break;

    case TRTCQuality.TRTCQuality_Vbad:

      console.log('The current network is very poor, the communication quality cann

      break;

    case TRTCQuality.TRTCQuality_Down:

      console.log('The current network does not meet the minimum requirements.');

      break;

    default:

      break;

  }

  for (let i = 0; i < remoteQuality.length; i++) {

    console.log(`remote user: ${remoteQuality[i].userId}, quality: ${remoteQuality[

  }

}

rtcCloud.on('onNetworkQuality', onNetworkQuality);
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7. Enabling Screen Sharing
iOS
Last updated：2022-09-26 14:22:53

TRTC supports two screen sharing schemes on iOS:
In-app sharing 
With in-app sharing, sharing is limited to the views of the current app. This feature is supported on iOS 13 and later. 

As content outside the current app cannot be shared, this feature is suitable for scenarios with high requirements on 
privacy protection.
Cross-app sharing 
Based on Apple's ReplayKit scheme, cross-app sharing allows the sharing of content across the system, but the steps 
required to implement this feature are more complicated than those for in-app sharing as an additional extension is 

needed.

Supported Platforms

iOS Android macOS Windows Electron Chrome

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

In-App Sharing

You can implement in-app sharing simply by calling the startScreenCaptureInApp API of the TRTC SDK, passing in 
the encoding parameter  TRTCVideoEncParam . If  TRTCVideoEncParam  is set to  nil , the SDK will use the 

encoding parameters set previously.
We recommend the following encoding settings for screen sharing on iOS:

Item Parameter Recommended Value for 
Regular Scenarios

Recommended Value for Text-
based Teaching

Resolution videoResolution 1280 × 720 1920 × 1080

Frame rate videoFps 10 fps 8 fps

Highest bitrate videoBitrate 1600 Kbps 2000 Kbps

Resolution 
adaption

enableAdjustRes NO NO

https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#abf51acf26b2212192f7145468886b791
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As screen content generally does not change drastically, it is not economical to use a high frame rate. We recommend 

setting it to 10 fps.
If the screen you share contains a large amount of text, you can increase the resolution and bitrate accordingly.
The highest bitrate (  videoBitrate ) refers to the highest output bitrate when a shared screen changes 

dramatically. If the shared content does not change a lot, the actual encoding bitrate will be lower.

Cross-App Sharing

To enable cross-app screen sharing on iOS, you need to add the screen recording process Broadcast Upload 

Extension, which works with the host app to push streams. A Broadcast Upload Extension is created by the system 
when screen sharing is requested and is responsible for receiving the screen images captured by the system. For this, 
you need to do the following:
1. Create an App Group and configure it in Xcode (optional) to enable communication between the Broadcast Upload 
Extension and host app.

2. Create a target of Broadcast Upload Extension in your project and import into it 
 TXLiteAVSDK_ReplayKitExt.framework  from the SDK package.

3. Put the host app on standby to receive screen recording data from the Broadcast Upload Extension.
notice
 If you skip step 1, that is, if you do not configure an App Group (passing in  nil  to the API), you can still enable 

screen sharing, but its stability will be compromised. We suggest you configure an App Group as described below.

Step 1. Create an App Group

Log in to https://developer.apple.com/ and do the following. You need to download the provisioning profile 
again afterwards.
1. Click Certificates, IDs & Profiles.
2. Click + next to Identifiers.

3. Select App Groups and click Continue.
4. Fill in the Description and Identifier boxes. For Identifier, type the  AppGroup  value passed in to the API. 

Click Continue. 
 

https://developer.apple.com/
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5. Select Identifiers on the top left sidebar, and click your App ID (you need to configure the App ID for the host app 
and extension in the same way).

6. Select App Groups and click Edit.
7. Select the App Group you created, click Continue to return to the edit page, and click Save to save the settings. 
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8. Download the provisioning profile again and import it to Xcode.

Step 2. Create a Broadcast Upload Extension

1. Click File > New > Target... in the Xcode menu and select Broadcast Upload Extension.
2. In the dialog box that pops up, enter the information required. You don't need to select Include UI Extension. 
After entering the required information, click Finish.
3. Drag  TXLiteAVSDK_ReplayKitExt.framework  in the SDK package into the project and select the target 

created.

4. Select the target you created, click + Capability, and double-click App Groups. 
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AddCapability

 A file named  target name.entitlements  will appear in the file list as shown below. Select it, click +, and 

enter the App Group created earlier. 

 

AddGroup

5. Select the target of the host app and configure it in the same way as described above.
6. In the new target, Xcode will automatically create a file named  SampleHandler.h . Replace the file content with 

the following code. You need to change  APPGROUP  in the code to the App Group Identifier created earlier.
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#import "SampleHandler.h"

@import TXLiteAVSDK_ReplayKitExt;

#define APPGROUP @"group.com.tencent.liteav.RPLiveStreamShare"

@interface SampleHandler() <TXReplayKitExtDelegate>

@end

@implementation SampleHandler

// Note: Replace `APPGROUP` with the ID of the App Group created earlier.
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- (void)broadcastStartedWithSetupInfo:(NSDictionary<NSString *,NSObject *> *)setupI

    [[TXReplayKitExt sharedInstance] setupWithAppGroup:APPGROUP delegate:self];

}

- (void)broadcastPaused {

    // User has requested to pause the broadcast. Samples will stop being delivered

}

- (void)broadcastResumed {

    // User has requested to resume the broadcast. Samples delivery will resume.

}

- (void)broadcastFinished {

    [[TXReplayKitExt sharedInstance] finishBroadcast];

    // User has requested to finish the broadcast.

}

#pragma mark - TXReplayKitExtDelegate

- (void)broadcastFinished:(TXReplayKitExt *)broadcast reason:(TXReplayKitExtReason)

{

    NSString *tip = @"";

    switch (reason) {

        case TXReplayKitExtReasonRequestedByMain:

            tip = @"Screen sharing ended";

            break;

        case TXReplayKitExtReasonDisconnected:

            tip = @"Application disconnected";

            break;

        case TXReplayKitExtReasonVersionMismatch:

            tip = @"Integration error (SDK version mismatch)";

            break;

    }

    NSError *error = [NSError errorWithDomain:NSStringFromClass(self.class)

                                         code:0

                                     userInfo:@{

                                         NSLocalizedFailureReasonErrorKey:tip

                                     }];

    [self finishBroadcastWithError:error];

}

- (void)processSampleBuffer:(CMSampleBufferRef)sampleBuffer withType:(RPSampleBuffe

    switch (sampleBufferType) {

        case RPSampleBufferTypeVideo:

            [[TXReplayKitExt sharedInstance] sendVideoSampleBuffer:sampleBuffer];

            break;

        case RPSampleBufferTypeAudioApp:
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            // Handle audio sample buffer for app audio

            break;

        case RPSampleBufferTypeAudioMic:

            // Handle audio sample buffer for mic audio

            break;

        default:

            break;

    }

}

@end

Step 3. Make the host app wait to receive data

Before screen sharing starts, the host application must be put on standby to receive screen recording data from the 
Broadcast Upload Extension. To do this, follow these steps:
1. Make sure that camera capturing has been disabled in  TRTCCloud ; if not, call stopLocalPreview to disable it.

2. Call the startScreenCaptureByReplaykit:appGroup: API, passing in the  AppGroup  set in step 1 to put the SDK 

on standby.
3. The SDK will then wait for a user to trigger screen sharing. If a "triggering button" is not added as described in step 
4, users need to press and hold the screen recording button in the iOS Control Center to start screen sharing.
4. You can call stopScreenCapture to stop screen sharing at any time.

https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#a01ee967e3180a5e2fc0e37e9e99e85b3
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#a78a8da8c2f235446d03cd2db26f97b60
https://www.tencentcloud.com/pdf/document/647/647/37338#step-4.-add-a-screen-sharing-triggering-button-(optional)
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#aa8ea0235691fc9cde0a64833249230bb
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// Start screen sharing. You need to replace `APPGROUP` with the ID of the App Grou

- (void)startScreenCapture {

    TRTCVideoEncParam *videoEncConfig = [[TRTCVideoEncParam alloc] init];

    videoEncConfig.videoResolution = TRTCVideoResolution_1280_720;

    videoEncConfig.videoFps = 10;

    videoEncConfig.videoBitrate = 2000;

    // You need to replace `APPGROUP` with the App Group Identifier created earlier

    [[TRTCCloud sharedInstance] startScreenCaptureByReplaykit:videoEncConfig

                                                     appGroup:APPGROUP];

}
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// Stop screen sharing

- (void)stopScreenCapture {

    [[TRTCCloud sharedInstance] stopScreenCapture];

}

// Event notification for the start of screen sharing, which can be received throug

- (void)onScreenCaptureStarted

    [self showTip:@"Screen sharing started"];

}

Step 4. Add a screen sharing triggering button (optional)

In step 3, users need to start screen sharing manually by pressing and holding the screen recording button in the 
Control Center. To make it possible to start screen sharing by tapping a button in your app as in VooV Meeting, follow 

these steps:
1. The TRTCBroadcastExtensionLauncher file in the Demo implements screen sharing. Find and add it to your project.
2. Add a button to your UI and call the  launch  function of  TRTCBroadcastExtensionLauncher  in the 

response function of the button to trigger screen sharing.

https://github.com/LiteAVSDK/TRTC_iOS/blob/main/TRTC-API-Example-OC/Basic/ScreenShare/TRTCBroadcastExtensionLauncher.h#L14
https://github.com/LiteAVSDK/TRTC_iOS/tree/main/TRTC-API-Example-OC/Basic/ScreenShare
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// Customize a response for button tapping

- (IBAction)onScreenButtonTapped:(id)sender {

    [TRTCBroadcastExtensionLauncher launch];

}

notice
Apple added  RPSystemBroadcastPickerView  to iOS 12.0, which can show a picker view in apps for users to 

select whether to start screen sharing. Currently,  RPSystemBroadcastPickerView  does not support custom 

UI, and Apple does not provide an official triggering method.
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 TRTCBroadcastExtensionLauncher  works by going through the subviews of 

 RPSystemBroadcastPickerView , finding the UI button, and triggering its tapping event.

Note that this scheme is not recommended by Apple and may become invalid in its next update. We have 

therefore made step 4 optional. You need to bear the risks of using the scheme yourself.

Watching Shared Screen

Watch screens shared by macOS/Windows users 
When a macOS/Windows user in a room starts screen sharing, the screen will be shared through the substream, and 
other users in the room will be notified via onUserSubStreamAvailable in  TRTCCloudDelegate . 

Users who want to watch the shared screen can start rendering the substream of the remote user by calling the 

startRemoteSubStreamView API.
Watch screens shared by Android/iOS users 
When an Android/iOS user starts screen sharing, the screen will be shared through the primary stream, and other 
users in the room will be notified via onUserVideoAvailable in  TRTCCloudDelegate . 

Users who want to watch the shared screen can start rendering the primary stream of the remote user by calling the 
startRemoteView API.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/pdf/document/647/647/37338#step-4.-add-a-screen-sharing-triggering-button-(optional)
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__ITRTCCloudCallback__csharp.html#a52ad5b09959df6e940aec7fb9615de9c
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__ITRTCCloud__csharp.html#ae029514645970e7d32470cf1c7aca716
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloudDelegate__ios.html#a533d6ea3982a922dd6c0f3d05af4ce80
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#af85283710ba6071e9fd77cc485baed49
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Android
Last updated：2022-09-26 14:23:25

This document describes how to share the screen. Currently, a TRTC room can have only one screen sharing stream 
at a time.

Call Guide

Enabling screen sharing

Step 1. Add an Activity

Copy the activity below and paste it in the manifest file. You can skip this if the activity is already included in your 
project code.
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<activity 

    android:name="com.tencent.rtmp.video.TXScreenCapture$TXScreenCaptureAssistantAc

    android:theme="@android:style/Theme.Translucent"/>

Step 2. Start screen sharing

To start screen sharing on Android, simply call the startScreenCapture() API in  TRTCCloud .

https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/en/group__TRTCCloud__android.html#aa6671fc587513dad7df580556e43be58
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By setting the first parameter  encParams  in startScreenCapture(), you can specify the encoding quality of screen 

sharing. If  encParams  is set to  null , the SDK will use the encoding parameters set previously. We recommend 

the following settings:

Item Parameter Recommended Value for 
Regular Scenarios

Recommended Value for Text-
based Teaching

Resolution videoResolution 1280 × 720 1920 × 1080

Frame rate videoFps 10 fps 8 fps

Highest bitrate videoBitrate 1600 Kbps 2000 Kbps

Resolution 
adaption

enableAdjustRes NO NO

As screen content generally does not change drastically, it is not economical to use a high frame rate. We recommend 
setting it to 10 fps.
If the screen you share contains a large amount of text, you can increase the resolution and bitrate accordingly.
The highest bitrate (  videoBitrate ) refers to the highest output bitrate when a shared screen changes 

dramatically. If the shared content does not change a lot, the actual encoding bitrate will be lower.

Step 3. Display a floating window to avoid the application being closed (optional)

Since Android 7.0, apps running in the background tend to be closed by the system if they consume CPU. To prevent 
your app from being closed when it is sharing the screen in the background, you need to create a floating window 
when screen sharing starts. This also serves the purpose of reminding the user to avoid displaying personal 
information as his or her screen is being shared.
The code in FloatingView.java offers an example of how to create a mini floating window:

https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/en/group__TRTCCloud__android.html#aa6671fc587513dad7df580556e43be58
https://github.com/LiteAVSDK/TRTC_Android/tree/main/TRTC-API-Example/Basic/ScreenShare/src/main/java/com/tencent/trtc/screenshare/FloatingView.java
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public void showView(View view, int width, int height) {

        mWindowManager = (WindowManager) mContext.getSystemService(Context.WINDOW_S

        int type = WindowManager.LayoutParams.TYPE_TOAST;

        // `TYPE_TOAST` applies only to Android 4.4 and later. On earlier versions,

        // Android 7.1 and later set restrictions on `TYPE_TOAST`.

        if (Build.VERSION.SDK_INT >= Build.VERSION_CODES.O) {

            type = WindowManager.LayoutParams.TYPE_APPLICATION_OVERLAY;

        } else if (Build.VERSION.SDK_INT > Build.VERSION_CODES.N) {

            type = WindowManager.LayoutParams.TYPE_PHONE;

        }

        mLayoutParams = new WindowManager.LayoutParams(type);
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        mLayoutParams.flags = WindowManager.LayoutParams.FLAG_NOT_FOCUSABLE;

        mLayoutParams.flags |= WindowManager.LayoutParams.FLAG_WATCH_OUTSIDE_TOUCH;

        mLayoutParams.width = width;

        mLayoutParams.height = height;

        mLayoutParams.format = PixelFormat.TRANSLUCENT;

        mWindowManager.addView(view, mLayoutParams);

}

Watching shared screen

Watch screens shared by macOS/Windows users 
When a macOS/Windows user in a room starts screen sharing, the screen will be shared through a substream, and 
other users in the room will be notified through onUserSubStreamAvailable in  TRTCCloudListener .

Watch screens shared by Android/iOS users 
When an Android/iOS user starts screen sharing, the screen will be shared through the primary stream, and other 
users in the room will be notified through onUserVideoAvailable in  TRTCCloudListener .

Users who want to view the shared screen can start rendering the primary stream of the remote user by calling the 
startRemoteView API.

https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/en/group__TRTCCloudListener__android.html#a80bcaac82e5372245746a4bc63656390
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/en/group__TRTCCloudListener__android.html#ac1a0222f5b3e56176151eefe851deb05
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/en/group__TRTCCloud__android.html#a57541db91ce032ada911ea6ea2be3b2c
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macOS
Last updated：2022-09-28 14:33:56

On macOS, TRTC supports screen sharing via the primary stream and substream:
Substream sharing 
In TRTC, you can share the screen via a dedicated stream, which is called the substream. In substream sharing, an 

anchor publishes camera video and screen sharing images at the same time. This is the scheme used by VooV 
Meeting. You can enable substream sharing by setting the  TRTCVideoStreamType  parameter to 

 TRTCVideoStreamTypeSub  when calling the  startScreenCapture  API. To play substream video, call 

 startRemoteSubStreamView .

Primary stream sharing 

In TRTC, the channel via which camera images are published is the primary stream (bigstream). In primary stream 
sharing, an anchor publishes screen sharing images via the primary stream. As there is only one stream, an anchor 
cannot publish both camera video and screen sharing images. You can enable this mode by setting the 
 TRTCVideoStreamType  parameter to  TRTCVideoStreamTypeBig  when calling the 

 startScreenCapture  API.

Supported Platforms

iOS Android macOS Windows Electron Chrome

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Getting Sharable Sources

You can call getScreenCaptureSourcesWithThumbnailSize to enumerate sharable sources. Each sharable source is a 

 TRTCScreenCaptureSourceInfo  object.

The desktop of macOS is also a sharable source. The type of sharable windows on macOS is 
 TRTCScreenCaptureSourceTypeWindow , while that of the desktop is 

 TRTCScreenCaptureSourceTypeScreen .

You can find the following information, including  type , for each  TRTCScreenCaptureSourceInfo  object:

Parameter Type Description

type TRTCScreenCaptureSourceType Capturing source type, which may be window or screen

sourceId NSString Capturing source ID. If a window is captured, the value of 

https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#a37df498cbc8d9b1135e3caafdcee906f
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this parameter is the window handle. If a screen is 
captured, the value of this parameter is the screen ID.

sourceName NSString
Window name. If a screen is captured, the value of this 
parameter is  Screen0 ,  Screen1 , and so on.

extInfo NSDictionary Extra information

Thumbnail NSImage Window thumbnail

Icon NSImage Window icon

Based on the information, you can display a list of sharable sources on the UI for users to choose from.

Selecting Sharing Source

The TRTC SDK supports three sharing modes, which can be specified via selectScreenCaptureTarget.
Share an entire screen: 
You can share an entire screen by selecting a source whose  type  is 

 TRTCScreenCaptureSourceTypeScreen  and setting  rect  to {0, 0, 0, 0}. This mode is supported when you 

split the screen onto multiple monitors.
Share a portion of a screen: 
You can share a specific portion of a screen by selecting a source whose  type  is 

 TRTCScreenCaptureSourceTypeScreen  and setting  rect  to a non-null value, such as {100, 100, 300, 

300}.
Share a window: 

You can share a window by selecting a source whose  type  is  TRTCScreenCaptureSourceTypeWindow  

and setting  rect  to {0, 0, 0, 0}.

explain
 Two additional parameters:
 capturesCursor : specifies whether to capture the cursor.

 highlight : specifies whether to highlight the window being shared and remind the user to move the window 

when it is covered. The relevant UI design is implemented within the SDK.

Starting Screen Sharing

After selecting a sharing source, you can call startScreenCapture to start screen sharing.

https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#a01ead6fb3106ea266caa922f5901bf18
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#a59b16baa51d86cc0465dc6edd3cbfc97
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The API pauseScreenCapture differs from stopScreenCapture in that it stops screen capturing and displays the image 
captured at the moment of pausing. As a result, remote users will see a still image until resumeScreenCapture is 
called.

 /**

 * 7.6 **Screen Sharing** Start screen sharing

 * @param view Parent control of the rendering control

 */

- (void)startScreenCapture:(NSView *)view;

/**

https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#a6f536bcc3df21b38885809d840698280
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#aa8ea0235691fc9cde0a64833249230bb
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#af257a8fb6969fe908ca68a039e6dba15
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 * 7.7 **Screen Sharing** Stop screen sharing

 * @return `0`: successful; negative number: failed

 */

- (int)stopScreenCapture;

/**

 * 7.8 **Screen Sharing** Pause screen sharing

 * @return `0`: successful; negative number: failed

 */

- (int)pauseScreenCapture;

/**

 * 7.9 **Screen Sharing** Resume screen sharing

 *

 * @return `0`: successful; negative number: failed

 */

- (int)resumeScreenCapture;

Setting Video Quality

You can use setSubStreamEncoderParam to set the video quality of screen sharing, including resolution, bitrate, and 
frame rate. We recommend the following settings:

Clarity Resolution Frame Rate Bitrate

FHD 1920 × 1080 10 800 Kbps

HD 1280 × 720 10 600 Kbps

SD 960 × 720 10 400 Kbps

Watching Shared Screen

Watch screens shared by macOS/Windows users 

When a macOS/Windows user in a room starts screen sharing, the screen will be shared through a substream, and 
other users in the room will be notified through onUserSubStreamAvailable in  TRTCCloudDelegate . 

Users who want to watch the shared screen can start rendering the substream image of the remote user by calling the 
startRemoteSubStreamView API.
Watch screens shared by Android/iOS users 

When an Android/iOS user starts screen sharing, the screen will be shared through the primary stream, and other 
users in the room will be notified through onUserVideoAvailable in  TRTCCloudDelegate . 

https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#abc0f3cd5c320d0e65163bd07c3c0a735
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloudDelegate__ios.html#ac45fb0751f7dbd2466a35c8828c9911b
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#a68d048ccd0d018995e33e9e714e14474
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloudDelegate__ios.html#a533d6ea3982a922dd6c0f3d05af4ce80
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Users who want to watch the shared screen can start rendering the primary stream of the remote user by calling the 
startRemoteView API.

//Sample code: watch the shared screen

- (void)onUserSubStreamAvailable:(NSString *)userId available:(BOOL)available {

    if (available) {

        [self.trtcCloud startRemoteSubStreamView:userId view:self.capturePreviewWin

    } else {

        [self.trtcCloud stopRemoteSubStreamView:userId];

    }

https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#af85283710ba6071e9fd77cc485baed49
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}

FAQs

Can more than one user in a room share their screens at the same time? 
Currently, a TRTC room can have only one screen sharing stream at a time.

When a specified window (  SourceTypeWindow ) is shared, if the window size changes, will the 

resolution of the video stream change accordingly? 
By default, the SDK automatically adjusts encoding parameters according to the size of the shared window. 
If you want a fixed resolution, call the  setSubStreamEncoderParam  API to set encoding parameters for screen 

sharing or specify the parameters when calling the  startScreenCapture  API.
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Web
Last updated：2022-09-26 14:44:53

For a list of the browsers that support screen sharing, see Browsers Supported. You can also use the 
TRTC.isScreenShareSupported API to check whether your current browser supports screen sharing. 
This document describes how to implement the screen sharing feature in the TRTC web SDK.

notice
The TRTC web SDK does not support publishing substreams, and screen sharing streams are published as primary 
streams. Therefore, if a remote screen sharing stream is from a browser, the RemoteStream.getType() API will return 
 main . We recommend you set  userId  in such a way that you can tell from the ID it’s a screen sharing stream 

from a browser.

The TRTC SDKs for native applications (iOS, Android, macOS, Windows, etc.) support publishing substreams, and 
screen sharing streams are published as substreams. Therefore, if a remote screen sharing stream is from a native 
application, the RemoteStream.getType() API will return  auxiliary .

Creating and Publishing a Screen Sharing Stream

Step 1. Create a screen sharing stream

A screen sharing stream includes an audio track and a video track, and an audio track includes mic audio and system 
audio.

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-05-info-browser.html
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/TRTC.html#.isScreenShareSupported
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/RemoteStream.html#getType
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/RemoteStream.html#getType
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// We recommend you add the prefix `share` to the `userId` of the object to indicat

const userId = 'share_userId';

const roomId = 'roomId';

// Good:

// Capture only the screen

const shareStream = TRTC.createStream({ audio: false, screen: true, userId });

// Capture audio from the mic and video from the screen

const shareStream = TRTC.createStream({ audio: true, screen: true, userId });

// Capture system audio and the screen

const shareStream = TRTC.createStream({ screenAudio: true, screen: true, userId });
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// Bad:

const shareStream = TRTC.createStream({ camera: true, screen: true });

// or

const shareStream = TRTC.createStream({ camera: true, screenAudio: true });

notice
You cannot set both  audio  and  screenAudio  to  true , nor can you set both  camera  and 

 screenAudio  to  true . For more information about  screenAudio , see "Capturing System Audio During 

Screen Sharing" below.

You cannot set both  camera  and  screen  to  true .

Step 2. Initialize the screen sharing stream

During initialization, the browser will ask the user’s permission to share the screen. If the user denies the permission or 
if the browser is not granted the permission by the system, the  NotReadableError  or  NotAllowedError  

error will be returned. In such cases, you need to ask the user to change the browser or system settings to grant the 
screen sharing permission and then initialize the screen sharing stream again.

notice
 For Safari, you need to initialize the screen sharing stream in an onclick callback. For details, see FAQs.
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try {

  await shareStream.initialize();

} catch (error) {

  // If the initialization of the screen sharing stream fails, notify the user and 

  switch (error.name) {

    case 'NotReadableError':

      // Ask the user to check if the system has allowed the browser to record the 

      return;

    case 'NotAllowedError':

      if (error.message.includes('Permission denied by system')) {

        // Ask the user to check if the system has allowed the browser to record th
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      } else {

        // The user denies the permission or cancels screen sharing.

      }

      return;

    default:

      // An unknown error occurred during the initialization of the screen sharing 

      return;

  }

}

Step 3. Create a client object for screen sharing

We recommend you add the prefix  share  to the  userId  of the object to indicate that it is used for screen 

sharing.
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const shareClient = TRTC.createClient({

  mode: 'rtc',

  sdkAppId,

  userId, // Example: ‘share_teacher’

  userSig

});

// The client object enters the room.

try {

  await shareClient.join({ roomId });

  // ShareClient join room success

} catch (error) {
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  // ShareClient join room failed

}

Step 4. Publish the screen sharing stream

Use the client object created in step 1 to publish the stream. If it is successful, remote users will receive the stream.

try {

  await shareClient.publish(shareStream);
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} catch (error) {

  // ShareClient failed to publish local stream

}

Code for the entire process

// We recommend you add the prefix `share` to the `userId` of the object to indicat

const userId = 'share_userId';

const roomId = 'roomId';

// Capture only the screen
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const shareStream = TRTC.createStream({ audio: false, screen: true, userId });

// Capture audio from the mic and video from the screen

// const shareStream = TRTC.createStream({ audio: true, screen: true, userId });

// Capture system audio and the screen

// const shareStream = TRTC.createStream({ screenAudio: true, screen: true, userId 

try {

  await shareStream.initialize();

} catch (error) {

  // If the initialization of the screen sharing stream fails, notify the user and 

  switch (error.name) {

    case 'NotReadableError':

      // Ask the user to check if the system has allowed the browser to record the 

      return;

    case 'NotAllowedError':

      if (error.message.includes('Permission denied by system')) {

        // Ask the user to check if the system has allowed the browser to record th

      } else {

        // The user denies the permission or cancels screen sharing.

      }

      return;

    default:

      // An unknown error occurred during the initialization of the screen sharing 

      return;

  }

}

const shareClient = TRTC.createClient({

  mode: 'rtc',

  sdkAppId,

  userId, // Example: ‘share_teacher’

  userSig

});

// The client object enters the room.

try {

  await shareClient.join({ roomId });

  // ShareClient join room success

} catch (error) {

  // ShareClient join room failed

}

try {

  await shareClient.publish(shareStream);

} catch (error) {

  // ShareClient failed to publish local stream

}
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Configuring Screen Sharing Parameters

Screen sharing parameters include resolution, frame rate, and bitrate, which you can set by calling the 
setScreenProfile() API. Each profile value corresponds to a set of resolution, frame rate, and bitrate. The default value 
is  1080p .

const shareStream = TRTC.createStream({ audio: false, screen: true, userId });

// For SetScreenProfile() to work, you must call it before you call initialize().

shareStream.setScreenProfile('1080p');

await shareStream.initialize();

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/LocalStream.html#setScreenProfile
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You can also specify a custom value for the resolution, frame rate, and bitrate.

const shareStream = TRTC.createStream({ audio: false, screen: true, userId });

// For SetScreenProfile() to work, you must call it before you call initialize().

shareStream.setScreenProfile({ width: 1920, height: 1080, frameRate: 5, bitrate: 16

await shareStream.initialize();

Recommended screen sharing settings:

Profile Resolution (W x H) Frame Rate (fps) Bitrate (Kbps)

480p 640 x 480 5 900
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480p_2 640 x 480 30 1000

720p 1280 x 720 5 1200

720p_2 1280 x 720 30 3000

1080p 1920 x 1080 5 1600

1080p_2 1920 x 1080 30 4000

notice
 Setting the parameters too high may cause unexpected results. We recommend you use the above settings.

Stopping Screen Sharing
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// The screen sharing client stops publishing the stream.

await shareClient.unpublish(shareStream);

// Close the screen sharing stream.

shareStream.close();

// Leave the room.

await shareClient.leave();

// The above three steps are optional. You can determine what code to use according
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A user may also stop screen sharing by clicking a built-in button in the browser, so it’s necessary to listen for the 
screen sharing stopping event and, if the event occurs, take the necessary action. 

// Listen for the screen sharing stopping event.

shareStream.on('screen-sharing-stopped', event => {
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  // Stop publishing the screen sharing stream.

  await shareClient.unpublish(shareStream);

  // Close the screen sharing stream.

  shareStream.close();

  // Leave the room.

  await shareClient.leave();

});

Publishing Both Camera and Screen Sharing Streams

A client can publish only one video track and one audio track. Therefore, to publish both the camera and screen 
sharing streams, you need to create two clients. 
Below is an example:

client: Publish the camera stream and subscribe to all remote streams except that of  shareClient .

shareClient: Publish the screen sharing stream and subscribe to no remote streams.
notice
You need to disable automatic subscription for  shareClient  so that it does not subscribe to remote streams. For 

details, see the API document.

For  client , you need to unsubscribe from the stream of  shareClient .

Sample code:

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/TRTC.html#createClient
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const client = TRTC.createClient({ mode: 'rtc', sdkAppId, userId, userSig });

// Set autoSubscribe to false to disable automatic subscription for shareClient.

const shareClient = TRTC.createClient({ mode: 'rtc', sdkAppId, `share_${userId}`, u

// Unsubscribe from the stream of shareClient.

client.on('stream-added', event => {

  const remoteStream = event.stream;

  const remoteUserId = remoteStream.getUserId();

  if (remoteUserId === `share_${userId}`) {

    // Unsubscribe from the screen sharing stream.

    client.unsubscribe(remoteStream);
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  } else {

    // Subscribe to other remote streams.

    client.subscribe(remoteStream);

  }

});

await client.join({ roomId });

await shareClient.join({ roomId });

const localStream = TRTC.createStream({ audio: true, video: true, userId }); 

const shareStream = TRTC.createStream({ audio: false, screen: true, userId });

// The code for initialization and publishing is omitted. You can add the code base

Capturing System Audio During Screen Sharing

System audio capturing is supported only on Chrome M74 and later versions. On Chrome for Windows 
and Chrome OS, you can capture the audio of the entire system, while on Chrome for Linux and macOS, 

you can only capture the audio of Chrome tabs. Other Chrome versions, OS, and browsers do not support 
system audio capturing.
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// Set `screenAudio` to true when creating the screen sharing stream. Don’t set `au

const shareStream = TRTC.createStream({ screenAudio: true, screen: true, userId });

await shareStream.initialize();

...

In the pop-up window, select Share audio, and the stream published will contain system audio.

FAQs
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1. What should I do if the error  getDisplayMedia must be called from a user gesture handler  

occurs on Safari? 
With Safari, you can call the screen capturing API  getDisplayMedia  only within one second of the callback for 

an onclick event. For details, see this WebKit Bugzilla page.

// Good

async function onClick() {

  // We recommend you capture the stream first.

  const screenStream = TRTC.createStream({ screen: true });

  await screenStream.initialize();

  await client.join({ roomId: 123123 });

https://bugs.webkit.org/show_bug.cgi?id=198040
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}

// Bad

async function onClick() {

  await client.join({ roomId: 123123 });

  // If it takes longer than one second for the client to enter the room, capturing

  const screenStream = TRTC.createStream({ screen: true });

  await screenStream.initialize();

}

2. On Chrome for macOS, I have allowed the browser to record the screen, but screen sharing failed with 
the error "NotAllowedError: Permission denied by system" or "NotReadableError: Could not start video 
source". What should I do? 
Go to Settings > Security & Privacy, click Privacy > Screen Recording, unselect Chrome and then select it 
again, and restart Chrome.

3. WebRTC Known Issues and Solutions
4. Electron uses TRTC Web SDK for screen sharing
5. How do I tell whether the user is sharing a screen, a window, or a Chrome tab?

https://bugs.chromium.org/p/chromium/issues/detail?id=1306876
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-02-info-webrtc-issues.html#h2-9
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/zh-cn/tutorial-33-advanced-electron-screen-share.html
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// After the screen is captured successfully

const shareStream = TRTC.createStream({ screenAudio: true, screen: true, userId });

await shareStream.initialize();

// Use `displaySurface` to get the content shared

const { displaySurface } = shareStream.getVideoTrack().getSettings();

// `monitor` indicates the entire screen, `window` indicates an application window,

For details, see displaySurface.

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/MediaTrackSettings/displaySurface
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Windows
Last updated：2022-10-14 17:33:57

This document describes how to share the screen. Currently, a TRTC room can have only one screen sharing stream 
at a time.
TRTC supports screen sharing in primary stream and substream modes on Windows.

Substream sharing 
In TRTC, you can share the screen via a dedicated stream called the substream. In substream sharing, an anchor 
publishes camera video and screen sharing images at the same time. This is the scheme used by VooV Meeting. You 
can enable substream sharing by setting the  TRTCVideoStreamType  parameter to 

 TRTCVideoStreamTypeSub  when calling the  startScreenCapture  API.

Primary stream sharing 
In TRTC, the image from the user’s camera is published via the primary stream (bigstream). In primary stream 
sharing, an anchor publishes screen sharing images via the primary stream. Because there is only one stream, an 
anchor cannot publish both camera video and screen sharing images. You can enable this mode by setting the 
 TRTCVideoStreamType  parameter to  TRTCVideoStreamTypeBig  when calling the 

 startScreenCapture  API.

APIs

Description C++ C# Electron

Selects a 
sharing source

selectScreenCaptureTarget selectScreenCaptureTarget selectScreenCaptureTarget

Starts screen 
sharing

startScreenCapture startScreenCapture startScreenCapture

Pauses screen 
sharing

pauseScreenCapture pauseScreenCapture pauseScreenCapture

Resumes 
screen sharing

resumeScreenCapture resumeScreenCapture resumeScreenCapture

Ends screen 
sharing

stopScreenCapture stopScreenCapture stopScreenCapture

Getting Sharing Sources

https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__ITRTCCloud__csharp.html#a2aabe079ed38fb5122be988434a81a92
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/zh-cn/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#selectScreenCaptureTarget
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__ITRTCCloud__csharp.html#adde6382876b0afab78bab89e8be8e254
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/zh-cn/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#startScreenCapture
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__ITRTCCloud__csharp.html#a448e432a91c092f80421d377425fb1bb
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/zh-cn/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#pauseScreenCapture
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__ITRTCCloud__csharp.html#ad1fc32927622168e9b3cbb3f70043450
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/zh-cn/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#resumeScreenCapture
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__ITRTCCloud__csharp.html#ad02093be5c603f66f356978169946a18
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/zh-cn/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#stopScreenCapture
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You can call  getScreenCaptureSources  to get a list of sharable sources, which is returned via the response 

parameter  sourceInfoList .

explain

 On Windows, the desktop also counts as a window. When two monitors are used, each monitor corresponds to a 
desktop window. The list returned via  getScreenCaptureSources  includes desktop windows.

Based on the obtained window information, you can display a list of sharable sources on the UI for users to choose 
from.

Starting Screen Sharing

After selecting a sharing source, you can call the  startScreenCapture  API to start screen sharing.

During screen sharing, you can call  selectScreenCaptureTarget  to change the sharing source.

The difference between  pauseScreenCapture  and  stopScreenCapture  is that 

 pauseScreenCapture  pauses screen capturing and displays the image at the moment it is paused. Remote 

users see the paused video image until screen capturing is resumed.

Setting Video Quality

You can use the  setSubStreamEncoderParam  API to set the video quality of screen sharing, including 

resolution, bitrate, and frame rate. We recommend the following settings:

Clarity Resolution Frame Rate Bitrate

FHD 1920 x 1080 10 800 Kbps

HD 1280 x 720 10 600 Kbps

SD 960 x 720 10 400 Kbps

Watching Shared Screen

  When a user in a room starts screen sharing, the screen will be shared through a substream, and other users in the 
room will be notified through onUserSubStreamAvailable in  ITRTCCloudCallback . 

  Users who want to view the shared screen can start rendering the substream image of the remote user by calling the 
startRemoteView API.

https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloudCallback__cplusplus.html
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloud__cplusplus.html
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//Sample code: Watch the shared screen

void CTRTCCloudSDK::onUserSubStreamAvailable(const char * userId, bool available) {

    LINFO(L"onUserSubStreamAvailable userId[%s] available[%d]\\n", UTF82Wide(userId

    liteav::ITRTCCloud* trtc_cloud_ = getTRTCShareInstance();

    if (available) {

        trtc_cloud_->startRemoteView(userId, liteav::TRTCVideoStreamTypeSub, hWnd);

    } else {

        trtc_cloud_->stopRemoteView(userId, liteav::TRTCVideoStreamTypeSub);

    }

}
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FAQs

1. Can there be multiple channels of screen sharing streams in a room at the same time?

Currently, a TRTC room can have only one screen sharing stream at a time.

2. When a specified window (  SourceTypeWindow ) is shared, if the window size changes, will the 
resolution of the video stream change accordingly?

By default, the SDK automatically adjusts encoding parameters according to the size of the shared window. 
If you want a fixed resolution, call the  setSubStreamEncoderParam  API to set encoding parameters for screen 

sharing or specify the parameters when calling the  startScreenCapture  API.
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Electron
Last updated：2022-09-26 14:46:19

This document describes how to share the screen. Currently, a TRTC room can have only one screen sharing stream 
at a time.
TRTC supports screen sharing in primary stream and substream modes on Electron:

Substream sharing 
In TRTC, you can share the screen via a dedicated stream called the substream. In substream sharing, an anchor 
publishes camera video and screen sharing images at the same time. This is the scheme used by VooV Meeting. You 
can enable substream sharing by setting the  TRTCVideoStreamType  parameter to 

 TRTCVideoStreamTypeSub  when calling the  startScreenCapture  API.

Primary stream sharing 
In TRTC, the channel via which camera images are published is the primary stream (bigstream). In primary stream 
sharing, an anchor publishes screen sharing images via the primary stream. As there is only one stream, an anchor 
cannot publish both camera video and screen sharing images. You can enable this mode by setting the 
 TRTCVideoStreamType  parameter to  TRTCVideoStreamTypeBig  when calling the 

 startScreenCapture  API.

Step 1. Get sharing sources

You can call  getScreenCaptureSources  to get a list of sharable sources, which is returned via the response 

parameter  sourceInfoList .

explain
 On Electron, the desktop also counts as a window. When two monitors are used, each monitor corresponds to a 

desktop window. The list returned via  getScreenCaptureSources  includes desktop windows.

Based on the obtained window information, you can display a list of sharable sources on the UI for users to choose 
from.
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import TRTCCloud from 'trtc-electron-sdk';

const rtcCloud = new TRTCCloud();

// https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.h

const screenList = rtcCloud.getScreenCaptureSources();

Step 2. Start screen sharing
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You can select the sharing source by calling selectScreenCaptureTarget.
After selecting a sharing source, you can call the startScreenCapture API to start screen sharing.
During screen sharing, you can call selectScreenCaptureTarget to change the sharing source.

The difference between pauseScreenCapture and stopScreenCapture is that  pauseScreenCapture  pauses 

screen capturing and displays the image at the moment it is paused. Remote users see the paused video image until 
screen capturing is resumed.

import TRTCCloud, { 

    Rect, TRTCScreenCaptureProperty, TRTCVideoStreamType, TRTCVideoEncParam,

    TRTCVideoResolution, TRTCVideoResolutionMode

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#selectScreenCaptureTarget
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#startScreenCapture
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#selectScreenCaptureTarget
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#pauseScreenCapture
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#stopScreenCapture
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} from 'trtc-electron-sdk';

const rtcCloud = new TRTCCloud();

// https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/zh-cn/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.h

const screenList = rtcCloud.getScreenCaptureSources();

// https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/zh-cn/trtc_electron_sdk/Rect.html

const captureRect = new Rect(0, 0, 0, 0);

// https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/zh-cn/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCScreenC

const property = new TRTCScreenCaptureProperty(

    true, true, true, 0, 0, false

);

if (screenList.length > 0) {

    rtcCloud.selectScreenCaptureTarget(screenList[0], captureRect, property)

}

const screenshareDom = document.querySelector('screen-dom');

// https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/zh-cn/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCVideoEn

const encParam = new TRTCVideoEncParam(

    TRTCVideoResolution.TRTCVideoResolution_1920_1080,

    TRTCVideoResolutionMode.TRTCVideoResolutionModeLandscape,

    15,

    2000,

    0,

    false

); 

rtcCloud.startScreenCapture(screenshareDom, TRTCVideoStreamType.TRTCVideoStreamType

Step 3. Set the video quality

You can use the third parameter (  encParam ) of the  startScreenCapture  API to set the video quality of 

screen sharing (see step 2), including resolution, bitrate, and frame rate. We recommend the following settings:

Clarity Resolution Frame Rate Bitrate

HD+ 1920 x 1080 10 2000 kbps

HD 1280 x 720 10 600 Kbps

SD 960 × 720 10 400 Kbps
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Step 4. Watch the shared screen

When a user in a room starts screen sharing, the screen will be shared through a substream, and other users in the 
room will be notified through onUserSubStreamAvailable. 
Users who want to view the shared screen can start rendering the substream image of the remote user using the 

startRemoteView API.

import TRTCCloud, { 

    TRTCVideoStreamType

} from 'trtc-electron-sdk';

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCallback.html#event:onUserSubStreamAvailable
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#startRemoteView
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const rtcCloud = new TRTCCloud();

const remoteDom = document.querySelector('.remote-user');

function onUserSubStreamAvailable(userId, available) {

    if (available === 1) {

        rtcCloud.startRemoteView(userId, remoteDom, TRTCVideoStreamType.TRTCVideoSt

    } else {

        rtcCloud.stopRemoteView(userId, TRTCVideoStreamType.TRTCVideoStreamTypeSub)

    }

}

rtcCloud.on('onUserSubStreamAvailable', onUserSubStreamAvailable);

FAQs

1. Can there be multiple channels of screen sharing streams in a room at the same time?

Currently, a TRTC room can have only one screen sharing stream at a time.

2. When a specified window (  SourceTypeWindow ) is shared, if the window size changes, will the 
resolution of the video stream change accordingly?

By default, the SDK automatically adjusts encoding parameters according to the size of the shared window. 
If you want a fixed resolution, call the  setSubStreamEncoderParam  API to set encoding parameters for screen 

sharing or specify the parameters when calling the  startScreenCapture  API.
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Flutter
Last updated：2022-09-26 14:47:34

Android

The TRTC SDK supports screen sharing on Android. This means you can share your screen with other users in the 
same room. Pay attention to the following points regarding this feature:
Unlike the desktop edition, for Android, SDK versions earlier than v8.6 do not support substream screen sharing. 

Therefore, video capturing by the camera must be stopped first before screen sharing can start. Substream screen 
sharing is supported on v8.6 and later versions, so there is no need to stop video capturing by the camera.
Screen sharing consumes CPU. On Android, a background app consuming CPU continuously is very likely to be killed 
by the system. The solution to this problem is creating a floating window after screen sharing starts. As Android does 
not kill apps with foreground views, your app can share the screen continuously without being killed by the system.

Starting screen sharing

To start screen sharing on Android, simply call startScreenCapture() in  TRTCCloud . However, to ensure the 

stability and video quality of screen sharing, you need to do the following.

Adding an activity

Copy the activity below and paste it in the manifest file. You can skip this if the activity is already included in your 
project code.

https://pub.dev/documentation/tencent_trtc_cloud/latest/trtc_cloud/TRTCCloud/startScreenCapture.html
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<activity 

    android:name="com.tencent.rtmp.video.TXScreenCapture$TXScreenCaptureAssistantAc

    android:theme="@android:style/Theme.Translucent"/>

Setting video encoding parameters

By setting the first parameter  encParams  in startScreenCapture(), you can specify the encoding quality of screen 

sharing. If  encParams  is set to  null , the SDK will use the encoding parameters set previously. We recommend 

the following settings:

https://pub.dev/documentation/tencent_trtc_cloud/latest/trtc_cloud/TRTCCloud/startScreenCapture.html
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Item Parameter Recommended Value for 
Regular Scenarios

Recommended Value for Text-
based Teaching

Resolution videoResolution 1280 × 720 1920 × 1080

Frame rate videoFps 10 fps 8 fps

Highest bitrate videoBitrate 1600 Kbps 2000 Kbps

Resolution 
adaption

enableAdjustRes NO NO

explain
As screen content generally does not change drastically, it is not economical to use a high frame rate. We recommend 
setting it to 10 fps.
If the screen you share contains a large amount of text, you can increase the resolution and bitrate accordingly.
The highest bitrate (  videoBitrate ) refers to the highest output bitrate when a shared screen changes 

dramatically. If the shared content does not change a lot, the actual encoding bitrate will be lower.

iOS

In-app sharing 
With in-app sharing, sharing is limited to the views of the current app. This feature is supported on iOS 13 and above. 
As content outside the current app cannot be shared, this feature is suitable for scenarios with high requirements on 
privacy protection.

Cross-app sharing 
Based on Apple's ReplayKit scheme, cross-app sharing allows the sharing of content across the system, but the steps 
required to implement this feature are more complicated than those for in-app sharing as an additional extension is 
needed.

Scheme 1: in-app sharing on iOS

You can implement in-app sharing simply by calling the startScreenCapture API of the TRTC SDK, passing in the 

encoding parameter  TRTCVideoEncParam , and setting the  appGroup  parameter to  '' . If 

 TRTCVideoEncParam  is set to  null , the SDK will use the encoding parameters set previously.

We recommend the following encoding settings for screen sharing on iOS:

Item Parameter Recommended Value for 
Regular Scenarios

Recommended Value for Text-
based Teaching

Resolution videoResolution 1280 × 720 1920 × 1080

https://pub.flutter-io.cn/documentation/tencent_trtc_cloud/latest/trtc_cloud/TRTCCloud/startScreenCapture.html
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Frame rate videoFps 10 fps 8 fps

Highest bitrate videoBitrate 1600 Kbps 2000 Kbps

Resolution 
adaption

enableAdjustRes NO NO

explain
As screen content generally does not change drastically, it is not economical to use a high frame rate. We recommend 

setting it to 10 fps.
If the screen you share contains a large amount of text, you can increase the resolution and bitrate accordingly.
The highest bitrate (  videoBitrate ) refers to the highest output bitrate when a shared screen changes 

dramatically. If the shared content does not change a lot, the actual encoding bitrate will be lower.

Scheme 2: cross-app sharing on iOS

Sample code

You can find the sample code for cross-app sharing in the ios directory of the TRTC demo. The directory contains the 
following files:

https://github.com/c1avie/trtc_demo
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├── Broadcast.Upload        // Code for the screen recording process Broadcast Uplo

│   ├── Broadcast.Upload.entitlements       // Code for configuring an App Group to

│   ├── Broadcast.UploadDebug.entitlements  // Code for configuring an App Group to

│   ├── Info.plist

│   └── SampleHandler.swift     // Code for receiving screen recording data from th

├── Resource                    // Resource file

├── Runner                      // A simple TRTC demo

├── TXLiteAVSDK_ReplayKitExt.framework      //TXLiteAVSDK_ReplayKitExt SDK

You can run the demo as instructed in README.

https://github.com/c1avie/trtc_demo/blob/master/README.md
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Directions

To enable cross-app screen sharing on iOS, you need to add the screen recording process Broadcast Upload 
Extension, which works with the host app to push streams. A Broadcast Upload Extension is created by the system 
when a screen needs to be shared and is responsible for receiving the screen images captured by the system. For 

this, you need to do the following:
1. Create an App Group and configure it in Xcode (optional) to enable communication between the Broadcast Upload 
Extension and host app.
2. Create a target of Broadcast Upload Extension in your project and integrate into it 
 TXLiteAVSDK_ReplayKitExt.framework  from the SDK package, which is tailored for the extension module.

3. Make the host app wait to receive screen recording data from the Broadcast Upload Extension.
4. Edit the  pubspec.yaml  file and import the  replay_kit_launcher  plugin to make it possible to start 

screen sharing by tapping a button (optional), as in TRTC Demo Screen.
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# Import the TRTC SDK and `replay_kit_launcher`

dependencies:

  tencent_trtc_cloud: ^0.2.1

  replay_kit_launcher: ^0.2.0+1

notice

 If you skip step 1, that is, if you do not configure an App Group (by passing  null  in the API), you can still enable 

the screen sharing feature, but its stability will be compromised. Therefore, to ensure the stability of screen sharing, 
we suggest that you configure an App Group as described in this document.
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Step 1. Create an App Group

Log in to https://developer.apple.com/ and do the following. You need to download the provisioning profile 
again afterwards.
1. Click Certificates, IDs & Profiles.

2. Click "+" next to Identifiers.
3. Select App Groups and click Continue.
4. In the form that pops up, fill in the Description and Identifier boxes. For Identifier, type the  AppGroup  value 

passed in to the API. After this, click Continue. 
 

https://developer.apple.com/
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5. Select Identifiers on the top left sidebar, and click your App ID (you need to configure App ID for the host app and 
extension in the same way).
6. Select App Groups and click Edit.

7. In the form that pops up, select the App Group you created, click Continue to return to the edit page, and click 
Save to save the settings. 
 

8. Download the provisioning profile again and import it to Xcode.

Step 2. Create a Broadcast Upload Extension

1. In the Xcode menu, click File > New > Target..., and select Broadcast Upload Extension.
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2. In the dialog box that pops up, enter the information required. You don't need to check Include UI Extension. 
Click Finish to complete the creation.
3. Drag  TXLiteAVSDK_ReplayKitExt.framework  in the SDK package into the project and select the target 

created.
4. Click + Capability, and double-click App Groups, as shown below: 
 

AddCapability

 A file named  target name.entitlements  will appear in the file list as shown below. Select it, click "+", and 

enter the  App Group  created earlier. 

 

AddGroup

5. Select the target of the host app and configure it in the same way as described above.
6. In the new target, Xcode will create a  SampleHandler.swift  file. Replace the file content with the following 

code. You need to change  APPGROUP  in the code to the App Group Identifier created earlier.
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import ReplayKit

import TXLiteAVSDK_ReplayKitExt

let APPGROUP = "group.com.tencent.comm.trtc.demo"

class SampleHandler: RPBroadcastSampleHandler, TXReplayKitExtDelegate {

    let recordScreenKey = Notification.Name.init("TRTCRecordScreenKey")
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    override func broadcastStarted(withSetupInfo setupInfo: [String : NSObject]?) {

        // User has requested to start the broadcast. Setup info from the UI extens

        TXReplayKitExt.sharedInstance().setup(withAppGroup: APPGROUP, delegate: sel

    }

    override func broadcastPaused() {

        // User has requested to pause the broadcast. Samples will stop being deliv

    }

    override func broadcastResumed() {

        // User has requested to resume the broadcast. Samples delivery will resume

    }

    override func broadcastFinished() {

        // User has requested to finish the broadcast.

        TXReplayKitExt.sharedInstance() .finishBroadcast()

    }

    func broadcastFinished(_ broadcast: TXReplayKitExt, reason: TXReplayKitExtReaso

        var tip = ""

        switch reason {

        case TXReplayKitExtReason.requestedByMain:

            tip = "Screen sharing ended"

            break

        case TXReplayKitExtReason.disconnected:

            tip = "App was disconnected"

            break

        case TXReplayKitExtReason.versionMismatch:

            tip = "Integration error (SDK version mismatch)"

            break

        default:

            break

        }

        let error = NSError(domain: NSStringFromClass(self.classForCoder), code: 0, 

        finishBroadcastWithError(error)

    }

    override func processSampleBuffer(_ sampleBuffer: CMSampleBuffer, with sampleBu

        switch sampleBufferType {

        case RPSampleBufferType.video:

            // Handle video sample buffer

            TXReplayKitExt.sharedInstance() .sendVideoSampleBuffer(sampleBuffer)

            break

        case RPSampleBufferType.audioApp:

            // Handle audio sample buffer for app audio

            break
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        case RPSampleBufferType.audioMic:

            // Handle audio sample buffer for mic audio

            break

        @unknown default:

            // Handle other sample buffer types

            fatalError("Unknown type of sample buffer")

        }

    }

}

Step 3. Make the host app wait to receive data

Before screen sharing starts, the host app must be on standby to receive screen recording data from the Broadcast 
Upload Extension. To achieve this, follow these steps:

1. Make sure that camera capturing is disabled in  TRTCCloud ; if not, call stopLocalPreview to disable it.

2. Call startScreenCapture, passing in the  AppGroup  set in step 1 to put the SDK on standby.

3. The SDK will then wait for a user to trigger screen sharing. If a "triggering button" is not added as described in step 
4, users need to press and hold the screen recording button in the iOS Control Center to start screen sharing.
4. You can call stopScreenCapture to stop screen sharing at any time.

https://pub.flutter-io.cn/documentation/tencent_trtc_cloud/latest/trtc_cloud/TRTCCloud/stopLocalPreview.html
https://pub.flutter-io.cn/documentation/tencent_trtc_cloud/latest/trtc_cloud/TRTCCloud/startScreenCapture.html
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#aa8ea0235691fc9cde0a64833249230bb
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// Start screen sharing. You need to replace `APPGROUP` with the App Group created 

trtcCloud.startScreenCapture(

    TRTCVideoEncParam(

        videoFps: 10,

        videoResolution: TRTCCloudDef.TRTC_VIDEO_RESOLUTION_1280_720,

        videoBitrate: 1600,

        videoResolutionMode: TRTCCloudDef.TRTC_VIDEO_RESOLUTION_MODE_PORTRAIT,

    ),

    iosAppGroup,

);
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// Stop screen sharing

await trtcCloud.stopScreenCapture();

// Event notification for the start of screen sharing, which can be received throug

onRtcListener(type, param){

    if (type == TRTCCloudListener.onScreenCaptureStarted) {

      // Screen sharing starts.

    }

}

Step 4. Add a screen sharing triggering button (optional)

In step 3, users need to start screen sharing manually by pressing and holding the screen recording button in the 

Control Center. To make it possible to start screen sharing by tapping a button in your app as in TRTC Demo Screen, 
follow these steps:
1. Add the  replay_kit_launcher  plugin to your project.

2. Add a button to your UI and call 
 ReplayKitLauncher.launchReplayKitBroadcast(iosExtensionName);  in the response function of 

the button to activate the screen sharing feature.
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// Customize a response for button tapping.

onShareClick() async {

if (Platform.isAndroid) {

   if (await SystemAlertWindow.requestPermissions) {

     MeetingTool.showOverlayWindow();

   }

 } else {

   // The screen sharing feature can only be tested on a real device.

   ReplayKitLauncher.launchReplayKitBroadcast(iosExtensionName);

 }

}
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Watching Shared Screen

Watch screens shared by Android/iOS users 

When an Android/iOS user starts screen sharing, the screen is shared via the primary stream, and other users in the 
room will be notified through onUserVideoAvailable in  TRTCCloudListener . 

Users who want to watch the shared screen can call the startRemoteView API to start rendering the primary stream of 
the remote user.

FAQs

Can there be multiple channels of screen sharing streams in a room at the same time? 

Currently, each TRTC room can have only one channel of screen sharing stream.

https://pub.flutter-io.cn/documentation/tencent_trtc_cloud/latest/trtc_cloud/TRTCCloud/startRemoteView.html
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8. Sharing Computer Audio
macOS
Last updated：2022-09-26 14:48:40

Pain Point and Solution

It is often necessary to share system audio in scenarios such as screen sharing, but the sound cards of Mac 
computers do not allow the capturing of system audio, making it impossible to share system audio on Mac computers. 
To solve this problem, TRTC has introduced a feature that records system audio on Mac computers. See below for 

details on how to enable the feature.

Directions

Step 1. Integrate the TRTCPrivilegedTask library

The TRTC SDK uses the TRTCPrivilegedTask library to get root access and install the virtual sound card plugin 
 TRTCAudioPlugin.driver  in the system directory  /Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/HAL .

Integration via CocoaPods

Manual integration
1. Open the  Podfile  file in the root directory of your project and add the following content:

https://liteavsdk-1252463788.cos.ap-guangzhou.myqcloud.com/TRTCPrivilegedTask/TRTCPrivilegedTask.tar.bz2
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platform :osx, '10.10'  

target 'Your Target' do

    pod 'TRTCPrivilegedTask', :podspec => 'https://pod-1252463788.cos.ap-guangzhou.

end

2. Run the  pod install  command to install the TRTCPrivilegedTask library.

explain:
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If you cannot find a Podfile file in the directory, run the pod init command to create one and then add the above 
content.
For how to install CocoaPods, see CocoaPods' official installation document.

1. Download the TRTCPrivilegedTask library.
2. Decompress the downloaded file, open your Xcode project, and import the file to the project.
3. Select the target to run, select Build Phases, expand Link Binary with Libraries, click +, and add the dependent 
library  libPrivilegedTask.a .

libPrivilegedTask.a

Step 2. Disable App Sandbox

In the entitlements file of the app, delete App Sandbox.

Sandbox

https://guides.cocoapods.org/using/getting-started.html
https://liteavsdk-1252463788.cos.ap-guangzhou.myqcloud.com/TRTCPrivilegedTask/TRTCPrivilegedTask.tar.bz2
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Step 3. Package the virtual sound card plugin

After you integrate the TRTCPrivilegedTask library and disable App Sandbox, when you use the system audio 

recording feature for the first time, the SDK will download the virtual sound card plugin from the internet and install it. 
To accelerate this process, you can package the virtual sound card plugin  TRTCAudioPlugin.driver  in the   

PlugIns  directory of  TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC_Mac.framework  to the resources directory of the app's bundle, as 

shown below.

Packaging plugin

Alternatively, copy the file to the  PlugIns  directory of the app's bundle.

Packaging plugin 2
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Step 4. Start capturing system audio

Call the startSystemAudioLoopback API to start system audio capturing and mix the audio into the upstream audio 
stream. The result is called back via onSystemAudioLoopbackError.

https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#a2979e32c019708dcc9209bb6d2db9486
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloudDelegate__ios.html#a8644f5136138d13ffa8e0ea68f5c3676
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TRTCCloud *trtcCloud = [TRTCCloud sharedInstance];

[_trtc startLocalAudio];

[trtcCloud startSystemAudioLoopback];

notice
After the TRTCPrivilegedTask library is integrated and App Sandbox disabled, when you call 
 startSystemAudioLoopback  for the first time, the SDK will request root access.After being granted root 

access, the SDK will start installing the virtual sound card plugin to the computer automatically.
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Step 5. Stop capturing system audio

Call the stopSystemAudioLoopback API to stop capturing system audio.

TRTCCloud *trtcCloud = [TRTCCloud sharedInstance];

[trtcCloud stopSystemAudioLoopback];

Step 6. Set the volume of system audio capturing

Call the setSystemAudioLoopbackVolume API to set the volume of system audio capturing.

https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#a2979e32c019708dcc9209bb6d2db9486
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/zh-cn/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#a2979e32c019708dcc9209bb6d2db9486
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TRTCCloud *trtcCloud = [TRTCCloud sharedInstance];

[trtcCloud setSystemAudioLoopbackVolume:80];

Summary

TRTC records system audio on Mac computers using the virtual sound card plugin  TRTCAudioPlugin.driver . 

For the plugin to work, you need to copy it to the system directory  /Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/HAL  and restart 
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the audio service. You can check whether the plugin is installed successfully using the Audio MIDI Setup app, which 
can be found in the  Other  folder of Launchpad. The presence of a device named "TRTC Audio Device" in the 

device list of the app indicates that the plugin is installed successfully.  

The purpose of integrating the TRTCPrivilegedTask library and disabling App Sandbox is for the SDK to get root 
access so as to install the virtual sound card plugin; otherwise it cannot automatically install the plugin. However, if a 
virtual sound card is already installed in the system, you can use the system audio recording feature without 
integrating the TRTCPrivilegedTask library or disabling App Sandbox.
explain

 You can also manually install a virtual sound card to enable the feature.
1. Copy  TRTCAudioPlugin.driver  in the  PlugIns  directory of  TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC_Mac.framework  

to the system directory  /Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/HAL .

2. Restart the system audio service.
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 sudo cp -R TXLiteAVSDK_TRTC_Mac.framework/PlugIns/TRTCAudioPlugin.driver /Library/

 sudo kill -9 `ps ax|grep 'coreaudio[a-z]' |awk '{print $1}'`

Notes
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Disabling App Sandbox will change the user paths obtained in your app.Directories returned via methods such as the 
calling of  NSSearchPathForDirectoriesInDomains will change from sandbox directories to user directories. 

For example,   ~/Documents  and  ~/Library  will become  /Users/UsernameDocuments  and 

 /Users/Username/Library .

You may be unable to release your app to the Mac App Store after integrating the TRTCPrivilegedTask library.App 
Sandbox must be disabled for the SDK to get root access and automatically install a virtual sound card. This may 
cause your app to be rejected by the Mac App Store. For details, see App Store Review Guidelines.If you need to 
release your app to the Mac App Store or want to use the Sandbox feature, consider manually installing a virtual 

sound card.

https://developer.apple.com/app-store/review/guidelines/#hardware-compatibility
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Electron
Last updated：2022-09-26 14:49:15

Pain Points and Solutions

It is often necessary to share system audio in scenarios such as screen sharing, but the sound cards of Mac 
computers do not allow the capturing of system audio when the application is packaged by Electron, making it 
impossible to share system audio on Mac computers. To solve this problem, TRTC has introduced a feature that 

records system audio on Mac computers. See below for details on how to enable the feature.

Step 1. Start capturing system audio

Call the startSystemAudioLoopback API to start system audio capturing and mix the audio into the upstream audio 
stream. The result is called back via onSystemAudioLoopbackError.

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#startSystemAudioLoopback
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCallback.html#event:onSystemAudioLoopbackError
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import TRTCCloud, { TRTCAudioQuality } from 'trtc-electron-sdk';

const rtcCloud = new TRTCCloud();

function onSystemAudioLoopbackError(errCode) {

  if (errCode === 0) {

    console.log('Started successfully');

  }

  if (errCode === -1330) {

    console.log('Failed to enable system sound recording; for example, the audio dr

  }

  if (errCode === -1331) {

    console.log('No permission to install the audio driver plugin');
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  }

  if (errCode === -1332) {

    console.log('Failed to install the audio driver plugin');

  }

}

trtcCloud.on('onSystemAudioLoopbackError', onSystemAudioLoopbackError);

trtcCloud.startLocalAudio(TRTCAudioQuality.TRTCAudioQualityDefault);

trtcCloud.startSystemAudioLoopback();

notice
 When you call  startSystemAudioLoopback  for the first time, the SDK will request root access. After being 

granted root access, the SDK will start installing the virtual sound card plugin to the computer automatically.  

Step 2. Stop capturing system audio

Call the stopSystemAudioLoopback API to stop system audio capturing.

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#stopSystemAudioLoopback
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trtcCloud.stopSystemAudioLoopback();

Step 3. Set the volume of system audio capturing

Call the setSystemAudioLoopbackVolume API to set the volume of system audio capturing.

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#setSystemAudioLoopbackVolume
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trtcCloud.setSystemAudioLoopbackVolume(60);

Summary

TRTC records system audio on Mac computers using the virtual sound card plugin  TRTCAudioPlugin.driver . 

For the plugin to work, you need to copy it to the system directory  /Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/HAL  and restart 

the audio service. You can check whether the plug is installed successfully using the Audio MIDI Setup app, which 
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can be found in the  Other  folder of Launchpad. The presence of a device named "TRTC Audio Device" in the 

device list of the app indicates that the plugin is installed successfully.  
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9. Setting Video Quality
Android&iOS&Windows&Mac
Last updated：2022-09-26 14:52:33

Introduction

In TRTCCloud, you can adjust the video quality in the following ways:
 TRTCAppScene  in TRTCCloud.enterRoom: used to select your application scenario.

TRTCCloud.setVideoEncoderParam: used to set the encoding parameter.

TRTCCloud.setNetworkQosParam: used to set the network control policy.
This document describes how to configure these parameters to make the video quality of the TRTC SDK meet your 
project-specific needs. 
You can also see the following demos:
iOS：SetVideoQualityViewController.m

Android：SetVideoQualityActivity.java
Windows: TRTCMainViewController.cpp

Supported Platforms

iOS Android macOS Windows Web Electron Flutter

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

For detailed directions on how to set video quality for the Web, please see Configuration Guide.

TRTCAppScene

VideoCall  
This corresponds to the scenario where most of the time there are two or more people on video calls, and the 
optimization for internal encoders and network protocols focuses on smoothness to reduce call latency and lagging.

LIVE  
This corresponds to the scenario where most of the time there is only one person speaking or performing and 
occasionally multiple people interact with one another through video, and the optimization for internal encoders and 
network protocols focuses on performance and compatibility to deliver better performance and definition.

https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/en/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#a96152963bf6ac4bc10f1b67155e04f8d
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/en/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#a57938e5b62303d705da2ceecf119d74e
https://liteav.sdk.qcloud.com/doc/api/en/group__TRTCCloud__ios.html#ac72a8a85131cb7716b1eec799250aba9
https://github.com/LiteAVSDK/TRTC_iOS/tree/main/TRTC-API-Example-OC/Advanced/SetVideoQuality/SetVideoQualityViewController.m
https://github.com/LiteAVSDK/TRTC_Android/tree/main/TRTC-API-Example/Advanced/SetVideoQuality/src/main/java/com/tencent/trtc/videoquality/SetVideoQualityActivity.java
https://github.com/tencentyun/TRTCSDK/blob/master/Windows/MFCDemo/TRTCMainViewController.cpp
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/en/tutorial-14-basic-set-video-profile.html
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TRTCVideoEncParam

Recommended configuration

Application Scenario videoResolution videoFps videoBitrate

Video call (mobile) 640x360 15 550 Kbps

Video conferencing (primary image on macOS or Windows) 1280x720 15 1,200 Kbps

Video conferencing (primary image on mobile device) 640x360 15 900 Kbps

Video conferencing (small image) 320x180 15 250 Kbps

Online education (teacher on macOS or Windows) 960x540 15 850 Kbps

Online education (teacher on iPad) 640x360 15 550 Kbps

Online education (student) 320x180 15 250 Kbps

Detailed description of fields

(TRTCVideoResolution) videoResolution 
Encoded resolution; for example, 640x360 refers to the width (pixels) x height (pixels) of the encoded video image. In 

the  TRTCVideoResolution  enum definition, only landscape resolution (i.e., width >= height) is defined. If you 

want to use portrait resolution, you need to set  resMode  to  Portrait .

notice
 As many hardware codecs only support pixel widths that are divisible by 16, the actual resolution encoded by the 
SDK is not necessarily exactly the same as configured by the parameter; instead, it will be automatically corrected 

based on the divisor of 16; for example, the resolution 640x360 may be adapted to 640x368 inside the SDK.
(TRTCVideoResolutionMode) resMode 
This determines the landscape or portrait resolution. Because only landscape resolution is defined in 
 TRTCVideoResolution , if you want to use portrait resolution such as 360x640, you need to specify  resMode  

as  TRTCVideoResolutionModePortrait . Generally, landscape resolution is used on PCs and Macs, while 

portrait resolution is used on mobile devices.

(int) videoFps 
Frame rate (FPS), which indicates how many frames are encoded per second. The recommended value is 15 FPS, 
which can ensure that the video image is smooth enough without reducing the video definition due to too many frames 
per second.
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 If you have high requirements for smoothness, you can set the frame rate to 20 or 25 FPS. However, please do not 
set a value above 25 FPS, because the normal frame rate of movies is only 24 FPS.
(int) videoBitrate 

Video bitrate, which indicates how many Kbits of encoded binary data is output by the encoder per second. If you set 
 videoBitrate  to 800 Kbps, the encoder will generate 800 Kbits of video data per second. If such data is stored 

as a file, the file size will be 800 Kbits, which is 100 KB or 0.1 MB.
 A higher video bitrate is not always better; instead, it must have a proper mapping relationship with resolution as 
shown in the table below.

Resolution-bitrate reference table

Resolution Definition Aspect 
Ratio

Recommended 
Bitrate(VideoCall)

Recommended 
Bitrate(LIVE)

TRTCVideoResolution_120_120 1:1 80 Kbps 120 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_160_160 1:1 100 Kbps 150 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_270_270 1:1 200 Kbps 300 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_480_480 1:1 350 Kbps 525 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_160_120 4:3 100 Kbps 150 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_240_180 4:3 150 Kbps 225 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_280_210 4:3 200 Kbps 300 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_320_240 4:3 250 Kbps 375 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_400_300 4:3 300 Kbps 450 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_480_360 4:3 400 Kbps 600 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_640_480 4:3 600 Kbps 900 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_960_720 4:3 1,000 Kbps 1,500 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_160_90 16:9 150 Kbps 250 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_256_144 16:9 200 Kbps 300 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_320_180 16:9 250 Kbps 400 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_480_270 16:9 350 Kbps 550 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_640_360 16:9 550 Kbps 900 Kbps
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TRTCVideoResolution_960_540 16:9 850 Kbps 1,300 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_1280_720 16:9 1,200 Kbps 1,800 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_1920_1080 16:9 2,000kbps 3,000kbps

TRTCNetworkQosParam

QosPreference

If the network bandwidth is sufficient, both high definition and smoothness can be ensured; however, if the user's 
network connection is not ideal, should priority be given to definition or smoothness? You can make a choice by 
specifying the  preference  parameter in  TRTCNetworkQosParam . 

Smoothness preferred (TRTCVideoQosPreferenceSmooth) 
Smoothness is ensured on a weak network, while the video image will have a lot of blurs but can be smooth with no or 
slight lagging.

Definition preferred (TRTCVideoQosPreferenceClear) 
Definition is ensured on a weak network, i.e., the image will be as clear as possible but tend to lag.

ControlMode

For the  controlMode  parameter, select TRTCQosControlModeServer.  TRTCQosControlModeClient  is 

used for internal debugging by the Tencent Cloud R&D team and should be ignored.

Common Misunderstandings

1. The higher the resolution, the better? 

Higher resolutions require higher bitrates for support. If the resolution is 1280x720, but the bitrate is specified as 200 
Kbps, the video image will have a lot of blurs. We recommend that you set it as described in the Resolution-bitrate 
reference table.
2. The higher the frame rate, the better? 
Because the image captured by the camera is a complete mapping to all real objects in the exposure phase, it is not 

that the higher the frame rate, the smoother the video, which is different from the concept of FPS in games. On the 
contrary, if the frame rate is too high, the quality of each video frame will be lowered, and the exposure time of the 
camera will be reduced, worsening the image effect.
3. The higher the bitrate, the better? 
Higher bitrates also require higher resolutions for a match. For a resolution of 320x240, a 1,000 Kbps bitrate would be 
wasteful. We recommend that you set it as described in the Resolution-bitrate reference table.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35153?lang=en&pg=#resolution-bitrate-reference-table
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35153?lang=en&pg=#detailed-description-of-fields
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4. High resolution and bitrate can be set when connected to a Wi-Fi network? 
It is not that the Wi-Fi network speed is constant. If the device is far from the wireless router or the router channel is 
occupied, the Wi-Fi network may not be as fast as 4G. 

In response to this issue, the TRTC SDK provides a speed test feature, which can perform speed test to determine the 
network quality based on the score before a video call is established.
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Web
Last updated：2022-09-26 14:53:49

This document describes how to set the image quality for a video call or live streaming session. You can set the 
properties according to your requirements for video quality and smoothness to deliver better user experience. 
Video properties include resolution, frame rate, and bitrate.

Directions

You can call  {@link LocalStream#setVideoProfile setVideoProfile()}  to set video properties.

Using a predefined profile, which corresponds to a set of recommended resolution, frame rate, and bitrate
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const localStream = TRTC.createStream({ userId, audio: true, video: true });

// Set the profile to 480p

localStream.setVideoProfile('480p');

localStream.initialize().then(() => {

console.log('local stream init success');

localStream.play('local_stream');

});

Specifying a custom resolution, frame rate, and bitrate
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const localStream = TRTC.createStream({ userId, audio: true, video: true });

// Specify a value for the resolution, frame rate, and bitrate

localStream.setVideoProfile({ width: 640, height: 480, frameRate: 15, bitrate: 900 

localStream.initialize().then(() => {

console.log('local stream init success');

localStream.play('local_stream');

});

notice
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In v4.8.4 and later versions, you can call  {@link LocalStream#setVideoProfile setVideoProfile()}  

to change the video settings in real time during a call. For details, see the description of the API.
In versions earlier than v4.8.4, You must call  {@link LocalStream#setVideoProfile 

setVideoProfile()}  before you call  {@link LocalStream#initialize initialize()}  to initialize 

the local stream. You cannot change video settings during a call.

Video Profiles

Profile Resolution (W x H) Frame Rate (fps) Bitrate (Kbps)

120p 160 x 120 15 200

180p 320 x 180 15 350

240p 320 x 240 15 400

360p 640 x 360 15 800

480p 640 x 480 15 900

720p 1280 x 720 15 1500

1080p 1920 x 1080 15 2000

1440p 2560 x 1440 30 4860

4K 3840 x 2160 30 9000

The target resolution of a profile may be unattainable due to device and browser restrictions, in which case the 
browser will adjust the resolution to make it as close as possible to the target.
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Electron
Last updated：2022-09-26 14:56:08

This document describes how to set the image quality for a video call or live streaming session. You can set the 
properties according to your requirements for video quality and smoothness to deliver better user experience. 
Video properties include resolution, frame rate, and bitrate.

Overview

In the Electron SDK, you can adjust the image quality in the following ways:
 TRTCAppScene  parameter in enterRoom: Used to select the scenario.

setVideoEncoderParam: Used to set the encoding parameter.
setNetworkQosParam: Used to specify the QoS control policy.
This document describes how to configure these parameters to make the video quality of the TRTC SDK meet your 

project-specific needs. 
You can also refer to Electron API Example: video-quality.

TRTCAppScene

VideoCall: This scenario is most suitable when there are two or more people on a video call. The internal encoders 
and network protocols are optimized for video smoothness to reduce call latency and stuttering.
LIVE: This scenario is most suitable when there is only one person speaking or performing for an online audience, and 
occasionally multiple people interact with one another through video. The internal encoders and network protocols are 

optimized for performance and compatibility to deliver better performance and video clarity.

TRTCVideoEncParam

Recommended configuration

Application Scenario videoResolution videoFps videoBitrate

Video conferencing (primary image on macOS or Windows) 1280 x 720 15 1,200 Kbps

Online education (teacher on macOS or Windows) 960 x 540 15 850 Kbps

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#enterRoom
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#setVideoEncoderParam
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#setNetworkQosParam
https://github.com/tencentyun/TRTCSDK/blob/master/Electron/TRTC-API-Example/assets/code/advanced/video-quality/index.js
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Detailed description of fields

(TRTCVideoResolution) videoResolution 
Encoded resolution (for example, 640 x 360) refers to the width (pixels) x height (pixels) of the encoded video image. 
In the  TRTCVideoResolution  enum definition, only landscape resolution (i.e., width >= height) is defined. If you 

want to use portrait resolution, you need to set  resMode  to  Portrait .

notice
 Because many hardware codecs only support pixel widths that are divisible by 16, the actual resolution encoded by 
the SDK may not be exactly the same as configured by the parameter; instead, it will be automatically corrected based 
on a multiple of 16. For example, the resolution 640 x 360 may be adapted to 640 x 368 inside the SDK.

(TRTCVideoResolutionMode) resMode 
Whether to use landscape or portrait resolutions. Because only landscape resolutions are defined in 
 TRTCVideoResolution , if you want to a use portrait resolution such as 360 x 640, you need to specify 

 resMode  as  TRTCVideoResolutionModePortrait . Generally, landscape resolutions are used on PCs and 

Macs, while portrait resolutions are used on mobile devices.
(int) videoFps 

Frame rate (FPS), which indicates how many frames are encoded per second. The recommended value is 15 fps, 
which can ensure that the video image is smooth enough without reducing the video quality due to too many frames 
per second.
 If you have high requirements for smoothness, you can set the frame rate to 20 or 25 fps. However, do not set a value 
above 25 fps, because the normal frame rate of movies is only 24 fps.

(int) videoBitrate 
Video bitrate, which indicates how many Kbits of encoded binary data is output by the encoder per second. If you set 
 videoBitrate  to 800 Kbps, the encoder will generate 800 Kbits of video data per second. If the data is stored as 

a file, the file size will be 800 Kbits, which is 100 KB or 0.1 MB.
 A higher video bitrate is not always better; instead, it should be chosen appropriately based on the resolution as 

shown in the table below.

Resolution-bitrate reference table

Resolution Definition Aspect 
Ratio

Recommended 
Bitrate(VideoCall)

Recommended 
Bitrate(LIVE)

TRTCVideoResolution_120_120 1:1 80 Kbps 120 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_160_160 1:1 100 Kbps 150 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_270_270 1:1 200 Kbps 300 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_480_480 1:1 350 Kbps 525 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_160_120 4:3 100 Kbps 150 Kbps
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TRTCVideoResolution_240_180 4:3 150 Kbps 225 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_280_210 4:3 200 Kbps 300 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_320_240 4:3 250 Kbps 375 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_400_300 4:3 300 Kbps 450 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_480_360 4:3 400 Kbps 600 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_640_480 4:3 600 Kbps 900 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_960_720 4:3 1,000 Kbps 1,500 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_160_90 16:9 150 Kbps 250 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_256_144 16:9 200 Kbps 300 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_320_180 16:9 250 Kbps 400 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_480_270 16:9 350 Kbps 550 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_640_360 16:9 550 Kbps 900 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_960_540 16:9 850 Kbps 1,300 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_1280_720 16:9 1,200 Kbps 1,800 Kbps

TRTCVideoResolution_1920_1080 16:9 2,000kbps 3,000kbps

TRTCNetworkQosParam

QosPreference

If the network bandwidth is sufficient, both high definition and smoothness can be ensured. However, if the user's 
network connection is not ideal, you can choose whether to give priority to video quality or smoothness by specifying 
the  preference  parameter in  TRTCNetworkQosParam . 

Smoothness preferred (TRTCVideoQosPreferenceSmooth) 
Smoothness is ensured on a weak network. The video image may be blurry, but it can be viewed smoothly with little or 

no stuttering.
Quality preferred (TRTCVideoQosPreferenceClear) 
Video quality is ensured on a weak network. The image will be as clear as possible but will tend to stutter.

ControlMode
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For the  controlMode  parameter, select TRTCQosControlModeServer.  TRTCQosControlModeClient  is 

used for internal debugging by the Tencent Cloud R&D team and should be ignored.

Common Misconceptions

1. Higher resolution is always better

A higher resolution also requires a higher bitrate. If the resolution is 1280 x 720, but the bitrate is specified as 200 

Kbps, the video will be very blurry. We recommend you set parameters by referring to the Resolution and Bitrate 
Reference Table.

2. Higher frame rate is always better

Because the image captured by the camera is the result of physical light exposure, setting a higher frame rate does 
not always result in a smoother video. On the contrary, if the frame rate is too high, the quality of each video frame will 
be lowered because the exposure time is reduced.

3. Higher bitrate is always better

A higher bitrate also requires a higher resolution. However, for a resolution of 320 x 240, a bitrate of 1000 Kbps is a 
waste. We recommend you set parameters by referring to the Resolution and Bitrate Reference Table.

4. High resolution and bitrate can always be set on a Wi-Fi network

Wi-Fi network speed is generally not constant. If the device is far from the wireless router or the router channel is 
occupied, the Wi-Fi network may not be as fast as 4G. 
The TRTC SDK provides a speed test feature, which can perform speed testing before a video call to determine the 
network quality based on a score.

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/global.html#TRTCVideoResolution
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/global.html#TRTCVideoResolution
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10. Rotating Videos
Android, iOS, Windows, and macOS
Last updated：2022-09-26 14:58:04

Overview

Mobile live streaming uses mainly the portrait mode, but TRTC supports both the landscape and portrait modes, 
making it necessary to implement different page orientation logics. This document introduces you to the following:
How to implement the portrait mode, for example, for video calls like those on WeChat

How to implement the landscape mode, for example, for group communication applications such as Zoom
How to customize settings for the rotation and rendering mode of the local image and remote images.
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Supported Platforms

iOS Android macOS Windows Electron Web

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ×

Portrait Mode

To deliver an experience similar to that of WeChat video calls, you need to do two things.
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1. Set the orientation of your app to portrait.

iOS
Android

Set the page orientation in Xcode > General > Deployment Info > Device Orientation. 

Alternatively, use the  supportedInterfaceOrientationsForWindow  method in  Appdelegate .
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- (UIInterfaceOrientationMask)application:(UIApplication *)application 

    supportedInterfaceOrientationsForWindow:(UIWindow *)window 

{

    return  UIInterfaceOrientationMaskPortrait ;

}

explain
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 This CSDN article offers a detailed guide on page orientation and adaptation on iOS for developers.
Set the  screenOrientation  attribute of the activity element to  portrait :

<activity android:name=".trtc.TRTCMainActivity"  android:launchMode="singleTask" an

          android:screenOrientation="portrait" />

2. Set the orientation of the SDK to portrait.

https://blog.csdn.net/DreamcoffeeZS/article/details/79037207
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When you use the  setVideoEncoderParam  API of  TRTCCloud  to set video encoding parameters, set 

 resMode  to  TRTCVideoResolutionModePortrait . 

Below is the sample code:

iOS
Android

TRTCVideoEncParam* encParam = [TRTCVideoEncParam new];

encParam.videoResolution = TRTCVideoResolution_640_360;

encParam.videoBitrate = 600;

encParam.videoFps = 15;
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encParam.resMode = TRTCVideoResolutionModePortrait; // Set the resolution mode to p

[trtc setVideoEncoderParam: encParam];

TRTCCloudDef.TRTCVideoEncParam encParam = new TRTCCloudDef.TRTCVideoEncParam();

encParam.videoResolution = TRTCCloudDef.TRTC_VIDEO_RESOLUTION_640_360;

encParam.videoBitrate = 600;

encParam.videoFps = 15;

encParam.videoResolutionMode = TRTCCloudDef.TRTC_VIDEO_RESOLUTION_MODE_PORTRAIT; //

trtc.setVideoEncoderParam(encParam);
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Landscape Mode

The steps to implement the landscape mode for your app are similar to the steps of implementing the portrait mode, 
except that different values are used for the parameters in step 1 and step 2. 

In particular, regarding the value of  resMode  in  TRTCVideoEncParam  in step 2,

on iOS, set it to  TRTCVideoResolutionModeLandscape .

on Android, set it to  TRTC_VIDEO_RESOLUTION_MODE_LANDSCAPE .

Custom Settings

The TRTC SDK provides different APIs for the setting of the rotation and rendering mode of the local image and 
remote images.

API Description Remarks

setLocalViewRotation Set the clockwise rotation of the local 
image preview

Rotate 90, 180, or 270 degrees 
clockwise

setLocalViewFillMode Set the rendering mode of the local 
image preview

Crop the image or fill the blank space 
with black bars

setRemoteViewRotation Set the clockwise rotation of remote 
video images

Rotate 90, 180, or 270 degrees 
clockwise

setRemoteViewFillMode Set the rendering mode of remote 
video images

Crop the image or fill the blank space 
with black bars

setVideoEncoderRotation Set the clockwise rotation of encoded 
images

Rotate 90, 180, or 270 degrees 
clockwise
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GSensorMode

For adaptation during video recording and CDN live streaming, the TRTC SDK provides a simple gravity-sensing 
adaptation feature, which you can enable using the  setGSensorMode  API of  TRTCCloud .

Currently, the feature supports only 180-degree adaptive rotation. This means that when a user's phone is turned 180 
degrees, the orientation of the user's image seen by remote users remains the same, but this does not work when the 
phone is turned 90 degrees or 270 degrees. Since the feature is achieved through encoder-based rotation adjustment, 
adaptive rotation is also possible for recorded videos and videos played via HTML5 players.
notice

 Another way to achieve adaptive rotation is by embedding the gravity direction of a video in the information of each 
video frame, and adjusting the rotation degree of the video at the viewer end. This scheme requires the introduction of 
additional transcoding resources to adjust the orientation of recorded videos as expected and is therefore not 
recommended.
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Electron
Last updated：2022-09-26 14:58:29

You can customize settings for the rotation and rendering modes of local and remote video images.

Custom Control of Local Image

You can set local rendering parameters by calling setLocalRenderParams.

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#setLocalRenderParams
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import TRTCCloud, { 

  TRTCRenderParams, TRTCVideoRotation, TRTCVideoFillMode,

  TRTCVideoMirrorType

} from 'trtc-electron-sdk';

const trtcCloud = new TRTCCloud();

const param = new TRTCRenderParams(

  TRTCVideoRotation.TRTCVideoRotation90,

  TRTCVideoFillMode.TRTCVideoFillMode_Fill,

  TRTCVideoMirrorType.TRTCVideoMirrorType_Enable

);
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trtcCloud.setLocalRenderParams(param);

const localUserDom = document.querySelector('local-user');

trtcCloud.startLocalPreview(localUserDom);

Custom Control of Remote Image

You can set remote rendering parameters by calling setRemoteRenderParams.

import TRTCCloud, { 

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/electron/doc/en-us/trtc_electron_sdk/TRTCCloud.html#setRemoteRenderParams
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  TRTCRenderParams, TRTCVideoRotation, TRTCVideoFillMode,

  TRTCVideoMirrorType, TRTCVideoStreamType

} from 'trtc-electron-sdk';

const trtcCloud = new TRTCCloud();

const param = new TRTCRenderParams(

  TRTCVideoRotation.TRTCVideoRotation180,

  TRTCVideoFillMode.TRTCVideoFillMode_Fill,

  TRTCVideoMirrorType.TRTCVideoMirrorType_Disable

);

const remoteUserId = 'remoteUser';

trtcCloud.setRemoteRenderParams(remoteUserId, TRTCVideoStreamType.TRTCVideoStreamTy

const remoteUserDom = document.querySelector('remote-user');

trtcCloud.startRemoteView(remoteUserId, remoteUserDom, TRTCVideoStreamType.TRTCVide
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11.FAQs
FAQs for Beginners
Last updated：2022-09-26 14:59:23

What is UserSig?

 UserSig  is a security signature designed by Tencent Cloud to prevent attackers from accessing your Tencent 

Cloud account. 
Currently, Tencent Cloud services including TRTC, IM, and MLVB all use this security mechanism. Whenever you 

want to use these services, you must provide three key pieces of information, i.e.  SDKAppID ,  UserID , and 

 UserSig  in the initialization or login function of the corresponding SDK. 

 SDKAppID  is used to identify your application, and  UserID  your user.  UserSig  is a security signature 

calculated based on the two parameters using the HMAC SHA256 encryption algorithm. Attackers cannot use your 
Tencent Cloud traffic without authorization as long as they cannot forge a  UserSig . 

See the figure below for how  UserSig  is calculated. Basically, it involves hashing crucial information such as 

 SDKAppID ,  UserID , and  ExpireTime .
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// UserSig formula, in which `secretkey` is the key used to calculate UserSig

usersig = hmacsha256(secretkey, (userid + sdkappid + currtime + expire + 

                                 base64(userid + sdkappid + currtime + expire)))

explain

 currtime  is the current system time and  expire  the expiration time of the signature.

For detailed directions on how to calculate and get  UserSig , please see UserSig.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35166
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How many rooms can there be in TRTC at the same time?

There can be up to 4,294,967,294 concurrent rooms in TRTC. No limits are set on the number of non-concurrent 
rooms.

How long is the average delay in TRTC?

The average end-to-end delay of TRTC around the globe is less than 300 ms.

Does TRTC support screen sharing on PCs?

Yes. For details, see the following documents:
Real-Time Screen Sharing (Windows)
Real-Time Screen Sharing (macOS)

Real-Time Screen Sharing (Web)
For more information on the screen sharing APIs, please see Client APIs > All Platforms (C++) > Overview or Client 
APIs > Electron > Overview.

What platforms does TRTC support?

TRTC supports platforms including iOS, Android, Windows (C++), Windows (C#), macOS, web, and Electron. For 
more information, see Supported Platforms.

How many people can there be in a TRTC call?

In call scenarios, each room can accommodate up to 300 concurrent users, and up to 50 of them can turn on their 
cameras or mics.
In live streaming scenarios, each room can accommodate up to 100,000 concurrent users, and up to 50 of them can 
be assigned the anchor role and turn on their cameras or mics.

How do I start a live streaming session in TRTC?

TRTC offers a dedicated low-latency interactive live streaming solution that allows up to 100,000 participants with co-
anchoring latency kept as low as 200 ms and watch latency below 1s. It adapts excellently to poor network conditions 
and is optimized for the complicated mobile network environments. 
For detailed directions, please see Live Streaming Mode.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/37335
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/37336
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35163
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35131
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35141
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35078
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35107
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What roles are supported during live streaming in TRTC? How do they differ from each 
other?

The live streaming scenarios (  TRTCAppSceneLIVE  and  TRTCAppSceneVoiceChatRoom ) support two roles: 

 TRTCRoleAnchor  (anchor) and  TRTCRoleAudience  (audience). An anchor can both send and receive 

audio/video data, but audience can only receive and play back others' data. You can call  switchRole()  to switch 

roles.

Can I kick a user out, forbid a user to speak, or mute a user in a TRTC room?

Yes, you can.
To enable the features through simple signaling operations, use  sendCustomCmdMsg , the custom signaling API of 

TRTC, to define your own control signaling, and users who receive the message will perform the action expected. For 

example, to kick out a user, just define a kick-out signaling, and the user receiving it will exit the room.
If you want to implement a more comprehensive operation logic, we recommend that you use Instant Messaging to 
map the TRTC room to an IM group and enable the features via the sending/receiving of custom messages in the 
group.

Can TRTC pull and play back streams through CDN?

Yes. For details, please see CDN Relayed Live Streaming.

Does TRTC support Swift integration on iOS?

Yes. Just integrate the SDK in the same steps as you do a third-party library or by following the steps in Demo Quick 
Start (iOS & macOS).

What browsers does the SDK for web support?

It is well supported by Chrome (desktop) and Safari (desktop and mobile) but poorly or not supported by other 

platforms such as browsers on Android. For more information, please see Client APIs > Supported Platforms. 
You can open WebRTC Support Level Test in a browser to test whether the environment fully supports WebRTC.

What do the errors  NotFoundError ,  NotAllowedError ,  NotReadableError , 
 OverConstrainedError , and  AbortError  found in the log of TRTC SDK for web 
mean?

Error Description Suggested Solution

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1047
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35242
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35086
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/41664
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/demo/detect/index.html
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NotFoundError The media (audio, video, or 
screen sharing) of the request 
parameters are not found. 
For example, this error occurs if 
the PC has no cameras but the 
browser requests a video 
stream.

Remind users to check devices such as cameras 
and mics before making a call. If a user does not 
have a camera and wants to make an audio call, 
use TRTC.createStream({ audio: true, video: false 
}) to make the SDK capture audio only.

NotAllowedError

The user has rejected the 
request of the current browser 
instance to access the 
camera/mic or share screens.

Remind the user that audio/video calls are not 
possible without camera/mic access.

NotReadableError

The user has granted access to 
the requested device, but it is 
still inaccessible due to a 
hardware, browser or webpage 
error.

Handle the error according to the error message 
returned, and send this message to the user: 
“The camera/mic cannot be accessed. Please 
make sure that no other applications are 
requesting access and try again.”

OverConstrainedError
The 
 cameraId/microphoneId  
value is invalid.

Make sure that the 
 cameraId/microphoneId  value passed in 
is valid.

AbortError The device cannot be accessed 
due to an unknown reason.

-

For more information, please see initialize.

How do I check whether TRTC SDK for web can get the device (camera/mic) list?

1. Check whether the browser can access the devices: 
Open the console with the browser and enter  navigator.mediaDevices.enumerateDevices()  to see if the 

device list can be obtained.
Normally, a promise containing an array of  MediaDeviceInfo  objects will be returned, each object 

corresponding to an available media device.
If the SDK fails to enumerate the devices, a rejected promise will be returned, indicating that the browser fails to 

detect any devices. You need to check the browser or devices.
2. If the device list can be obtained, enter  navigator.mediaDevices.getUserMedia({ audio: true, 

video: true })  to see if the  MediaStream  object can be returned. If it is not returned, it indicates that the 

browser failed to obtain any data. You need to check your browser configuration.

https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/zh-cn/TRTC.html#.createStream
https://web.sdk.qcloud.com/trtc/webrtc/doc/zh-cn/LocalStream.html?#initialize
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How do live streaming, interactive live streaming, TRTC, and relayed live streaming differ 
from and relate to each other?

Live streaming (keywords: one-to-many, RTMP/HLS/HTTP-FLV, CDN) 
 Live streaming consists of the push end, the playback end, and the cloud live streaming service. Streams are pushed 
over the universal protocol RTMP, delivered through CDNs, and can be watched over protocols including RTMP, 

HTTP-FLV, or HLS (for HTML5).
Interactive live streaming (keywords: co-anchoring, anchor competition) 
 In interactive live streaming, audience can co-anchor with anchors and anchors from different rooms can compete 
with each other.
Real-time communication (keywords: multi-person interaction, UDP-based proprietary protocol, low latency) 

 The main application scenarios for TRTC (Tencent Real-Time Communication) are audio/video interaction and low-
latency live streaming. It uses a UDP-based proprietary protocol and can keep the latency as low as 100 ms. Typical 
applications include zoom meeting, FaceTime, and online group classes. TRTC is supported by mainstream platforms 
including iOS, Android, and Windows and can communicate over WebRTC. It supports relaying streams to CDNs 
through on-cloud stream mixing.
Relayed live streaming (keywords: on-cloud stream mixing, RTC relayed live streaming, CDN) 

 The relayed live streaming technology replicates multiple streams in a low-latency co-anchoring room and mixes them 
into one stream in the cloud before pushing it to a live streaming CDN for delivery and playback.

How do I view my call duration and usage?

You can find the information on the Usage Statistics page of the TRTC console.

How do I fix stutter?

You can check call quality by room ID or user ID in Monitoring Dashboard in the TRTC console.
Check the send and receive statistics from the recipient’s perspective.
Check the send and receive packet loss. High packet loss suggest that the stutter may be caused by unstable network 
connections.
Check the frame rate and CPU usage. Both low frame rates and high CPU usage can cause stutter.

How do I fix low-quality, blurry and pixelated videos?

Resolution is mainly associated with bitrate. Check whether the bitrate is set too low. Pixelation tends to occur when 
resolution is high but bitrate low.
TRTC dynamically adjusts bitrate and resolution based on network conditions according to its on-cloud QoS control 
policy. It reduces the bitrate in case of poor network connections, which leads to decreased definition.

https://console.tencentcloud.com/trtc/statistics
https://console.tencentcloud.com/trtc/monitor
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Check whether the  VideoCall  or  Live  mode is used during room entry. As the  VideoCall  mode is 

designed for calls and features low latency and smoothness, it tends to sacrifice video quality for smoothness when 
network connections are poor. We recommend that you use the  Live  mode for application scenarios with high 

requirements on video quality.

How do I view the latest version number of the SDK?

In the case of automatic loading,  latest.release  will load the latest version automatically. You don’t need to 

modify the version number. For detailed instructions on integration, please see SDK Quick Integration.
You can find the latest version number of the SDK on the release notes page.

For iOS & Android, please see Release Notes (App).
For web, please see Release Notes (Web).
For Electron, please see Release Notes (Electron).

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/35092
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/39426
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/39779
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/647/38702

